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Value Proposition 
You may well be asking: 

“I am a business student and/or business manager, so why in the heck am I having to learn about the Management 
of Information Systems (MIS)?” 

Good question. 

In a “nutshell” here are the main reasons: 

 Since 1995 to the present day, 60-80% of Canadian and US productivity and competitive advantage gains 
have come from the use of Information Systems (IS). 

 There is a high degree of IS deployment in small to medium sized businesses on up to the Fortune 1000 
companies where IS is all pervasive – basically, you will not escape IS in the modern day business 
environment. 

 Billion dollar a year in revenue companies have succeeded spectacularly or have gone bankrupt 
implementing IS solutions – when implementing IS solutions, unlimited resources cannot save you from 
catastrophe. 

 Learning has come from failed IS implementations in the form of: Key Success Factors (KSFs), IS Strategy 
that works etc. so that you can apply these techniques to make your company succeed and as a result, 
yourself as well. 

 Since IS are so pervasive in the modern day business environment, manager’s will find it difficult to plan, 
lead, organize and control to achieve their goals and objectives without some working knowledge of  IS. 

The following sections provide background information to support the above assertions. 

Productivity & Competitive Advantage 
Productivity is defined as the rate at which a company produces goods or services, in relation to the amount of 
materials and number of employees needed (i.e., Outputs divided by Inputs).
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Competitive advantage is the position that a firm occupies vs. its competitors. According to Michael Porter, the 
three methods for creating a competitive advantage are:
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 Cost leadership - cost advantage occurs when a firm delivers the same services as its competitors but at a 
lower cost; 

 Differentiation - differentiation advantage occurs when a firm delivers greater services for the same price 
of its competitors; and 

 Focus (economics) - a focused approach requires the firm to concentrate on a narrow, exclusive 
competitive segment (i.e., a market niche), hoping to achieve a local rather than industry wide 
competitive advantage – the aim is to obtain a local cost advantage over the competition and for it to 
become a differentiation focus. 

The following is the “State of the Union Address” about Canadian productivity and competitive advantage and the 
impact of IS: 

 Productivity is a tough sell. In early September (2005), Decima Research told Ottawa that nearly everyone 
in focus groups stoutly claims to understand the notion. But, as the pollster bluntly added, they rarely do. 
Worse, most participants flatly refuse to believe that Canada's productivity performance has been 
dismal.
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 The TD Bank Financial Group calculates that, over the past two years (2003-2005), Canada's productivity 
growth was slower than the gains in 21 of 23 nations that belong to the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD). It has been quite a slide. Whereas Canada's productivity level was 
third among OECD nations in 1960, it is now 17

th
 (2005). Two-thirds of OECD nations now deploy their 

workers more efficiently.
4
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 The Canadian Chamber of Commerce calculates that the nation's standard of living was roughly 20 per 
cent below that of the US last year (2004). (It was only 13 per cent below the U.S. in 1974.) In sheer 
purchasing power, that translates into a gap of an astonishing $9,242 per person per year. Experts firmly 
believe that lagging productivity is the culprit.
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 Only a few decades ago, Canada could simply have built a better widget. But there is a different type of 
competition out there today. China and India can build equally good widgets at cheaper prices. To 
compensate, Bank of Canada Governor David Dodge has urged firms to integrate such foreign-made, low-
cost components into their production processes through direct investment or joint ventures. Canada can 
also focus on areas that exploit its technical expertise, such as industrial design and customization. In 
other words, firms should buy their widgets elsewhere – and tuck them into ever-better products.
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 Experts estimate that 60 to 80 per cent of productivity growth in Canada and the US since 1995 can be 
attributed to industries that use or produce information and communications technology. Canadian 
investment in this area is picking up – which means employees must be trained in how to use it.
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The above points clearly state that Canadian productivity is not doing well as most Canadians think or understand 
and that significant gains in productivity and competitive advantage can be made from what you will learn about in 
this textbook. 

Deployment 
Some business students believe that they will be immune from IS since they will be working for a small or medium 
sized business – this could not be farther from the truth. 

The “SMB IT Spending – Americas Report” surveyed 166 small and medium sized businesses (SMBs) in Canada and 
632 SMBs in the USA. The report segmented its findings based on the following categories:
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Company size: 

 Small business – 10 to 49 employees. 

 Lower midsize business – 50 to 249 employees. 

 Upper midsize business – 250 to 999 employees. 

Vertical segments: 

 Process manufacturing – includes Chemicals, Consumer Packaged Goods, and Oil and Gas Refining. 

 Discrete manufacturing – includes Automotive, Aerospace, High-Tech, and Machinery. 

 Retail – includes General Merchandise, Food Stores, Specialty Retailers, Wholesale, and  

 Other services. 

Information Technology (IT) allocation categories included in spending were: 

 Infrastructure – includes PCs, servers, storage, peripherals, and networking hardware. 

 Telecommunications – voice and data services. 

 Software license and maintenance – enterprise and office applications. 

 IT head count – includes salaries, benefits, and training. 

 Third-party services – includes contract labour, consultants, application development or implementation, 
and support services. 
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The following is the degree deployment of IS software in Canada (survey results for 147 SMBs): 

Table 1 SMB IS software deployment in Canada. 

 

The following is the degree deployment of IS software in the US (survey results for 529 SMBs): 

Table 2 SMB IS software deployment in the US. 

 

The following provides the percentage of IS spending vs. Sales by SMBs in Canada and the US: 

Table 3 IS spending vs. sales by SMBs. 

 

From the above 2004 data it becomes clear that there is a high level of IS software deployment in Canada and the 
US and that these deployments are costly. On average, most companies will have a return on sales (ROS) of about 
5%, so IS expenditures of this magnitude are roughly equivalent to the yearly net income of these companies (ROS 
= Net Income ÷ Sales, expressed as a %). This means that these software solution deployments will have to be 
managed; therefore, you will not escape IS in the modern day business environment. 

Successes & Failures  
IS can literally transform a company or push it into bankruptcy. 

Firstly, let’s look at the results of a successful IS implementation by Colgate-Palmolive Co. Ltd. 

Colgate’s US division (which accounted for roughly 35% of their worldwide sales) successfully installed SAP’s R/3 
software at the end of 1996 (R/3 is ERP software sold by SAP in 1996 and SAP is the leading vendor of ERP software 
to the Fortune 1000). Based on its success, SAP’s R/3 was extended company wide by the end of 2001. Key 
financial information for Colgate as of 2002 is as follows (in $US):
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 Net Sales: $9.3 billion. 

 Receivables: $1.145 billion 

Canada Totals 10-49 50-249 250-999 Process Discrete Retail Other Services

Base number 147 52 76 19 16 68 28 35

Financial Management and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 22.0% 18% 25% 20% 34% 23% 18% 19%

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 15.0% 18% 13% 17% 8% 11% 23% 21%

Supply Chain Management (SCM) 8.0% 8% 7% 10% 6% 7% 6% 12%

Sourcing and Procurment (e-Procurement) 10.0% 9% 9% 14% 7% 8% 15% 9%

Desktop software 31.0% 32% 31% 29% 35% 30% 30% 32%

Any other enterprise software 14.0% 15% 15% 11% 12% 21% 8% 7%

SMB Size (# of Employees) Vertical Segment

United States Totals 10-49 50-249 250-999 Process Discrete Retail Other Services

Base number 529 207 194 128 120 322 40 47

Financial Management and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 22% 24% 21% 20% 24% 22% 19% 20%

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 20% 18% 23% 20% 17% 20% 27% 21%

Supply Chain Management (SCM) 10% 7% 9% 14% 6% 10% 10% 12%

Sourcing and Procurment (e-Procurement) 10% 8% 10% 13% 9% 10% 11% 11%

Desktop software 25% 29% 23% 21% 30% 23% 27% 24%

Any other enterprise software 13% 13% 14% 11% 14% 14% 5% 12%

SMB Size (# of Employees) Vertical Segment

Canada Totals 10-49 50-249 250-999 Process Discrete Retail Other Services

IS budget as a % of Sales 4.5% 5.5% 4.0% 4.4% 4.5% 4.2% 5.1% 4.9%

% change, 2004-2005 5.0% 3.4% 6.2% 4.4% 4.8% 5.8% 4.7% 3.6%

United States Totals 10-49 50-249 250-999 Process Discrete Retail Other Services

IS budget as a % of Sales 6.4% 5.6% 6.7% 7.4% 5.6% 6.7% 8.4% 4.1%

% change, 2004-2005 6.6% 3.4% 7.0% 10.8% 7.9% 6.6% 3.5% 6.1%

SMB Size (# of Employees) Vertical Segment
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 Inventories: $672 million 

Benefits from Colgate’s ERP implementation are as follows:
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1. 80 global Data Centers were consolidated into 1 global Data Center with a staff of 40, Accounts Payable 
was consolidated into 1 location from 8 and Human Resources was consolidated into 1 location from 3. 

2. Order acquisition and processing decreased from 7 days to 4 hours and distribution planning decreased 
from 4 days to 14 hours. 

3. On-time deliveries increased from 91.5% to 97.5% and correct order deliveries increased from 97.5% to 
99%. 

4. Domestic inventories decreased by 33%. 
5. Days Receivables decreased from 31.4 days to 22.4 days (a 9 day decrease). 
6. Working Capital as a % of Revenue decreased from 11.3% to 6.3%. 
7. Profit margin rose from 47% in 1995 to 54.6% in 2002. 

To a business manager, item numbers 4 and 5 of the above list are of great significance to cash flow. In a 
conventional Sources & Uses Cash Flow calculation, a decrease in inventory translates to an increase in cash flow 
and a decrease in accounts receivable translates into an increase in cash flow.  

So let’s do the math: 

 Assume that domestic inventory (US Division) is proportional to its % of worldwide sales; therefore, the 
US Division accounts for approximately $235 million of the $672 million in total inventory (= 35% x $672 
million). 

 A 33% drop in domestic inventory represents a $78 million increase in cash flow (= 33% x $235 million). 

 The following is the Day’s Receivables formula: 

                  
            

      
        

 

 We can rearrange the above formula to calculate the decrease in receivables that 9 days represents: 

              
                         

        
  
                     

        
              

So the increase in cash flow from the drop in domestic inventory and days receivables amounts to a total of $307 
million per year (= $78 + $229 million) – a staggering increase in cash flow. 

To make matters better, the Data Center consolidation reduced hardware purchases and 100 IT staff for a net cost 
savings of $280 million per year.
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It is expected that the total savings to Colgate will be in excess of $600 million per year.
12

 

Even if the ERP implementation cost Colgate between $100 to 200 million and assuming a 5 year implementation 
period (the duration of the project), the payback period would range from 1.7 to 3.4 months, the net present value 
(NPV) would range from $2.7 to $2.8 billion and the internal rate of return (IRR) would range from about 350 to 
700% (i.e., in 2002 Colgate’s discount rate was 6.75%, total depreciation was $296.5 million and their effective tax 
rate was 31.1%; therefore, assuming the $600 million in total savings translates into an increase in Net Operating 
Income, After-tax Net Cash Flow equals $710 million; ATNCF = Net Operating Income x [1 – Tax Rate] + 
Depreciation = 600 x [1 – 0.311] + 296.5).
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Managing an IS implementation successfully, as Colgate did, can reap incredible if not staggering benefits to a 
company – literally transforming its profitability and operations. 

Now, for the bad news. 
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If you “mess up” an IS implementation, it can egregiously “wound” your company if not force it into bankruptcy as 
provided in the following list of Top 10 Corporate IT Failures in the 1990s:
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1. Project: The "Confirm" reservation system for hotel and rental car bookings.  
a. Companies: AMR Corp., Budget Rent A Car Corp., Hilton Hotels Corp., Marriott International Inc.  
b. After four years and $125 million spent on development, the project crumbled in 1992 when it 

became clear that Confirm would miss its deadline by as much as two years. 
2. Project: Conversion to a new order entry system from The Baan Co.  

a. Company: Snap-on Inc.  
b. Despite three years of design and implementation, a new order entry system installed in 

December 1997 cost the tools company $50 million in lost sales for the first half of 1998. 
3. Project: SAP ERP system. 

a. Company: FoxMeyer Corp.  
b. The $5 billion a year drug distributor has claimed that a bungled enterprise resource planning 

(ERP) installation in 1996 helped drive it into bankruptcy. After unsuccessful lawsuits against SAP 
and Arthur Andersen (the Management Consultant on the project), FoxMeyer was purchased 
later that year, while in bankruptcy protection, by its rival McKesson Corp. for about $120 
million. 

4. Project: SAP ERP system.  
a. Company: W.W. Grainger Inc.  
b. Grainger spent at least $9 million on SAP software and services in 1998 and 1999. During the 

worst six months, Grainger lost $19 million in sales and $23 million in profits.  
5. Project: Trips, a reservation and bus-dispatch system.  

a. Company: Greyhound Lines Inc.  
b. Greyhound spent at least $6 million in the early 1990s building Trips. The debacle spurred a 

$61.4 million loss for the first half of 1994. 
6. Project: IBM-led installation and integration of SAP, Manugistics Group Inc. and Siebel Systems Inc. 

Software. 
a. Company: Hershey Foods Corp.  
b. To meet 1999's Halloween and Christmas candy rush, Hershey compressed the rollout of a new 

$112 million ERP system by several months. Sales fell 12% in the quarter after the system went 
live, down $150 million compared to the year before. 

7. Project: Systems integration with merger target Consolidated Rail Corp.  
a. Company: Norfolk Southern Corp.  
b. Norfolk Southern lost more than $113 million in business during its 1998-1999 railroad merger 

with Conrail. Custom logistics software wasn’t tested properly and a dispatcher mistakenly fed 
bogus test data into the system. Norfolk Southern suffered more than a year of train backups, 
untraceable freight and crew-scheduling mishaps. Norfolk Southern spent an extra $80 million on 
worker overtime pay and fix-up costs until the system was stabilized. 

8. Project: New billing and claims processing system based on Unix International and Oracle Corp. databases. 
a. Company: Oxford Health Plans Inc.  
b. A 1996 migration to a new set of applications for health maintenance organization operations 

resulted in hordes of doctors and patients who were angry about payment delays. As a result, 
high-flying Oxford posted its first-ever quarterly loss in November 1997: $78 million. All told, 
Oxford overestimated revenue by $173.5 million in 1997 and $218.2 million in 1998. 

9. Project: Oracle ERP and application integration. 
a. Company: Tri Valley Growers  
b. A giant agricultural co-operative, Tri Valley bought at least $6 million worth of ERP software and 

services from Oracle in 1996. None of the software worked as promised; some of it couldn’t even 
be installed on Tri Valley’s DEC Alpha hardware, the co-op claimed in a $20 million lawsuit filed in 
February. Tri Valley eventually stopped using the Oracle software and stopped paying the 
vendor. Oracle denied all claims. Tri Valley filed for bankruptcy protection in July. 

10. Project: Software for estimating project costs and figuring engineering specifications, to be built and 
installed by Andersen Consulting.  
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a. Company: Universal Oil Products LLC  
b. After a 1991 ERP deal with Andersen resulted in unusable systems for Universal Oil, the industrial 

engineering firm cried fraud, negligence and neglect in a $100 million lawsuit in 1995. 

From the above it ought to be clear that a properly managed and implemented IS can either make or break your 
company. 

IT Project Key Success Factors 
Most companies will either be engaged in upgrading their existing information systems or installing new 
information systems as their company grows. Typically, IS upgrades or new installations will be classified as a 
capital investment and upon completion, reported as a fixed asset on the company Balance Sheet (i.e., 
“capitalized”). Since IS upgrades or new installations are a “one off” endeavour, they are usually called a “project”. 
A project is a unique endeavour (i.e.,  usually not repeated) and is an Operations Management field of study called 
“Project Management.” 

Why business people should manage an IT project “with a fine toothed comb” will be self evident after the 
landmark Standish Group’s “1995 Chaos Report” findings are examined. First, a summary of the report data and 
methodology:
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1. The focus of the research project was to identify: 
a. The scope of software project failures. 
b. The major factors that cause software projects to fail. 
c. The key ingredients that can reduce project failures. 

2. The respondents were IT executive managers. 
3. The total sample size was 365 respondents and represented 8,380 applications. 
4. The sample included large, medium, and small companies across major industry segments, e.g., banking, 

securities, manufacturing, retail, wholesale, heath care, insurance, services, and local, state, and federal 
organizations. 

5. In the United States, more than $250 billion each year are spent on IT application development on 
approximately 175,000 projects. 

6. The average cost of a development project: 
a. for a large company: $2,322,000 
b. for a medium company: $1,331,000 
c. for a small company: $434,000 

7. Currently, the 365 companies have a combined 3,682 applications under development. Only 431 or 12% 
of these projects were on-time and on-budget. 

The following tables provide the report failure statistics:
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Table 4 IT project failure statistics. 

 

  

Cost Overruns % of Responses Time Overruns % of Responses % of Features/Functions % of Responses

Under 20% 15.5% Under 20% 13.9% Less Than 25% 4.6%

21 - 50% 31.5% 21 - 50% 18.3% 25 - 49% 27.2%

51 - 100% 29.6% 51 - 100% 20.0% 50 - 74% 21.8%

101 - 200% 10.2% 101 - 200% 35.5% 75 - 99% 39.1%

201 - 400% 8.8% 201 - 400% 11.2% 100% 7.3%

Over 400% 4.4% Over 400% 1.1%

Average Cost Overrun = 189% Average Schedule Overrun = 222% Average Content Deficiencies = 39%

178% for large companies 230% for large companies 58% for large companies

182% for medium companies 202% for medium companies 25% for medium companies

214% for small companies 239% for small companies 26% for small companies

Cost Performance Schedule Performance Content Deficiencies
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The report summarized the above failure statistics as follows:
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1. Almost 33% of the projects surveyed experienced cost overruns of 150 to 200%. 
2. Over 33% also experienced time overruns of 200 to 300%. 
3. More than 25% were completed with only 25% to 49% of originally-specified features and functions. On 

average, only 61% of originally specified features and functions were available on these projects. 

Business manager’s would consider the above failure statistics not only disheartening but “down right frightening.”  

Point 3 above is especially disturbing. All project capital budgeting exercises assume that certain specified features 
and functions will delivered as a project outcome (a.k.a., deliverables). The deliverable outcomes are typically 
captured as increases in revenue, decreases in cost and increases in cash flow. If only 25% to 49% of the 
deliverables are delivered, it is unlikely the project economics will be achieved and hence the project will have 
become an economic failure. 

The report respondents were asked if they believe that there are more project failures now than five years ago and 
ten years ago (despite the fact that the technology had time to mature). The following is a summary of their 
responses:
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Table 5 Project failures vs. 5 and 10 years ago. 

 

For those of you that are thinking modern day IT projects do not have such dismal results, you are referred to the 
2004 Standish Group Report “Unfinished Voyages – A Follow-Up to The CHAOS Report” which shows that 9 years 
after the original report, little has improved. 

If indeed business people will be tasked with managing IT Projects and later maintaining the upgraded or new IS 
system – the task is daunting to say the least. The bigger question here is “did we learn anything from  this?” and 
on a similar vein, “what do we need to pay attention to at the outset of an IT project to avoid failure?” 

Fortunately, the Standish Group surveyed the report respondents and developed key success criteria (a.k.a., key 
success factors or KSFs),  project challenged factors and project impaired factors for IT projects. 

The Standish Group surveyed IT executive managers (the survey participants) for their opinions about why projects 
succeed and developed the following KSFs table:
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Table 6 IT project success criteria (KSFs). 

 

Than 5 Years Ago Than 10 Years Ago 

Significantly More Failures 27.0% 17.0%

Somewhat More Failures 21.0% 29.0%

No Change 11.0% 23.0%

Somewhat Fewer Failures 19.0% 23.0%

Significantly Fewer Failures 22.0% 8.0%

Item Success Criteria Points

1 User Involvement 19

2 Executive Management Support 16

3 Clear Statement of Requirements 15

4 Proper Planning 11

5 Realistic Expectations 10

6 Smaller Project Milestones 9

7 Competent Staff 8

8 Ownership 6

9 Clear Vision & Objectives 3

10 Hard-Working, Focused Staff 3

TOTAL 100
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The survey participants were also asked about the factors that cause projects to be challenged and the Standish 
Group developed the following project challenged factors table:
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Table 7 IT project challenged factors. 

 

The survey participants were asked their opinions about why projects are impaired and ultimately cancelled and 
the Standish Group developed the following project impaired factors table:
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Table 8 IT project impaired factors. 

 

As managers, we would apply the above 3 tables as follows: 

 The KSFs table would represent the areas to focus on at the outset in a project proposal to upper 
management (i.e., you would explain how your project would achieve these KSFs). 

 The Project Challenged factors table would form a part of the work and its activities the project would 
study to ensure its success. 

 The Project Impaired factors table would become part of a “risk list” to continually assess during the 
project. 

From the above we conclude that most IT projects will fail from a cost, schedule and deliverables (or technical 
performance) point of view; however, we now understand why they fail, what we need to do to ensure their 
success and what to monitor during the project execution phase. 

  

Item Project Challenged Factors Points

1 Lack of User Input  12.8

2 Incomplete Requirements & Specifications  12.3

3 Changing Requirements & Specifications 11.8

4 Lack of Executive Support  7.5

5 Technology Incompetence 7.0

6 Lack of Resources  6.4

7 Unrealistic Expectations  5.9

8 Unclear Objectives  5.3

9 Unrealistic Time Frames 4.3

10 New Technology 3.7

11 Other 23.0

TOTAL 100.0

Item Project Impaired Factors Points

1 Incomplete Requirements 13.1

2 Lack of User Involvement 12.4

3 Lack of Resources 10.6

4 Unrealistic Expectations 9.9

5 Lack of Executive Support 9.3

6 Changing Requirements & Specifications 8.7

7 Lack of Planning 8.1

8 Didn't Need It Any Longer 7.5

9 Lack of IT Management 6.2

10 Technology Il l iteracy 4.3

11 Other 9.9

TOTAL 100.0
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What Business Manager’s Do 
Any introductory college or university business management course will state that business managers do the 
following: 

 Plan 

 Lead 

 Organize 

 Control 

And at this juncture of the textbook we understand that: 

 Large productivity and competitive advantage gains in the Canadian and US economies over the past 14 
years  are largely the result of IS and IT. 

 There is a large degree of IS software deployment in Canada and the US from SMBs on up to Fortune 1000 
companies. 

 IS software and hardware maintenance represents a significant expenditure when compared to profit and 
will; therefore, have to be managed. 

 Successful IS implementations can transform a company’s operations and significantly impact its bottom 
line. 

 Failed IS implementations can adversely affect a company’s bottom line if not bankrupt it. 

 The vast majority of IS initiatives (IT Projects) fail economically from a cost, schedule and deliverables 
point of view. 

 The reasons for IT Project failures are well understood. 

The above points basically state that in a modern day business, a business manager’s day to day operations and 
strategic thinking will always be affected by MIS since without it there will be few productivity or competitive 
advantage gains and the results of IS implementations are costly and bound to fail without proper care and 
attention. 

Business manager’s need to understand enough of the technology so that they can plan an IT project. The top 6 IT 
Project KSF’s all have to do with planning a project. With little or no technical knowledge about MIS, it is unlikely a 
business manager will create a project plan that will succeed. 

A business manager with little or no MIS knowledge, will unlikely be able to organize and lead people on an IT 
project or later maintaining the information system. It is also well understood that people have little respect for 
business manager’s that lack knowledge about what it is they are trying to manage, yet, “bark out orders” as to 
what needs to be done. 

If a business manager cannot plan, lead and organize effectively, it is unlikely they will be able to control what it is 
they are trying to manage. 

Yet 3 more reasons why modern day business manager’s need to learn about MIS. 

Textbook Focus 
The overall focus of this textbook is to provide business people with the required MIS skills to be a success in their 
job or business. 

Since the preceding sections have provided us with what matters, what works and what doesn’t work in MIS, the 
more detailed focus of this textbook is to provide business people with: 

1. An understanding of what constitutes an information system from a hardware and software point of view 
so that the following questions can be answered:  

a. What is this and what does it do? 
b. Why do we need this? 
c. What does it cost and are there any alternatives? 
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2. Design and analysis knowledge for an information system from a business point of view. 
3. IS strategy skills so they can create a strategy that will work. 
4. IS project management skills to deliver an IT project that is on budget, on schedule and with the required 

deliverables. 
5. The skills to measure the value of an information system. 
6. New and emerging IS technologies that will affect the way future business is conducted. 

This textbook is aimed at two business person audiences: 

 College students that will be dealing with the more “hands-on” aspects of an information system (e.g., 
information system design and analysis). 

 Degree students that will be become the future manager’s in a company (if you are not one already) that 
will have to manage and make the strategic decisions about an information system. 

Student Knowledge Areas 
It is expected that both college and degree student’s using this textbook will have a working knowledge about the 
following: 

1. Computing devices such as PC’s, laptops, Smartphone’s etc. 
2. Software such as Microsoft Office (Excel, Access, Word and PowerPoint). 
3. The Internet, how to connect to it (e.g., web browser, modem) and search for information (e.g., Google). 
4. How to use a file server network (e.g., uploading and downloading files). 
5. How to conduct research (i.e., find and/or use the following): 

a. Articles at a Library from business and management journals, trade magazines and business 
newspapers; industry overviews; company financials, including ratios and stock data (e.g., 
Statistics Canada information). 

b. Library Online resources: Business Databases, Articles & e-Books such as the D&B Industry Norms 
and Key Business Ratios, Books 24x7 – Business & IT e-Books. 

c. Online information about companies (e.g., Case Histories, IS Vendor web sites, corporate SEC 10K 
reports and filings which can be found at the EDGAR Online web site). 

d. Common sense: understand that online resources such as Wikipedia can be modified by almost 
anyone – why points 5 (a) to (c) above exist so that you can corroborate such Internet resources 
(think about  what Will Rodgers, the famous Cowboy Philosopher Humorist of the 1920’s, said: 
“All I know is just what I read in the papers, and that's an alibi for my ignorance” – stated in 
other words: do not believe everything you read and do your own thinking). 

6. Basic financial and business operations knowledge such as (if you do not know about one or more of the 
topics which follow, read Point 5 above): 

a. Capital budgeting inputs such as investment and cash flow (e.g., how to calculate After-Tax Net 
Cash Flow; read the “Successes and Failures” section for a sample calculation) and measures such 
as NPV, IRR, Payback Period, ROI (the latter from a basic 1

st
 year Math course). 

b. Time Value of Money calculations such as PV, FV, annuities (same course as in (a) above). 
c. Financial calculations and metrics such as Days Receivable, Days Inventory, ROS. 
d. Key Income Statement, Balance Sheet and Cash Flow Statement line items and how they are 

enhanced (e.g., to preserve cash flow companies will often delay paying their creditors, a.k.a. 
“stretching payables”; provided you have the plant capacity, by decreasing the order fulfillment 
cycle you will increase revenue and decrease expenditures; a decrease in inventory will increase 
cash flow; decreasing materials, labour and/or overhead expenses increases the gross margin 
and ultimately the net income or profit; depreciation is a non-cash expense that appears on the 
income statement and by decreasing the capital cost of a project, the depreciation amount 
decreases on the income statement which in turn increases net income or profit, etc.). 

e. Break Even analysis. 
f. Make or Buy analysis. 

 

http://www.edgar-online.com/Default.aspx
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
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Information Systems 
A modern day information system consists of information stored electronically in a database, typically a relational 
database such as Oracle’s 11g, IBM’s DB2 or Microsoft’s SQL Server 2008 and Access 2007 or in an IS application 
such as SAP mySAP (ERP software), Microsoft Dynamics GP (Finance & Accounting software) or IBM Cognos & 
Business Intelligence (Online Analytical Processing or OLAP software). 

IS applications all operate using a relational database which has been customized to suit the business application 
(e.g., i2 SCM is an IS application which consists of a database engineered by i2 for supply chain management 
activities with custom forms, reports, database tables, common queries etc. – an elegant and specific “front end” 
to a relational database “back end”). 

Now that we understand where the information is stored, we need to know how the information is shared. 

Basically, all databases and IS applications are stored on a server (a powerful PC with either internal and/or 
external data storage disks and server software) which can be accessed by users via a PC or similar device using 
client software connected via a network of some type. Most if not all business people do this every day. 

An example of client and server software would be web browsing on the Internet. Client software such as Internet 
Explorer, Google Chrome, Opera, Safari issue requests for information to web server software such as Apache or 
Microsoft’s IIS running on a powerful PC with data storage disks (i.e., the web server software and the powerful PC 
it runs on are collectively known as the “server”). 

It is the same idea as when you go to a restaurant. You can only order from a list of preset menu items (client 
software) and the waiter/waitress places your order with the kitchen and/or bar and returns with your order when 
it is ready (the server). 

The sections which follow describe how the above is accomplished so that business people can answer the 
following fundamental questions about an information system and hardware and software components: 

1. What is this and what does it do? 
2. Why do we need this? 
3. What does it cost and are there any alternatives? 

Hardware 
In this section it is assumed that you understand the difference between a PC (or similar device) and software; 
what the Internet is and are familiar with their use. 

Network Overview 
A network is the software and hardware that connects clients to servers. A network is typically described in two 
ways: 

1. Configuration or how the information is shared. 
2. Type or where geographically the information is stored. 

Networks are configured to share information in one of two ways: 

1. Server. 
2. Peer-to-peer. 

A server, in a server based network, is the central repository of the information to be shared and it determines 
how the information is distributed. Client software is used to upload and download shared information to/from 
the server and view it. The majority of networks are server based. 
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A dedicated server is used to describe a specific type of server software that performs specific types of functions. 
There are many server and client software types, for example: 

 File server. Software such as Novell’s Netware will upload and download electronic files (e.g., Word 
documents, Excel Workbooks) as requested by client software such as Window’s Explorer. 

 Web server. Software such as Apache will upload and download electronic files (e.g., text, images, PDF 
documents, movies, streaming video and audio) as requested by client software such as Internet Explorer. 

 Mail server. Software such as Microsoft Exchange Server will upload and download e-mail (e.g., text and 
attachments such as images, documents, video, audio) as requested by client software such as Microsoft 
Outlook or Outlook Express. 

Server based networks have the following features: 

 An administrator(s) can set a policy and apply it to every client on the network (e.g., security, access to 
specific types of information). 

 Resources are shared and the server determines how they are shared (e.g., a single printer on a network 
can be accessed by many clients using print server software such as Novell’s Netware which will establish 
policies such as a print queue with client software such as Microsoft Word). 

 Server backups can be scheduled to occur automatically according to a predetermined schedule. 

 The data on any server can be duplicated and kept online (redundancy systems) event if harm comes to 
the primary data storage area, a backup copy of the data can be used to restore the data. 

 Can support hundreds of thousands of clients (or users) at a time. 

In a peer-to-peer based network (P2P) there is no dedicated server; rather, all PC’s and their P2P client software 
function like a server and a client. An example of a P2P network would be BitTorrent which is used to distribute 
large amounts of data such as music, movies, audio, software. P2P networks have the following features: 

 Each individual peer is responsible for setting its own policies (e.g., how many peers can download/upload 
files from that peer at any one time, if at all). 

 Peers share resources but no dedicated servers exist to enforce policy. 

 Information backups are up to the individual peer to do. 

 There are no formal redundancy systems in place other than one or more peers being online to share 
information with other peers. Also, specific information types (e.g., an MP3 file for a specific song) may 
not be available for sharing if that peer is not online. 

 Can support thousands of peers at a time (typically much fewer since P2P software is limited by the speed 
of the peer PC and its network bandwidth speed). 

There are two types of network’s: 

1. Local Area Network (LAN). 
2. Wide Area Network (WAN). 

The distinguishing feature of a LAN is that it is confined to a limited geographic area. A WAN, has no geographical 
limit. BCIT’s Burnaby campus is a LAN. The ultimate WAN is the Internet. 

A LAN is the basic building block of a network. A LAN can range from simple (2 PCs connected by a cable) to 
complex (1,000's of connected PCs and peripherals such as printers – typically, complex LANs are found at large 
corporation’s or at large college campuses, e.g., BCIT has more than 3,000 PC’s and hundreds of printers at its 
Burnaby campus alone). 

A WAN is two or more LANs connected together. The Internet, the ultimate WAN, connects over 2 million LANs. 
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LANs and WANs are physically connected using wired technologies (e.g., Category 5 Fast Ethernet cable, fibre optic 
cable) or wireless technologies (e.g., satellite, 802.11 a/b/g/n, cellular phones, antennas). Common devices that 
connect wired or wireless networks are hubs, routers, switches, access servers, access points and extension points 
(discussed later). 

OSI Reference Model 
The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model is a standard that was developed in 1977 by the 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO). It governs how networks and their devices communicate. If 
we don’t have a standard way of doing this, no one could communicate over a network. Before we can understand 
what the OSI Reference Model does, we need a primer on how networks and their devices communicate. 

On most networks, data is sent and received in “chunks” known as data packets. A data packet is defined as a unit 
of information transmitted as a whole from one device to another on a network. A data packet is comprised of 
three main sections: a header, data and trailer. 

Figure 1 Data packet. 

 

 

The data part of the packet varies in size, depending on the network. On most networks varies the size varies from 
512 bytes to 4 KB. For example, the Network Connection Status window in Vista shows how many data packet 
bytes your PC has sent and received in the last session (i.e., since it was last turned on). 

Figure 2 Number of data packet bytes sent and received. 

 

A simple web page would probably require a few hundred data packets that are sent and received between the 
server and client before the web page can be viewed in a web browser. If you send a 10 KB e-mail message, 
chances are that it will be broken up into several data packets. 

Header Trailer 

Data 
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The header part of the packet includes: an alert signal to indicate that the packet is being transmitted, the source 
address, the destination address and clock information to synchronize the transmission of the data packets. 

The trailer part of the packet varies depending on the communication method. It usually contains an error-
checking component called a cyclical redundancy check (CRC) to determine if the data that has been received is 
the same as when it was sent – your basic double registered mail done in milliseconds. 

To be able to send and receive data over a network, a device has to have a unique identifier. Different addressing 
schemes are used depending upon if the data is sent and received within the same LAN or a WAN. 

Within the same LAN, the Physical Address or MAC Address is used as the source and destination address in a data 
packet header. The Physical Address is the unique serial number of your Network Interface Card or NIC (i.e., no 
other NIC on planet Earth has the same Physical Address). A NIC is a printed circuit board inside of your PC that 
sends and receives data over a wired or wireless network. You can find out your PCs serial number by opening the 
Command Prompt in the Windows Start menu and typing: ipconfig/all followed by pressing the ENTER key (i.e., 
the ipconfig/all command shows all of your PCs network settings). The serial number is a 12 character hexadecimal 
number separated by dashes where the first 6 characters represent the manufacturer code and the last 6 
characters are the unique ID assigned to your NIC by that manufacturer. If you go online to a service such as 
http://coffer.com/mac_find/ and type in the first 6 characters of the MAC Address (i.e., the manufacturer code), 
you can identify the manufacturer. The manufacturer code “00-21-6B”, shown in the figure below, indicates that 
the wireless NIC was manufactured by Intel. 

Figure 3 NIC Physical Address. 

 

The example which follows, sending a Word document from a college computer lab to a shared network printer, 
illustrates how data packets and the Physical Address are used to send and receive data within a LAN. 

First, the client (in this case the Microsoft Word “Print” command) establishes a connection with the network print 
server (the Physical Address of the client PC and print server are shown in the figure below for a wired network). 

Figure 4 Client server connection established. 

  
02608C036592 02608C428197 

http://coffer.com/mac_find/
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The client PC then breaks up the Word document into data packets which are then sent to the print server. 

Figure 5 Client PC creates data packets for the Word document to be printed. 

 

Along the way, each devices’ NIC examines the destination address of the packets to determine if the data packets 
have been specifically addressed to it. 

Figure 6 Each NIC along the way examines the destination address. 

 

 

Since the destination address is for the network print server, the data packets enter into its NIC from the cable. 

Figure 7 Print server accepts the data packets addressed to it. 

 

Destination address: 
02608C428197 

Source address: 
02608C036592 

02608C036592 

 

02608C741965 02608C428197 

 

02608C428197 

 

Source address: 02608C036592 

 

Destination address: 02608C428197 

 

 

Print Server NIC 
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Finally, the print server reassembles the data packets into the Word document and sends it on for printing to the 
printer connected to it. If the print server has insufficient processing power (e.g., it has many print jobs to contend 
with), its NIC has a buffer to “inventory” the data packets until the print server can process them.  

Figure 8 Reassembled data packets are sent to the printer. 

 

The Physical Address of devices are used to send and receive data packets with a LAN. 

When sending and receiving data in a WAN such as the Internet (e.g., a PC located in a college campus and a web 
server located at Microsoft in Redmond, WA) the Physical Address is insufficient. This is because the Physical 
Address is said to be “flat”, it only identifies the NIC in a LAN but does not indicate which LAN on planet Earth that 
NIC is located in. 

To send data from one LAN to another LAN over the Internet (WAN), a “hierarchical” addressing scheme is needed 
that accomplishes the following two tasks: 

1. Finds the LAN that the server is located in on planet Earth (a.k.a., the network address). 
2. Finds the web server within that LAN (a.k.a., the host address, the server is called a host or a node, node 

and host mean the same thing). 

The Internet has a unique addressing scheme to permit this. It is known as an IP Address (where “IP” stands for 
Internet Protocol – more on this later).  

The IP Address consists of four decimals, from 0 to 255, separated by dots (i.e., a dotted decimal format). For 
example, the IP Address: 207.46.19.254 is the IP Address of a Microsoft web server. The “207.46.” represent the 
Microsoft LAN in which the web server is located (network address) and the “19.254” represents the address of 
the web server within the Microsoft LAN (host address). This is why the IP Address is said to be hierarchical, some 
of the decimals represent the LAN address on the Internet and the remaining decimals represent the device 
address located within that LAN. 

Data packets sent over the Internet will have source and destination IP addresses embedded within them so that 
when a data packet is sent from a client PC located in a college LAN it can be sent to a web server located in 
another LAN and the web server can then send the requested information back to the client PC using the source 
address embedded in the received data packet.  

An IP Address uses the same concept as a Postal Code where the first 3 characters (a.k.a., the “Forward Sortation 
Area”) represent the Province, city/town/rural area and the last 3 characters (a.k.a., the “Local Delivery Unit”) 
represent the specific city block/a single building/large volume mail receiver. 

Now that we understand how data packets are sent and received over a LAN or a WAN, we can appreciate what 
the OSI Reference Model is all about. 
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In a nutshell, the model defines protocols, or rules of behaviour, which are standard specifications for formatting 
and moving data over a network (within a LAN or WAN). 

Figure 9 The seven layer OSI Reference Model. 

 

You may be “scratching your head” at this juncture wondering why a business person would need to know about 
the OSI Reference Model. Simply put, it defines how network devices and their software operate over a network. It 
will help answer the questions: “What is this and what does it do?” and “Why do we need this?”. 

For example, the OSI Reference Model tells us that (the points which follow correspond to the OSI Reference 
Model Layer number): 

1. We will need to select a data transmission medium and type for our network (e.g., Category 5 copper 
cable which uses an electrical impulse to transmit the data) – this implies we need to buy cable and that 
we need a device that can forward on electrical impulses, radio waves or light waves from a PC over a 
network (and plug our cable into) – this device is known as a hub. This also implies we need a device that 
can send and receive data packets from a network – this device is known as a modem. 

2. Each device that sends and receives data over the network will need a NIC. If the network is a LAN, each 
NIC will need a unique Physical Address so we can find it and send data packets from one device to 
another over the network. Since data in a PC is digital (0s and 1s) data sent to the network will have to be 
converted from digital to analog (e.g., an electrical impulse) and vice versa for data received from the 
network. This also implies that we need a device that can forward on data packets with Physical 
Addresses embedded in them – this device is known as a switch. 

Layer 7: Application 

 

Layer 6: Presentation 

 

Layer 5: Session 

 

Layer 4: Transport 

 

Layer 3: Network 

 

Layer 2: Data-link 

 

Layer 1: Physical 

 

Protocols that let client/server applications communicate over a network 
(e.g., SMTP/POP3: e-mail, FTP: file transfer, HTTP: web). 

Ensures the message gets transmitted in a language or syntax the 
receiving computer can understand. It may also compress, translate 
and/or encrypt the data. 

Establishes a connection between 2 computers and terminates the 
connection after the data has been sent. It also regulates which side 
transmits, when and for how long. 

Makes sure the data reaches its destination intact and in order. It can send acknowledgments 
of packets received, do error checking, request retransmissions and repackage small packets 
into larger ones and vice versa. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) operates here. 

Adds network addresses to packets and routes them across networks to their 
destination based on network conditions, priority of service and other factors. The 
Internet Protocol (IP) operates here. 

Adds Physical addresses to packets, controls electrical impulses that enter and 
leave the NIC and converts data (analog to digital and vice versa) from/for the 
physical layer. 

Data transmission medium (e.g., copper cable, the atmosphere, glass fibre) and 
type (e.g., electrical impulses, radio waves, light waves). 
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3. If the device is to send and receive data from one LAN to another LAN located on the Internet, then an IP 
Address will have to be added to the data packets. Since the data packets are to be sent over the Internet, 
and the Internet does get congested at different times of the day, a set of rules called IP determine over 
which route the data packets will travel from one LAN to another LAN. This implies that we need a device 
that can interpret IP Addresses and forward on data packets with IP Addresses embedded in them, from 
one LAN to another over the Internet or within a LAN and route them efficiently – this device is known as 
a router. 

4. Data packets can be lost or “dropped” as they travel from one LAN to another LAN over the Internet. To 
ensure all of the data packets sent are received, a set of rules called the Transmission Control Protocol 
(TCP) ensures that the receiving device sends an acknowledgement of receipt to the sending device (like 
“double registered mail”) before it sends more data packets to the sending device. 

5. When you make a phone call using a cell phone, have a conversation and then say your goodbye’s to end 
the conversation – this process, from start to finish, is known as a session. Like in any telephone 
conversation, when someone talks, the other person listens and vice versa; otherwise, if both people talk 
at the same time, there would be no meaningful exchange of information. Just like a phone call, a set of 
rules or protocols exist to ensure that when client software sends data packets to a server (talks to the 
server) the server does not send data packets, at the same time, to the client software (the server listens). 
Also, the server may get very busy so it will tell the client software to send fewer or smaller sized data 
packets and over longer periods of time (similar to when you have another incoming call and you put the 
current call on hold). 

6. The web server may be located on a PC using a different operating system (OS) than the client PC (e.g., 
Apache web server software may be running on a PC that uses Linux as its OS and the client is using 
Internet Explorer running on a PC that uses the Windows Vista as its OS). Similar to the “Tower of Babel” 
story, protocols exists which translate the data between a server and client running on different OS’s. 
Also, if the data packets are a part of an E-Commerce transaction (e.g., the data packet contains a credit 
card number in it), the data will have to be encrypted so that if the data packet is intercepted by a hacker, 
the hacker will not be able to decipher the data packet contents into a credit card number. 

7. Since most people multi-task on their PCs (e.g., while they wait for an e-mail to be sent and a file 
download, they will “cruise” the Internet using a web browser to “kill time” in between). Since we have 3 
different types of data packets being sent and received and all through the same NIC, the client PC needs 
to know which client application to send the data packets too. Data packets contain which protocol they 
belong to (e.g., the e-mail data packets will have the SMTP/POP3 protocol embedded in them as a 
number [a.k.a., a logical port number or logical address in memory, SMTP = 25 and POP3 = 110] so that 
the client PC knows to forward these data packets to/from the client Microsoft Outlook application to a 
server Microsoft Exchange application; the data packets from the downloaded file will have the FTP 
protocol embedded in them [logical port numbers = 20 and 21] so that the client PC knows to forward 
these data packets to Windows Explorer and the web browsing data packets are forwarded to Internet 
Explorer [logical port number = 80]). This implies we need the appropriate applications installed on the 
client PC so that it can send and receive data from a specific and dedicated server. 

From the above we can now answer the “What is this and what does it do?” and “Why do we need this?” 
questions. Several examples of this follow. 

Router: if we will be sending and receiving data over the Internet we need to purchase a router because it can 
interpret IP Addresses and forward data packets from one LAN to another LAN over the Internet.  

E-mail client and server: if we intend a user to send and receive e-mail within the same LAN or forward it on to 
another LAN on the Internet, we will need to purchase a PC with an installed e-mail client application on it such as 
Microsoft’s Outlook and purchase a powerful PC with an e-mail server application installed on it such as 
Microsoft’s Exchange Server so the user can send and receive e-mail from other client PCs from within the same 
LAN or from a LAN located on the Internet. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_numbers#Table_legend
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Cabling and NICs: Depending on the data transmission medium and type we select, different cabling and NICs will 
be needed – a protocol exists for each. For example, if we will be using Ethernet to control the data transmission 
over a wired network, we will have to purchase NICs and cable that comply with the Ethernet IEEE 802.3 
specification. If we will be using Ethernet to control the data transmission over a wireless network, we will have to 
purchase NICs that comply with the Ethernet IEEE 802.11x standard (e.g., 802.11a or 802.11b or 802.11g or 
802.11n or a combination of the four specifications such as 802.11a/b/g/n). Since we understand there are a 
different set of rules for each data transmission medium and type, we know how to specify what equipment we 
need to purchase (same idea as to whether you purchase an analog or digital cell phone). 

IP Addresses 
As discussed in the OSI Reference Model section, a source and destination IP Address are required to be 
embedded inside a data packet if the data packet travels from one LAN to another LAN over the Internet.  IP 
Addresses are governed by the Internet Protocol. 

If you intend to have a web presence, whether it is for your company or an E-Commerce web site, you will need an 
IP Address if anyone is to find your web site on the Internet. 

In general, IP Addresses are assigned to a domain name. For example, if you wanted a commercial web site you 
would first come up with a name for it (e.g., www.opmt5740.com, also known as a “domain name”), next you 
would check with an online registry company to see that the name is not already taken by someone else and finally 
register the domain name with a domain name with an online registry company. As of June 2009, Go Daddy.com 
(an online registry company) will do this for $11.50 per year. 

In reality, the domain name you have registered and purchased is really an IP Address. You can find out the IP 
Address for any domain name by opening the Command Prompt in the Windows Start menu and typing: ping 
www.bcit.ca followed by pressing the ENTER key. 

Figure 10 Using the PING command to determine the IP Address for a domain name (www.bcit.ca). 

 

In fact, you can substitute the IP Address for the domain name in a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) and your web 
browser will find that web site with no problem (actually it is faster this way, i.e., for web browser): 

  

http://www.godaddy.com/domains/search.aspx?ci=14514&isc=goazgca03a
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Figure 11 IP Address substituted for the Government of Canada domain name (canada.gc.ca). 

 

Why the above method is faster is because a URL is meant to be a “people friendly” name that can be easily 
remembered. In reality, when you type “www.microsoft.com” in your web browsers address field, your web 
browser has to go on the Internet and find a Domain Name Service (DNS) server to convert the domain name into 
an IP Address. 

DNS servers are the address books for the Internet (i.e., they convert a domain name into an IP Address). There are 
13 official root DNS servers, which sit at the top of the DNS hierarchy. These root servers get queried only if other 
DNS servers, like those at an Internet Service Provider (ISP), don't have the right IP address for a specific domain 
name (Aside: for those of you aspiring to be insurrectionists, you can bring the Internet to its knees by “wounding” 
a few of those 13 official root DNS servers).

22
 

Once your web browser receives the IP Address from a DNS server, it will use it to find the web page you 
requested (Aside: You can use this method to find a web site whose domain name has been blocked by your ISP). 

The Internet Protocol that is commonly used today, is in its 4
th

 revision and is referred to as IPv4. As was 
mentioned previously, an IP Address is made up of two parts: the network address and the host address. IPv4 for 
commercial use is divided into three classes: A, B and C. Each class has its own method of determining how many 
of the 4 IP Address decimals are allocated to the network address or to the host address: 

Table 9 IPv4 addressing scheme. 

 

Class

1st 

Decimal

2nd 

Decimal

3rd 

Decimal

4th 

Decimal

# of 

Networks # of Hosts Examples

1-126 0-255 0-255 0-255 General Electric: www.ge.com, 67.96.104.76

N H H H US Department of Defense: www.defenselink.mil, 96.17.8.49

128-

191
0-255 0-255 0-255 BCIT: www.bcit.ca, 142.232.77.1

N N H H BC Government: www.gov.bc.ca, 142.32.252.90

192-

223
0-255 0-255 0-255 Government of Canada: canada.gc.ca, 198.103.238.30

N N N H Wikipedia: www.wikipedia.org, 208.80.152.2

N Indicates decimal allocated to network address

H Indicates decimal allocated to host address

16,777,214

16,384 65,534

2,097,152 254

A

B

C

Decimal Range

126
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For example, a Class B IP Address will allocate the 1
st

 and 2
nd

 decimals to the network address (e.g., BCITs network 
address on the Internet is “142.232”) and the 3

rd
 and 4

th
 decimals to the host address (e.g., the BCIT home page 

web server’s host address, within the BCIT LAN, is “77.1”). 

Why would a business person care about the above discussion? 

The reason is that we, as in planet Earth, are running out of IP Addresses. If you do the math from the above table 
based on the # of Networks multiplied by the # of Hosts (per network), you will come with about 3.72 billion 
unique IP Addresses that are commercially available. Bearing in mind that planet Earth has, as of June 16

th
, 2009 

about 6,786,981,451 inhabitants
23

, it is clear we will run out of IP Addresses sooner than later (as of June 2009, 
there are no Class A or B addresses that can be purchased – they have all been allocated to existing domain names, 
only Class C addresses remain for purchase and if you have a few thousand devices in your LAN to assign an IP 
Addresses to, you will have to purchase multiple Class C addresses since each Class C address can only have a 
maximum of 254 hosts associated with it). 

In August of 1998, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) realized something had to be done; otherwise, the 
Internet would be available to only the privileged few that were lucky enough to get on board early in its evolution. 
To prevent the Internet from becoming an exclusive club, they proposed a new IP version: IPv6 that would solve 
the problem of running out of IP Addresses. 

IPv4 is based on a 32-bit number for the IP Address (each IP Address decimal is represented by an 8-bit binary 
number consisting of 0s and 1s [for example, the decimal number 165 is represented by the binary number 
10100101] – you can make this calculation using the Windows Calculator in Scientific mode). Since there are 4 
decimals in an IP Address and each decimal consists of an 8-bit binary number, an IPv4 address contains a total of 
32-bits (4 decimals x 8-bits/decimal); therefore, the theoretical maximum number of IPv4 addresses = 2

32
 or 

4,294,967,296 addresses – the calculation uses “2” as the exponent since there are only 2 possibilities for a digit in 
a binary number, 0 or 1. 

For IPv6, the IETF decided to use a 128-bit number instead for its IP Address. The theoretical maximum number of 
IPv6 addresses is: 

2
128

 = 3.4028236692093846346337460743177 x 10
38

 

This means that each human being can have approximately 5 x 10
28

 IP Addresses to themselves. 

To try to bring the above number into more perspective, it that’s possible, each human being has on average 
100,000 hair strands on their head. Again, if it were possible, 5 x 10

23
 IPv6 addresses could be assigned to each hair 

strand. From the sublime to the ridiculous: each human being has approximately 1.5 to 2 square meters of skin 
cells on their body and each skin cell has an area of 0.04 square microns – each skin cell would have at the very 
least 1 x 10

15
 IP Addresses that could be assigned to it! 

It is unlikely we will run out of IPv6 addresses any time soon. 

In practice, Cisco (the world’s largest manufacturer of networking equipment with about a 70% market share in 
networking equipment) reckons that we will “only” have about 10

15
 commercially available IP Addresses which is 

still a very large number: 

1,000,000,000,000,000 

Since an IPv6 address is 128-bits long (that’s 128 0s or 1s) the IETF opted to use hexadecimal numbering. The IPv6 
numbering scheme consists of 32 hex characters separated by 7 colons, for example: 

EFDC:BA62:7654:3201:EFDC:BA72:7654:3210 

When is all this going to happen? 
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Back in 2004, Cisco speculated that the Internet would be substantially deployed to use IPv6 addresses by 2009. In 
reality, the IPv6 deployment has gone much slower than planned. For example, only 4% of Canadian web sites use 
an IPv6 address and in the US, the number is 2%. The highest degree of IPv6 deployment, oddly enough, is the 
Vatican at 100% deployment.

24
 

So why would a business person care about this? 

If we can assign an IP Address to a device or object (e.g., a package in a container traveling on a ship in the Pacific 
ocean) we can send and receive data to/from it. Couple that with global positioning satellites (so we can locate its 
precise location), the Iridium satellite network (global communications satellites that will relay the data to/from 
the package and/or container to any location on Earth) – and the sky is the limit as to what you can do. We can 
send and receive information about that package in real time and know where it is on the face of the planet, to 
within a few meters, at any given moment in time. For example, we could receive information about the 
temperature and humidity in the container, whether the ship is in a storm by receiving accelerometer information 
from the container and in general, determine when the package will arrive at its destination based on the ship’s 
progress. 

From the above discussion, we can predict when our inventory is likely to arrive, the condition it will be in etc. – all 
useful information to a business person. In fact, IPv6 could open up some new business possibilities with the right 
idea and business model to support it (e.g., the above tracking capabilities + wireless + nanotechnology + medical 
surveillance equipment). 

Servers 
In the Network Overview section it was discussed that the majority of networks are server based. In this section we 
will examine what server hardware and software cost and their alternatives. Towards this end, Dell has a useful 
online server selection guide entitled “Which server is right for you?” (as of June 2009). 

In general, you begin by selecting a server based on its intended application and the number of users (e.g., an E-
mail server). In this case, Dell recommends its 840 Tower product for 1 to 10 users (the number of simultaneous 
clients or devices using/interacting the E-mail server at any given time). The price for this product ranges from 
about US $500 to $1,925 (red highlighted text indicates prices, as of June 2009, in US dollars). 

The main price drivers (alternatives) for this product are: 

1. The speed of the Central Processing Unit (CPU) - Dual Core Intel PentiumE2220 on up to a Quad Core Intel 
Xeon X3220. 

2. Whether it comes preconfigured with an OS – no OS or with Microsoft Small Business Server 2008, 
Standard Edition. 

3. The amount of memory – 2 GB DDR on up to 4 GB DDR. 
4. The number of hard drives and their size and configuration – 1 x 250 GB SATA primary hard drive + 1 x 250 

GB SATA secondary hard drive with no RAID on up to 1 x 250 GB SATA primary hard drive + 1 x 250 GB 
SATA secondary hard drive with RAID 1 (RAID is an acronym for a Redundant Array of 
Inexpensive/Independent Disks where typically database applications will use either RAID 1 or RAID 5 – 
RAID arrays are used vs. conventional disks when read/write speed is of essence as in the case of RAID 5 
or when data redundancy is of essence as in the case of RAID 1). 

Other key cost alternatives/options are (US $): 

1. A faster CPU – add about $150. 
2. Additional memory – an increase from 2 GB to 8 GB will add about $375. 

http://www.dell.com/content/topics/topic.aspx/global/products/pedge/topics/en/which_server?c=us&cs=04&l=en&s=bsd
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3. The number of Client Access Licenses (CALs) that come with the OS - Windows Server 2008, Standard 
Edition, including 5 CALs will increase the price by about $800. A CAL is required for each client that will 
use the server (e.g., if 100 Microsoft Outlook clients will be accessing the server, then 100 CALs will have 
to be purchased) AND each device that will interact with it (e.g., a router would count as a device if the 
server is connected to it). CALs are paid yearly to the software vendor – this is a license to use the server 
software. 

4. Additional hard drives – about $130 for each additional 250 GB hard drive. 
5. A 3-year maintenance contract – add about $550. 
6. An Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) in case the Hydro company decides to take a vacation – add 

about $520 (a UPS is a bank of batteries that will power the server during a power blackout for up to 24 
hours). 

At this juncture, our Dell E-mail server will cost us about $1,925 without any options (the fastest CPU, 4 GB of 
memory, 2 RAID 1 hard drives with an OS and 0 CALs with none of the above key cost alternatives added). If we 
were to add the above options, the price would increase to about $4,450. 

What we have purchased is a basic but powerful PC with disk storage and an installed OS.  

We will still need to purchase the following for our E-mail server: 

1. CALs for the Microsoft OS. 
2. E-mail server software and CALs for it as well (e.g., Microsoft’s Exchange Server product). 

Since we will be adding CALs to the price, we will assume that 10 simultaneous users (including devices) will be 
accessing the E-mail server at any given time. 

Since CALs are purchased in lots of 1, 5 or 20 for the Microsoft Small Business Server 2008, Standard Edition OS, we 
will have to purchase either 10 x 1-pack CALs or 2 x 5-pack CALs. As of June 2009, the cost of 10 CALs is $770. 

The cost to purchase Microsoft’s Exchange Server 2007 Standard Edition (its E-mail server software product) is 
about $700. Since each CAL for this product costs $67, the cost of 10 CALs is $670. 

Our 10 user E-mail server will cost (excluding shipping and taxes): 

Dell Server Cost $1,925 
OS CALs 770 
E-mail Server Software & CALs 1,370 
Total $4,065 

E-mail servers that service 100’s of users will cost much, much more. 

The above exercise for server pricing helps business people understand how to answer the question “What does it 
cost and are there any alternatives?” – this of course assumes that a business person knows what an e-mail server 
is and does (read the Network Overview section if you are in doubt) and that one is required. 

The latter question “Why do we need this?” has not been discussed. We have assumed that a business needs an e-
mail server. But does it? 

  

http://www.microsoft.com/sbs/en/us/pricing.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/exchange/2007/howtobuy/default.mspx#E5D
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You need only ask a business person over the age of 45 this question and they will provide you with a brief 
historical account about how business communications were conducted “pre-Email” (Aside: the author qualifies): 

 The FAX came out in about 1980 and was used to transfer hardcopy documents (hardcopy = printout) – it 
consisted of a phone connected to a photocopier and it took 20 minutes for 1 page to be transmitted or 
received. The technology matured in the early 1990’s with data transmission speeds that were a “bone 
crushing” 32 kbps (kbps = kilo bit per second, where 8 bits = 1 byte; therefore, 32 kbps = a 4 KB per 
second data transmission speed – modern day ISP connection speeds are in the MB per second range or 
about 250x faster) = greatly impaired immediacy of information. 

 If you had to send a FAX outside of your area code, you would pay long distance rates = additional General 
& Administrative (G&A) cost. 

 Usually, a Manager’s Administrative Assistant would FAX the hardcopy documents = productivity loss (i.e., 
the Administrative Assistant could be doing other work that was of greater value, e.g., activities which 
either increase revenue or decrease cost). 

 Good FAX paper was not cheap (early FAX paper was heat sensitive, and would over expose if placed near 
a heat source) = additional G&A cost. 

 A good FAX would cost 100’s of dollars = additional capital cost but certainly less capital cost than an E-
mail server. 

 If the receiving phone number was busy or interrupted during a FAX transmission, the Administrative 
Assistant would have to resend the FAX = productivity loss. 

 You could not FAX a large sized document (e.g., an engineering drawing), in which case, you would have 
to courier the large sized document – very expensive in the 1980s and early 1990s and there were few 
International couriers then (i.e., DSL was the only International courier in the early 1980s) = additional 
G&A cost. 

From the above history lesson we conclude that we need an E-mail server for the following reasons (advantages vs. 
the FAX): 

 Immediacy of information. 

 Increased productivity of unskilled labour. 

 G&A cost savings. 

You would weigh the above advantages against the following disadvantages: 

 High capital cost. 

 Ongoing licensing cost (CALs are a yearly expense). 

 Skilled labour to maintain the IS system. 

The author speculates that it is the immediacy of information and increased productivity that win the day for the 
E-mail server.  
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Network Devices & Components 
Before we can discuss LAN and WAN types we need to understand how all of the network devices and components 
fit together. The assumption here is that we need a network based on the immediacy of information and 
productivity arguments discussed in the preceding section. If so, then as business people we care about network 
devices and components because they cost money and in some cases, can be VERY expensive (the idea here is that 
as a Manager, you may well one day be signing a purchase order for network devices totalling thousands if not 
hundreds of thousands of dollars – it would be a good idea if you understood what the line items in the purchase 
order represent; i.e., being able to read and understand the shopping list before you authorize it). 

Hyperlinks lead to Wikipedia web pages (and other noteworthy references such as Cisco), as of June 2009, which 
provide images and more in-depth information about the network devices and components. 

Ethernet 
In the ensuing sections the term Ethernet will be used frequently. So as not to keep you wondering what this is, an 
explanation is provided below. 

First of all, Ethernet is a protocol or a set of rules that in rough terms, worries about wired signal collisions using 
“Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection” (CSMA/CD) technology. If two electrical signals meet 
head-on in a wire, they will interfere with each other. Since the electrical signals carry our data packets, this means 
that the data packets will become “garbled” or unreadable. 

CSMA/CD is an algorithm (i.e., a mathematical equation defined by the Ethernet protocol) that listens to traffic 
(electrical signals traveling on a wire), senses collisions, aborts transmissions and then restarts them after a 
random period of time. It restricts access to the wire in order to ensure the integrity of transmissions. 

All of this listening, sensing, aborting and restarting limits the theoretical maximum data transmission speed or 
bandwidth. The theoretical maximum effective bandwidth for Ethernet is estimated at only 40-50% of its raw wire 
speed (e.g., Fast Ethernet has a raw wire speed of 100 Mbps but an effective bandwidth of about 50-60 Mbps)

25
; 

however, the equipment is so inexpensive that Ethernet has always been on balance the cheapest form of 
effective bandwidth. Its simplicity more than compensates for its inherent bandwidth inefficiency. 

Cabling 
In a wired network, you will need cable to connect network devices and their peripherals. The following is a list of 
common network cabling: 

1. Twisted-pair or UTP cable – the most common cable used to connect devices such as a PC, router, switch 
etc. together. A common standard for this type of cable is 100BASE-TX (Fast Ethernet or Category 5 
copper cable, about $0.10/ft) which has data transmission speeds (a.k.a., bandwidth) of up to 100 Mbps 
(Mega bits per second, Mega means “millions”) and can transmit an electrical signal up to a distance of 
100 m (meters) or 328 ft (feet). The electrical signal degrades due to the resistivity of the copper wiring in 
the cable (a.k.a., attenuation). Approaching 100 m, the cable electrical signal is “regenerated” (restored to 
its former strength) by plugging it into a device known as a repeater or a hub after which the signal can 
travel for another 100 m or so before it requires regenerating again. Higher bandwidth cabling (higher 
data transmission speeds) which falls into this category are 1000BASE-T cable (Gigabit Ethernet  or 
Category 5e and Category 6 copper cable, about $0.10 to $0.14/ft) which has data transmission speeds of 
up to 1,000 Mbps (Mega bits per second) or 1 Gbps (Giga bits per second where 1 Giga bit = 1,000 Mega 
bits) and can transmit an electrical signal up to a distance of 100 m (meters) or 328 ft (feet) and 10GBASE-
T (10G Ethernet or Category 6, 6A and 7 copper cable, about $0.30 to $1.10/ft) which has data 
transmission speeds of up to 10,000 Mbps (Mega bits per second) or 10 Gbps (Giga bits per second) and 
can transmit an electrical signal up to a distance of 100 m (meters) or 328 ft (feet). Connectors for this 
type of cable include: 

a. RJ11 – commonly used with telephone cable to connect a telephone modem to the telephone 
system wall plug-in or long cable distances for Closed Circuit TV (CCTV). 

b. RJ45 – the common connector used with Category 5 cable. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethernet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSMA/CD
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interference_(Physics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twisted_pair
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fast_Ethernet
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bandwidth_(computing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attenuation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gigabit_Ethernet#1000BASE-T
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gigabit_Ethernet
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2. Screened (or shielded) twisted-pair are used in areas where there is a lot of electromagnetic interference 
(e.g., cable that passes near a welding machine or large electric motor as might be the case on a factory 
floor) it is more costly and complex to install than twisted-pair cable, about $0.34/ft). Same bandwidth 
and distances as UTP cable. 

3. Fiber optic cabling supports higher bandwidths and distances but is more costly and complex to install 
than twisted-pair cable. Cable which falls into this category are 100BASE-FX (Fast Ethernet using fiber 
optic cable, 100 Mbps bandwidth and 400 m or 1,310 ft transmission distance, about $0.73/ft), 1000BASE-
SX (Gigabit Ethernet using fiber optic cable, 1 Gbps bandwidth and 220 to 550 m or 723 to 1,805 ft 
transmission distance, about $0.47/ft) and 10GBASE-SR (10G Ethernet using fiber optic cable, 10 Gbps 
bandwidth and 26 to 82 m or 85 to 270 ft transmission distance, about $1.78/ft). Connectors for this type 
of cable include: 

a. ST or straight tip. 
b. FC or ferrule connector. 
c. SC or subscriber connector. 
d. LC or Lucent or local connector. 
e. MTRJ or a Mechanical Transfer Registered Jack connector. 

4. Coaxial and serial cabling are no longer mainstream but still have specific applications in some 
circumstances (e.g., if your network connection is from the cable company, the cable that comes into your 
home to your broadband modem is coaxial cable, 305 m or 1,000 ft transmission distance, e.g., RG6 cable, 
about $0.10/ft). 

5. FireWire or IEEE 1394 cable used to connect peripherals (e.g., scanners, printers) to a PC. Theoretically, up 
to 63 peripherals can be connected to a PC at a bandwidth of up to 400 Mbps and up to a distance of 4.5 
m or 15 ft using FireWire cable, about $2.33/ft. 

6. Universal Serial Bus or USB cable is also used to connect peripherals and USB flash drives to a PC. 
Theoretically, up to 127 peripherals can be connected to a PC at a bandwidth of up to 12 Mbps (the early 
USB 1.1 specification) or 480 Mbps (the current USB 2.0 specification) and up to a distance of 5 m or 16 ft 
using USB cable, about $0.75/ft. 

Repeater 
As an electrical signal (or an analog signal) attenuates (is dampened and becomes weaker) in a wire after a certain 
distance. To prevent the signal (which are our data packets traveling along the wire) from becoming weak or 
degraded, the cable is plugged into a repeater which does the following to the electrical signal: 

 Amplifies the electrical signal (makes it strong again). 

 Regenerates the electrical signal (rebuild the original signal making it strong and in the same condition as 
it was when it started). 

The repeater “regenerates” the electrical signal. Fast Ethernet repeaters can be purchased for a price in the low 
$20 range. 

Nowadays, a repeater is considered a “legacy” device; i.e., outdated, seldom used and/or rarely supported by the 
manufacturer for reasons such as its age or that other products have replaced it. 

Media Converter 
A media converter converts one cable type to another, such as twisted pair to fiber optic cable. Later we will find 
out that within the LAN, we have low and high bandwidth areas – so at some point we may have convert from low 
bandwidth cable (twisted pair) to high bandwidth cable (fiber optic). Prices range from the low $50 range on up to 
$500 plus. 

The main price drivers (alternatives) for this product are: 

1. The number of physical ports (the number of cables we can plug into the repeater). 
2. The number and  different types of LAN technology cabling that can be plugged into the repeater (LAN 

technologies are discussed later; e.g., Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, 10G Ethernet, ATM). 
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Hub 
A hub is a device that acts as a central connecting point by taking in cables from individual hosts – mainly PCs, 
servers and printers – to form an individual LAN segment. Hosts connected to the same hub are members of that 
LAN segment, and they share the hub’s bandwidth to do their communicating. This is because a hub simply repeats 
incoming signals to all devices attached to its ports – a hub will also regenerate an electrical signal in the same 
manner as a repeater. 

A hub operates in the Physical Layer of the OSI Reference Model – because of this, it is also known as Layer 1 
device. Since a hub is a Layer 1 device, it will have no knowledge about what information is carried in the electrical 
signal, i.e., a hub cannot interpret what is inside the data packets carried by the electrical signal, so it does not 
understand that the signal should be forwarded to a specific physical address (Layer 2 information) or to a specific 
IP address (Layer 3 information) within a LAN or LAN segment. To circumvent this “lack of knowledge”, the hub will 
merely repeat the incoming signal to all of its remaining physical ports. 

Figure 12 A hub simply repeats an incoming signal to all hosts attached to its physical ports (a LAN segment is shown). 

 

Because hubs repeat incoming signals to the rest of its physical ports, this can create a lot of congestion within a 
LAN segment – a very inefficient use of bandwidth. Modern day networks have replaced hubs with switches 
because of this problem. 

Nowadays, a hub is considered a legacy device. 

Prices range from $10 up to $300. 

The main price drivers (alternatives) for this product are: 

1. The number of physical ports. 
2. The number and  different types of LAN technology cabling that can be accommodated. 
3. Administrative features (e.g., the hub can be managed remotely over the network from a PC by an IT 

professional; a.k.a., a “managed” hub). 

Bridge 
A bridge is a Layer 2 device that provides communications between two or more LAN segments. A bridge is a Layer 
2 device because it can “read” the physical address contained in the data packets of an electrical signal and like a 
repeater, it will also regenerate an electrical signal. Bridges are also used to separate busy LAN segments from less 
busy LAN segments. 

A bridge maintains a list of host physical addresses vs. its physical port numbers (where you physically plug the 
cable into), in what is called a “look-up” table. When an incoming electrical signal arrives, it reads the physical 
address contained in the data packet destination address, performs a lookup (i.e., it translates the destination 
address into a physical port number) and forwards the electrical signal to that physical port.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_hub
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For example (refer to the figure below), device A1 (a PC located in LAN Segment A) sends an electrical signal 
destined for device B1 (a PC located in LAN Segment B) via its LAN Segment A hub. The LAN Segment A hub repeats 
the electrical signal which is forwarded on to physical port number 1 of the bridge. The bridge then reads the 
destination address of the data packets contained in the electrical signal, performs a look-up in its table, 
determines that device B1 is connected to its physical port number 5 and forwards the signal on through that port. 
Then LAN Segment B hub receives the signal, repeats it and it finally arrives to its destination, device B1. 

If the bridge does not have the physical address in its look-up table, it will broadcast a message to other devices 
requesting information as to where that device is located so it can determine which of its physical ports connects 
to that device (e.g., Cisco discovery protocol). 

Bridges use software to forward incoming data to one of its outgoing physical ports. 

Note that in the figure below, the rebroadcasting of the data by the hubs through their other physical ports is not 
shown in order to simplify the drawing. 

Figure 13 Bridge forwarding data between LAN segments (device A1 is sending data to device B1). 

 

A Fast Ethernet bridge will cost approximately $80. 

Nowadays, bridges are considered legacy devices and have been replaced by switches. 

Switch 
A switch is faster and more intelligent than a hub or a bridge. It has replaced hubs and bridges in modern day 
networks. 

First, a description of what is known as a collision domain ensues – this will make it easier to understand why 
switches have replaced hubs and bridges. Secondly, a subnetwork (or subnet) will be described so that it is easier 
to understand what higher level switches can do (a subnet is crucial for network security, discussed later). 

The above figure demonstrates a collision domain or a LAN Segment where data packets can collide. Ethernet’s 
CSMA/CD tries to prevent this from happening which results in an inefficient use of bandwidth. In other words, it is 
a contentious based technology where devices can only transmit when the network is free – an “Ethernet that is 
shared”. 
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A subnetwork or subnet is a logical grouping of devices into LAN segments based on their IP Addresses. Without 
getting into a messy description, the Host Address component of an IP Address can be used to group devices and 
this is accomplished by software calculations carried out by a router – this is why it is called a logical grouping, the 
grouping was established using software (anything in IS or IT that uses the word “logical” means it was 
accomplished using software and calculations of some type). 

A switch, is also a Layer 2 device and it uses a look-up table in the same manner as a bridge does. 

So what’s the big difference between a bridge and a switch and why did switches replace hubs and bridges? 

The key differences/reasons are: 

1. A  switch dedicates a physical port for simultaneous sending and receiving of data between 2 devices – in 
other words, it creates a collision domain with just one of its ports (replaces the entire collision domain 
illustrated in the above figure; this is why a switch is sometimes referred to as a multi-port bridge) . In this 
manner, collisions can never happen resulting in an “Ethernet that is switched” permitting 100% data 
transmission speeds in both directions (a.k.a., full-duplex). With full-duplex, CSMA/CD is turned off in an 
Ethernet network. 

2. Switches utilize hardware (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit, ASIC, chips) to forward on electrical 
signals instead of software as in the case of a bridge – this speeds up the forwarding of electrical signals. 

3. Layer 3 switches perform the duties of a router within a LAN and thus off-load traffic from them (a router 
is a Layer 3 device because it can read IP Addresses from the data packets carried in an electrical signal). 
Normally, a switch would have to query a router about where data packets should be routed within the 
LAN if the addressing is based on subnets. Once a route is discovered, the destination physical address is 
stored by the Layer 3 switch and subsequent communications are switched without invoking the router 
lookup. This speeds up the routing of signals within a LAN, since software calculations do not have to be 
made by the router over and over again and sent on to the Layer 3 switch. 

4. Layer 3 switches can also forward data packets on to other zones within the LAN, not just a subnet. Later, 
in the Security section, we will learn about firewall technologies such as a Demilitarized Zone (or DMZ) – a 
Layer 3 switch can send and receive data from the DMZ. 

5. Content switches (a.k.a., multi layer switches, Layer 4-7 switches) route information based on it logical 
port number. For example, a content switch could be the interface for a web server farm (a large number 
of web servers that perform the same function, e.g., multiple web servers). The web switch facilitates 
connections between clients and servers to optimize performance (a.k.a., load balancing). Layer 7 
switches can also discriminate based on the content – for example, a Layer 7 switch can route data 
packets that contain requests for rich media such as Flash video to dedicated web servers for this purpose 
rather than sending on these requests to web servers dedicated to basic HTML content. 

From the above points, it can be concluded that modern day switches can perform many more tasks than a bridge 
and hub could ever do in the “good old days” (which was actually from the late 1980s to the 1990s). 

The main price drivers (alternatives) for switches are as follows: 

1. The number of physical ports. 
2. The number and  different types of LAN technology cabling that can be accommodated (e.g., Fast 

Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, 10G Ethernet). 
3. Administrative features (e.g., the switch can be managed remotely over the network from a PC by an IT 

professional; a.k.a., a “managed” switch). 
4. If they are stackable. 
5. Layer functionality (e.g., Layer 2, 3 or 4-7). 
6. Transfer electrical power over UTP cable to devices such as a wireless device (a.k.a., Power over Ethernet 

or PoE). 
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In terms of pricing, it is best to understand the Cisco product portfolio of switches first: 

1. ATM Switches. 
2. Industrial Ethernet Switches. 
3. InfiniBand Switches. 
4. LAN Switches. 
5. Metro Ethernet Switches. 
6. WAN Switches. 

Within each of the above portfolios, Cisco has a series of switches. For example, within the LAN Switches portfolio, 
CISCO offers Catalyst 5xx, 2xxx, 3xxx, 4xxx and 6xxx Series switches with permutations within each of the series. 

As a business person and in terms of what you might see pricing for, here are the more common CISCO Series 
switch prices and brief descriptions of what they do in a network): 

1. Catalyst Express 500 Series: $200 to $3,000 (Layer 2-managed Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet switches 
designed to meet the needs of growing businesses with up to 250 employees). 

2. Catalyst 2900 Series: $200 to $6,400 (Layer 2 stackable standalone switches that provide wire-speed Fast 
Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet connectivity for small, midsize, and enterprise branch offices and industrial 
environments). 

3. Catalyst 3500 Series: $100 to $7,500. (Layer 3 Fast Ethernet switches for enterprise, retail, and branch-
office environments helping enable a unified network for data, voice, and video). 

4. Catalyst 4500 Series: $1,950 to $22,640 (midrange modular platform for deploying collaboration via 
medianet, mobility, and Unified Communications applications including PoE and IPv6). 

5. Catalyst 4900 Series: $5,795 to $27,735 (Layer 2 and Layer 3 services in a small form factor [one to two 
rack units] ideal for space constrained deployments). 

6. Catalyst 6500 Series: $1,720 to $55,500 (Cisco’s flagship switching solution  delivers the most 
comprehensive feature sets for core, distribution, wiring closet, data center, enterprise WAN routing, and 
Metro-Ethernet deployments). 

7. Nexus 7000 Series: $3,800 to $165,000 (is a modular switching system designed to deliver 10 Gigabit 
Ethernet – the size of a large refrigerator). 

Another way to visualize the role that the above switches perform in a business, is to view Cisco’s introductory 
home page for switches which are also organized by business (service provider, branch), type of LAN (Campus LAN, 
discussed later) and application (data center). At the bottom of the Cisco web page are links to specific series of 
switches. 

As business people we care about switch price information and their role in a network because some switches are 
VERY expensive and we need to know if there are alternatives – and towards this end, we have a reasonable 
understanding of what the alternatives are and their pricing points. 

Router 
A router is an intelligent device that forwards traffic based on the IP Address of a message (it can identify source 
and destination IP Addresses within a data packet). A router is a device that connects multiple networks and 
routes packets from one network to another (including the Internet). The term “network”, as it applies to a router, 
not only includes networks with different physical locations but includes subnets within a LAN. In the Internet, 
routers join networks together; within a LAN they can subdivide it into subnets. Routers operate at Layer 3,  the 
network layer; hence, they are a Layer 3 device. Routers also perform the following: 

1. Keep track of multiple active paths between any given source and destination network. 
2. Provide traffic management in the Internet and within a LAN – they select the best paths based on traffic 

loads, line speeds and number of hops, discussed below. 
3. Share status and routing information with other routers, listen to the network and identify which 

connections are busiest or not working and then route network traffic avoiding slow or malfunctioning 
connections. 

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/hw/switches/index.html#~hide_v3~+hide-id-trigger-g1-data,acc~IPv6
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%22Catalyst+Express+500%22+switches+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=pd
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%22Catalyst+2900%22+switches+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=pd
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%22Catalyst+3500%22+switches+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=p&sa=N&lnk=next&start=10
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%22Catalyst+4500%22+switches+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=p&sa=N&lnk=next&start=60
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%22Catalyst+4900%22+switches+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=p&sa=N&lnk=next&start=20
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%22Catalyst+6500%22+switches+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=pd
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%22Nexus+7000%22+switches+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=p&sa=N&start=30
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/hw/switches/index.html#~acc~data_center,hide_v3~+hide-id-trigger-g1-campus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Router
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4. Do not forward any information that does not have a correct network address thus avoiding broadcast 
traffic, discussed below, to propagate within a LAN. 

Routers are “smarter” than switches because they can understand IP Addresses; however, because this takes more 
computational power, they are slower than switches. The latter is the reason why Layer 3 and above switches are 
used extensively within a LAN instead of routers. 

Routers forward data packets within a LAN or over the Internet from one router to another. Each process of 
passing data packets from one router to another is known as a hop. The more hops, the longer it will take the data 
packets to reach their destination. You can find out how many hops it takes data packets to reach a destination by 
using the Command Prompt in the Windows Start menu and typing: tracert www.bcit.ca followed by pressing the 
ENTER key if you wanted to see how many hops it takes to reach the BCIT Burnaby LAN from the PC you are 
working from. Each hop shows how long it takes to hop from one router to another and the name and IP Address 
of each router along the way. An alternative is to use the online Visual Route service which provides a number of 
useful visualizations of the hops data packets take from one router to another along the Internet to a host PC (in 
this case, a Shaw IP Address located in Vancouver, BC): 

Figure 14 Summary of hops from the Visual Route server in Ashburn, VA to a Vancouver, BC IP Address. 

 

Figure 15 Table showing router IP Address, name, location, time and owner for each hop. 

 

  

http://visualroute.visualware.com/
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Figure 16 Map of the route data packets took from Ashburn, VA to Vancouver, BC. 

 

A broadcast domain is a LAN segment that is comprised of either the entire LAN or a subnet of the LAN. Routers 
are often used to divide a LAN based on how busy one LAN segment is vs. another. For example, in a company that 
creates computer generated images (CGI) you will have designers and administrators (e.g., human resources, 
accounting and finance) using the network. A router can be used to create a subnet for servers and clients used by 
the designers and another subnet for the administrators (e.g., Accounting & Finance servers). A router will prevent 
data packers from the designer subnet (which will be a very busy part of the LAN due to large file sizes = many data 
packets) from “spilling over” or being “broadcast” into the administrator subnet. 

Border or edge routers are physically placed between the Internet and a LAN, are distinguished by external or 
Internet facing (a.k.a., the WAN side) and internal or LAN facing interfaces (a.k.a., the LAN side). The function of 
border routers is to act as the default gateway between a LAN and the Internet. 

As business people we care about a router because it is used to connect a company to the Internet and connect 
company branch offices to a home office using a WAN connection (discussed later). By connecting a company’s 
offices together, we save money by centralizing our IS: 

1. Servers are located in a central location – no need to duplicate the hardware and software for each office 
and clients in branch offices logon to the centrally located servers via a WAN connection (lower capital 
cost, lower operating costs). 

2. IT personnel are located primarily in a central location – again, no duplication of services for each office 
(higher productivity, lower operating costs). 

3. All offices are using the same and most recent data– no need to determine whose file is the most recent 
(immediacy of information). 

There are other advantages, but the above illustrates the capital and operating cost savings that arise when we can 
connect branch offices to a central location – this would not be possible without a router. 

The main price drivers (alternatives) for routers are as follows: 

1. The number of physical ports. 
2. The number and  different types of LAN technology cabling that can be accommodated (e.g., Fast 

Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, 10G Ethernet), wireless LAN types (e.g., 802.11a/b/g/n – discussed later) and 
WAN technology cabling that can be accommodated (e.g., T1, T3, ATM – discussed later). 

3. Administrative features (e.g., the router can be managed remotely over the network from a PC by an IT 
professional; a.k.a., a “managed” router). 

4. If the router components are modular and have a chassis. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broadcast_domain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Default_gateway
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5. Security and remote access enabled features (discussed later). 

Since a router can be VERY expensive, let’s examine the pricing for common CISCO Series routers along with brief 
descriptions of what they do in a network or on the Internet: 

1. 800 Series: $150 to $800. Fast Ethernet and broadband speeds, wired and/or wireless, for small offices 
and teleworkers, or to service providers and can accommodate multiple WAN connections. 

2. 1800 Series: $640 to $3,775. Fast Ethernet and broadband speeds, wired and/or wireless, for small to 
medium-sized businesses and small enterprise branch offices and can accommodate multiple WAN 
connections. 

3. 2800 Series: $1,460 to $7,300. Edge router for small to medium-sized businesses and enterprise branch 
offices, are designed for wire-speed delivery of highly secure concurrent services and can accommodate 
multiple WAN connections. 

4. 3200 Series: $3,300 to $7,700. Outdoor wireless routers for vehicles, trains, and buses that extends 
mission-critical applications to mobile staff in local government, public safety, and transportation agencies 
– enables secure voice, video, and data communications with a network operations center. The vehicle 
network maintains transparent connectivity whether the vehicle is stationary or in motion. 

5. 3800 Series: $3,680 to $13,400. Fast Ethernet, broadband and Gigabit Ethernet speeds, wired or wireless, 
for small to medium-sized businesses and enterprise branch offices, are designed for wire-speed delivery 
of highly secure concurrent services and can accommodate multiple high speed WAN connections. 

6. 7200 Series: $5,700 to $19,325. Fast and Gigabit Ethernet edge router for enterprise and service provider 
applications. 

7. 7600 Series: $30,000 to plus $100,000. High performance edge router capable of data transmission 
speeds of 40 Gbps to 720 Gbps intended for large company’s or service providers. Large chassis with 
modules which are added to increase data transmission speeds. 

8. CRS-1 Carrier Routing System: $80,000 to plus $130,000. Used by large telephone companies (Telco), that 
comprise the Internet, to route Internet traffic along their fiber optic networks. Large chassis with 
modules which are added to increase data transmission speeds of 320 Gbps to 92 Tbps (terra bits per 
second where 1 terra bit  = 1,000 giga bits). 

Another way to visualize the role that the above routers perform in a business, is Cisco’s introductory home page 
for routers organized by business (branch, WAN, service provider). 

Wireless 
There are two predominant wireless technologies used to connect to a wired LAN: 

1. IEEE 802.15.1 or Bluetooth. 
2. IEEE 802.11 or Wi-Fi. 

A host or node in a wireless network is also called a station. Wireless is predominantly used to extend the range of 
a wired network. 

Bluetooth 
Bluetooth is a wireless transmission technology that allows hosts or stations to communicate directly with each 
other and access points to a wired network. It is the product of an alliance between mobile communications and 
mobile computing companies such as Ericsson, Nokia, IBM, Toshiba and Intel (and there are others) that formed a 
group in 1998 to develop an open specification for the short range wireless transmission of data. 

Bluetooth’s transmission range varies from 1 meter for low powered hosts up to 100 meters for high powered 
hosts. Bluetooth transceivers (a device that can transmit and receive data) are designed to work in the 2.45 GHz 
radio band, which is unlicensed. This band can provide data transmission rates up to 1 Mbps (Bluetooth 1.2) and 
higher (up to 3 Mbps, Bluetooth 2.0), including 3 voice channels. 

  

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/hw/routers/index.html#~hide_v3~+hide-id-trigger-g1-branch
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%22800+Series%22+router+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=pd
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%221800+Series%22+router+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=pd
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%222800+Series%22+router+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=pd
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%223200+Series%22+router+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=p&sa=N&start=40
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%223800+Series%22+router+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=p&sa=N&start=160
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%227200+Series%22+router+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=p&sa=N&start=440
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%227600+Series%22+router+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=p&sa=N&start=180
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+%22CRS-1%22+router+-eBay+-refurb+-refurbished&hl=en&scoring=pd
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/hw/routers/index.html#~hide_v3~+hide-id-trigger-g1-sp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluetooth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wi-Fi_technical_information
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transceiver
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluetooth#Bluetooth_1.2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluetooth#Bluetooth_2.0
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All Bluetooth devices include an adapter. In the early 2000’s, Bluetooth adapters added about $20 to the price of a 
host; although, this price has declined as the technology has become more widespread. Bluetooth adapters, as 
they are used to connect to a LAN, are as follows (price range $3 to $540): 

1. PC input and output devices (USB antenna, mouse, keyboard, printer). 
2. Mobile phones used to connect to a LAN. 
3. Hands-free headsets used to connect with a mobile phones. 
4. Bar code scanners. 
5. Medical and test equipment. 
6. GPS receivers. 

 Other devices which use Bluetooth adapters include video game consoles (e.g., PS3), digital cameras and other 
consumer electronics devices which are typically not associated with network business applications. 

Wi-Fi 
Wi-Fi is a wireless transmission technology that allows hosts or stations to communicate directly with each other 
and access points to a wired network. The table below summarizes Wi-Fi standards in wide use and their 
performance: 

Table 10 Wi-Fi standards comparison. 

 

The main price drivers (alternatives) for Wi-Fi LAN devices are as follows: 

1. For controllers, same feature set per the above router and switch sections. 
2. For controllers, the total number of devices controlled (e.g., antenna access points). 
3. The number of Wi-Fi standards supported (e.g., 802.11a/b/g/n) by the device. 
4. Stand-alone device or a module (can be added to a switch or router chassis). 

Key Wi-Fi LAN devices used to connect to a wired LAN are: 

1. Access Point (connects to a wired network and can send/receive Wi-Fi radio waves): 
a. Antenna: $425 to $835. 
b. Router – Small Office Home Office (SOHO), Single Band & Dual Band: $65 to $250. 
c. Controllers 

i. Stand-alone: $2,150 to $26,000. 
ii. Switch modules: $1,900 to $46,000. 

iii. Router modules: $1,700 to $3,000. 
2. Extension Point (a.k.a., a Range Expander; extends the range of an Access Point): $70 to $135. 
3. Adapter (send/receive Wi-Fi radio waves from an Access Point) 

a. USB (e.g., Laptop, Video Game console): $30 to $80. 
b. Printed Circuit Board or PCB (e.g., PC, Laptop, Printer): $60 to $110. 

Comparison Table of Wi-Fi Standards

Protocol: IEEE Specification Release Date1
Frequency 

(GHz)

Effective 

Bandwidth (Mbps)

Theoretical 

Bandwidth (Mbps)

Indoor Range2 

(meters)

Outdoor Range3 

(meters)

802.11a 1999 5 23 54 35 120

802.11b 1999 2.4 4.3 11 38 140

802.11g 2003 2.4 19 54 38 140

802.11n (single band)4 Nov. 2009 est. 2.4 60 to 85 250 70 250

802.11n (dual band)5 Nov. 2009 est. 2.4 and 5 135 to 200 600 70 250

802.11y Nov. 2008 3.7 23 54 50 5000
1
est. = estimated, IEEE 802.11n is  s ti l l  in "Draft" mode.

2
Depends  on the number and type of wal ls .

3
Loss  includes  one wal l .

4"New To The Charts : Linksys  WRT310N Wireless -N Gigabit Router," Smal lNetBui lder: Feb. 12, 2009.
5"Linksys  WRT610N Simultaneous  Dual -N Band Wireless  Router Reviewed," Smal lNetBui lder: July 28, 2008.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adapter_(computing)
http://www.google.com/products?q=bluetooth+adapter+price&oe=UTF-8&scoring=p
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/hw/wireless/#,hide-id-trigger-g1-access_points
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/ps5678/Products_Sub_Category_Home.html
http://www.linksysbycisco.com/CA/en/products/Routers
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/hw/wireless/#,hide-id-trigger-g1-wireless_LAN
http://www.google.com/products?q=cisco+2100+series+LAN+controller&scoring=pd
http://www.google.com/products?q=Cisco+Catalyst+6500+Series+Wireless+Services+Module&scoring=pd
http://www.google.com/products?q=cisco+3700+series+Wireless+LAN+Controller+Module
http://www.linksysbycisco.com/CA/en/products/RangeExpanders
http://www.google.com/products?q=WRE54G
http://www.linksysbycisco.com/CA/en/products/Adapters
http://www.google.com/products?q=WUSB600N
http://www.google.com/products?q=WUSB600N
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Topologies 
The next question becomes “Now that we roughly know what network devices and components do and what 
they cost, how do they all fit together?” 

Good question. 

The easiest way to answer the question is show the devices in a physical topology – a topology is like a map or a 
drawing showing the physical and/or logical layout of a network. 

A server farm and a LAN Backbone (discussed later) are usually connected using a bus topology (a single cable 
terminated at each end) as shown in the figure below (the cable connects to each server NIC): 

Figure 17 Bus topology. 

 

PC’s and other similar devices are connected to a switch using a star topology where the cable connects a PCs NIC 
to a physical port in the switch as shown in the figure below: 

Figure 18 Star topology. 

 

Edge routers connect to the Internet usually in a mesh topology (the idea here is that if 1 router fails, there is 
another path the data can take to get around the failed router) as shown in the figure below: 

Figure 19 Mesh topology. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_topology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bus_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesh_networking
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A modern day network would combine the different topologies as shown in the figure below:  

Figure 20 Topologies found in a modern day network. 

 

Note that in the above figure LAN segment devices connect to a switch of the same bandwidth which in turn 
connect to a higher level switch with more bandwidth (e.g., Layer 3 switch) – this is called “uplinking” where 
bandwidth is aggregated (rolling up messages from a large number of subsidiary and less powerful switches to a 
more powerful switch). 

Now that we have a rough understanding how network devices and components fit together, we will now 
investigate the “big picture view” of the network and the different technologies used vs. price, alternatives and 
features. 

LAN Types 
There are 2 predominant type of LANs: 

 Access LANs. 

 Backbone LANs. 

LAN segments are called an Access LAN since they are trying to gain access to the higher bandwidth part of the 
network (Backbone LAN) where the servers reside and connections to the Internet. 

It is the same idea as routing traffic in and out of a city. Local and major streets (same idea as an Access LAN) feed 
into freeway’s (same idea as a Backbone LAN) which are faster, have more lanes (same idea as bandwidth) and go 
farther (same idea as the Internet). 

Access LANs accept cabling from devices, tie workgroups together and share resources such as departmental 
printers and servers. Wireless devices connect to Access LANs via an Access Point or Extension Points. 
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Backbone LANs link Access LANs, and share resources such as database servers, mail servers, and so on and 
connections to the Internet. 

There are 2 predominant protocols used in Access and Backbone LANs: 

1. Ethernet (about 85% of modern day LANs use this protocol) 
a. Fast Ethernet (100 Mbps) in Access LANs. 
b. Gigabit Ethernet or higher (1 to 10 Gbps) in Backbone LANs. 

2. Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 
a. 155 Mbps in Access LANs. 
b. 625 Mbps in Backbone LANs. 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a standard for cell relay wherein information for multiple service types, 
such as voice, video, or data, is conveyed in small, fixed-size 53-byte cells (same idea as a data packet). 

The reason we care as business people about the above distinctions are as follows: 

1. ATM network devices and components are needed in a network if Voice over IP (VoIP) and/or video 
conferencing are to be carried out in a LAN. 

2. ATM network devices and components are by far more expensive than Ethernet network devices and 
components – you purchase these devices and components only when you have to. 

Figure 21 Small network: ATM vs. Ethernet price comparison. 

 

The table which follows shows a price comparison for a small network, as shown in the figure above, with a 
Backbone LAN and an Access LAN consisting of: 

1. Two servers requiring a NIC each – the Backbone LAN. 
2. Eight PCs requiring a NIC each – the Access LAN. 
3. A switch with 2 modules: A low bandwidth module with 8 physical ports to plug the cable from the 8 PCs 

into and a high bandwidth module with 2 physical ports to plug the cable from the 2 Server’s into. 

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asyncronous_Transfer_Mode
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asyncronous_Transfer_Mode#Why_cells.3F
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VoIP
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video_conferencing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video_conferencing
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Table 11 Ethernet vs. ATM price comparison for a small network (Oct. 2004 US $ pricing). 

 

From the above table we take note that the same ATM LAN configuration will cost about 14 times more than the 
equivalent Ethernet LAN configuration. 

So why would anyone use ATM devices and components in their network if they cost so much? 

Three reasons: 

1. A video transmission’s message units must be received in the proper order so that complete video frames 
can be displayed in sequence – this is called priority sensitivity (e.g., when data packets come in out of 
order and your NIC is waiting to put them together in the proper order, you will get a message from your 
video application stating “buffering” – a sign of priority sensitivity and common in Ethernet networks for 
large video file sizes). 

2. A phone conversation cannot tolerate delays; otherwise, each party would start talking before the other is 
finished – this is called latency sensitivity. 

3. Bandwidth efficiency – the ratio of ATM network effective vs. theoretical bandwidth is about 80%, by far 
more efficient than Ethernet using CSMA/CD (e.g., a 1 Gbps Ethernet backbone has an effective 
bandwidth of about 40% vs. 80% for a 625 Mbps ATM backbone or 400 Mbps vs. 500 Mbps, respectively). 

With Ethernet, data packets can arrive out of sequence which adds delay time in reassembling them in the order 
they were sent out. In ATM, cells are sent out in order and received in order since a single virtual path is created 
for the data transmission. With Ethernet, packet sizes can range from 64 to over 1,500 bytes – up to about 25 
times larger per message unit vs. ATM. By being much more granular, ATM becomes more controllable. 

ATM creates a virtual path, or route, between two points whenever data transfer begins (the two points are 
typically sending and receiving ATM switches). This differs from Ethernet which transmits a message without prior 
notification to the receiving host, leaving it up to switches and routers to figure out the best path (a.k.a. a “best-
effort delivery service”). 

Before a data transmission starts with ATM, a virtual circuit (a connection) is set up between 2 points. There are 2 
main types of ATM virtual circuits (a.k.a. ATM Services) that exist: 

 Permanent Virtual Circuits (PVC) allow direct connectivity between points – like picking up a phone that is 
always connected to the one phone number – always on. PVCs use a fixed path between two nodes. 

ATM
Device or Component Description Unit Price Quantity Extended Price

MARCONI ENCL-200BX/AC ASX-200BX W/ 

2 AC POWER Chassis for the ATM switch $4,091 1 $4,091

SERIES E NTWK MOD 1PT OC12 MMF SC Switch 1 physical port 622 Mbps (OC12) module $3,328 2 $6,656

SERIES E NTWK MOD 4PT OC3 RJ45 Switch 4 physical port 155 Mbps (OC3) module $1,991 2 $3,982

Marconi FR HE 155 PC 155 Mbps Network Interface Cards (NICs) $502 8 $4,016

Marconi FR HE Server 622 Mbps NICs $1,839 2 $3,678

TOTAL $11,676

Ethernet
Product Unit Price Quantity Extended Price

Aceswitch 110 (2 GBPS ports, 8 Fast 

Ethernet Ports

Stand-alone switch with Gigabit & Fast Ethernet 

physical ports $350 1 $350

1 Gbps Alteon NIC Server Gigabit Ethernet NICs $75 2 $150

3COM 100 Mbps Fast Ethernet Cards PC Fast Ethernet NICs $40 8 $320

TOTAL $820

Multiple 14.2

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_circuits
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 Switched Virtual Circuits (SVC) are created, released dynamically and remain in use only as long as data is 
being transferred. In this sense, it is similar to a normal telephone call. SVC’s use a path that is established 
just for the duration of a session between two nodes. 

A virtual circuit behaves like a “hard wired” circuit but it isn’t hard wired – it is a logical circuit (programmed by 
either IT staff within the LAN or by a Service Provider from one LAN to another via a WAN connection). Before 
transmission can begin over a virtual circuit (either permanent or switched), each end must agree to execute the 
transmission and the path over which it will travel. 

So, if your network requires video conferencing and VoIP capabilities, bear in mind that the cost is VERY high for 
ATM network devices and components vs. those for Ethernet. 

Internet and WAN Types 
It would be near impossible to explain WAN types without first explaining the infrastructure and technologies used 
by the Internet. Once we understand this, we can discuss the types, costs and alternatives for connections used to 
gain access to the Internet, connect branch offices together, connect mobile employees etc. 

Just as there is a backbone within a LAN, the Internet has a backbone as well. The Internet has 2 types of 
backbones: 

1. R&D 
2. Commercial 

R&D Backbone 
BCIT obtains its Internet connection via BCNET which in turn is connected CANARIE, a Canadian R&D backbone. 
CANARIE is connected to 42 other international R&D backbones. 

BCNET is a not-for-profit organization providing high-speed optical network capabilities, often called advanced 
networks, to British Columbia's higher education and research institutions. BCNET was the birthplace of the 
Internet in British Columbia.  

Formed in 1986, BCNET is funded by its members, including the University of British Columbia , Simon Fraser 
University , the University of Victoria , the University of Northern British Columbia and the British Columbia 
Institute of Technology, as well as by the provincial government. BCNET's high-speed advanced networks are up to 
10,000 times faster than the commercial Internet. Dedicated fibre cables enable network speeds of multiple 
gigabits per second, eventually supporting multi-terabits (trillion bits) per second in the future. 

Figure 22 BCNET as of June 2009. 

 

 

http://www.bc.net/
http://www.canarie.ca/about/index.html
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Figure 23 BCNET is a  part of the CANARIE network. 

 

Figure 24 BCNET, via CANARIE, connects to 42 advanced research networks around the world. 

 

Commercial Backbone 
The Internet commercial backbone consists of high bandwidth fiber optic trunk lines (where customers share 
network access over very high bandwidth fiber optic cable). Trunk lines connect large metropolitan areas and 
continents. Major telecommunication providers such as AT&T, Global Crossing, Sprint, Verizon Business (formerly 
UUNET) etc. own and maintain these trunk lines and are also known as Tier 1 Internet Service Providers (Tier 1 
ISPs). The interconnections between these trunk lines are called Network Access Points (NAP). 

Tier 2 ISPs purchase bandwidth from the Tier 1 ISPs and in turn sell this bandwidth to Tier 3 ISPs or directly to 
customers. More recently, Tier 2 and 3 ISPs have pooled their services within what is known as an Internet 
Exchange Point (IXP). Examples of IXPs are: 

 Toronto Internet Exchange (TorIX) which provides a list of its IXP peers (including Rogers), new customers 
and news; also, TorIX shows the bandwidth usage of its IXP (Hint: between 4 AM and 8 AM are good times 
to “surf” the web). 

 BC Internet Exchange (BCIX) – BCNETs transit exchange. BCIX provides a list of peers and organizations 
which connect to BCIX within Vancouver and across BC. 

 Seattle Internet Exchange (SIX) provides a list of peers and organizations (which it calls “participants” – 
note that a very well known software company is on that list) and bandwidth usage of its IXP. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trunking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tier_1_ISP
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tier_1_ISP
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tier_2_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Exchange_Point
http://www.torix.net/peers.php
http://www.torix.net/index.php
http://www.torix.net/stats.php
http://www.bcix.net/advanced_networks/pdf/2009%2005%2025%20vancouver-TX-Map.pdf
http://www.bcix.net/advanced_networks/pdf/BC-TX%20-%20Feb%202009.pdf
http://www.seattleix.net/
http://www.seattleix.net/participants.htm
http://www.seattleix.net/agg.htm
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A comprehensive list of global IXPs can be viewed at the bgp4 web site.  

NAPs and IXPs consist of buildings which house servers, switches and routers. IXPs accept connections from peers 
and their affiliated organizations. NAPs and IXPs can be visualized graphically as shown in the figure below. 

Figure 25 Internet access service providers. 

 

A very good visualization of NAPs and IXPs (albeit out of date) is the CAIDA web site and its Mapnet visualization 
tool. The figure below shows the former UUNET trunk lines in the US and Canada by bandwidth (UUNet is now 
owned by Verizon Business, see their Network Facts and Network Map pages for more information; e.g., Verizon 
Business owns 776,000 km [485,000 miles] of cable reaching more than 2,700 cities in 150 countries). Mousing 
over one of the trunk lines (or “pipes” as they are called in Mapnet) provides a list of interconnection points and 
their fiber optic cable bandwidth. 

Figure 26 UUNET trunk lines in Canada and the USA as viewed in Mapnet by bandwidth (Mbps). 

 

Mapnet highlights NAPs as orange circles. Mousing over one of the NAPs, as shown in the figure which follows, 
provides the location of the NAP, a list of interconnection points and their fiber optic cable bandwidth. 

http://www.bgp4.as/internet-exchanges
http://www.caida.org/home/
http://www.caida.org/tools/visualization/mapnet/Backbones/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UUNET
http://www.verizonbusiness.com/
http://www.verizonbusiness.com/us/about/news/network/
http://www.verizonbusiness.com/worldwide/about/network/maps/map.jpg
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Figure 27 UUNETs Pennsauken, NJ NAP as viewed in Mapnet. 

 

Note the fiber optic cable going off into the Atlantic ocean. The vast majority of the intercontinental trunk lines 
consist of submarine cables (fiber optic cable buried a few meters under the ocean floor). Submarine cable is laid 
by companies such as Tyco using cable layer ships (also view a long-haul submarine cable map of major worldwide 
optical fiber submarine cables and a list of international submarine communications cables). Companies, such as 
Global Crossing, own these submarine cables which form a part of the Internet backbone (also view Global 
Crossing’s worldwide network of submarine cable, in excess of 160,000 km [100,000 miles]). Some intercontinental 
trunk lines consist of communications satellite links, but they account for a small portion of voice and data 
communications. 

Switched Network 
The Internet is a packet switched network. Switching connects source and destination nodes by forwarding the 
data at intermediary points. If there is congestion in the Internet, routers will discover a less congested path 
through the Internet. 

Figure 28 A packet switched network (the Internet) connecting 2 nodes. 

 

Telecommunications Networks 
At this juncture, we have a rough idea of Internet infrastructure. Telecommunications networks will define the 
type of WAN connections available to businesses. First, a primer about Public Switched Telephone Networks 
(PSTN). 

In previous sections, it can be seen that PSTNs have evolved to not only carry voice telephone calls but also packet 
switched data (a.k.a., voice and data). A PSTN can be visualized as consisting of zones as shown in the figure 
below. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Submarine_communications_cable
http://www.tycotelecom.com/MarineServices/content.asp?page=ourfleet.asp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cable_layer
http://personalpages.manchester.ac.uk/staff/m.dodge/cybergeography/atlas/alcatel_large.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_international_submarine_communications_cables
http://www.globalcrossing.com/Default.aspx
http://www.globalcrossing.com/html/map062408.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communication_satellite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PSTN
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Figure 29 PSTN zones. 

 

The following describes PSTN zones: 

1. Customer Premises – termination and routing equipment placed at the customer site. Some of this 
equipment may be owned or leased from an ISP or some may be owned by the customer. 

2. Local Loop - cabling from the customer premises to the ISPs local exchange. 
3. Local Exchange – switch and router links, owned by the ISP, between customers and transportation to 

Internet trunk lines (a.k.a., a Class 5 Office). 
4. Trunk/International Exchanges – cabling from the ISPs local exchange to other ISP local exchanges 

located nationally or internationally (a.k.a. a Class 4 Office). 

While trunks have been upgraded to fiber optic links, the local loop between the local telephone office and a 
customer's premises often remains voice-grade copper wire, not capable of supporting high bandwidth 
applications. This part of the network is referred to as the Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) or as the “last mile”. 

As business people we are interested in purchasing local loop services for our WAN connections. Few companies 
are able to afford the cost of purchasing fiber optic trunk line services such as OC-3 and above: 

 Frame Relay 

 VPN 

 Fractional T-1 

 T-1 

 E-1 (Europe) 

 Fractional T-3 

 T-3 

 E-3 (Europe) 

 OC-3 

 OC-12 

 OC-48 

 OC-96 

 OC-192 

 OC-768 

The above trunk line services are described in the table below along with pricing information. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Class_5_telephone_switches
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Class_4_telephone_switch
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/POTS
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Last_mile
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Table 12 Trunk Line descriptions and 2002 pricing. 

 

Technology Speed Description Application Pros Cons Price, US$

Frame Relay 56 Kbps - 1.544 Mbps A high-speed, packet based, data transmission 

service used in wide area networks (WANs) to 

connect multiple locations.

Used to connect multiple locations to a main 

location or to each other.

Cheaper alternative to private line 

connections. Ability to burst when 

needed. Widely available.

Up-front equipment cost can be 

prohibitive.

Monthly cost starts at $500 per 

location. Price climbs as speed 

increases.

VPN 56 Kbps - 1.544 Mbps VPN1 is a software-defined network that runs over a 

shared public network and offers the appearance, 

functionality and usefulness of a dedicated private 

network, at a price savings.

A highly flexible method of communicating 

between locations via a secure tunnel on a 

large public network. Is becoming an 

increasingly popular alternative to Frame 

Relay and Private Line.

A user can access the network from 

any Internet connection. VPNs often 

cost less and are more flexible and 

scaleable than competing 

technologies.

The availability and 

performance of a company's 

WAN is largely dependant on 

factors outside of their control.

Prices mirror that of dial-up or 

dedicated Internet Access. Cost 

of the VPN tunneling and 

encrypting is nominal.

Fractional T-1 128 Kbps - 1.544 Mbps Same service as a full T-1 provisioned in 

increments of 64 Kbps. A full T-1 is 1.544 Mbps or 

24 channels2, Fractional T-1s start at 128 Kbps or 

2 channels.

Used to connect a company to the Internet 

when less than a full T-1 is required. Circuit 

runs from the location into the Internet.

Provides access straight into the 

carrier's backbone. Unlike DSL and 

Cable Modem, there is no 

aggregation. Fractional T-1s have 

unused channels which can be 

turned up on demand.

Setup and monthly costs can 

be prohibitive.

Starts at approx. $400/month. 

Required CSU/DSU is 

additional.

T-1 1.544 Mbps A 24 channel cirucit that can be used for Frame 

Relay, Private Line, VPN or, most commonly, 

Internet access.

Connects a company's LAN into the Internet 

or carrier's Frame Realy network.

Provides access straight into the 

carrier's backbone. Only slightly 

more expensive than a Fractional T-

1. 99% availability in U.S. Very 

reliable.

Setup and monthly costs can 

be prohibitive.

Approx. $900-$1,200/month. 

Required CSU/DSU cost is 

additional.

E-1 (Europe) 2.048 Mbps The European equilivent of the T-1. Connects a company's LAN into the Internet 

or carrier's Frame Realy network.

Provides access straight into the 

carrier's backbone. Very reliable.

Setup and monthly costs can 

be prohibitive.

Starts at $2,000/month, 

CSU/DSU cost is additional.

Fractional T-3 3 Mbps - 44.736 Mbps A fraction of a full T-3, which is comprised of 28 T-

1s or 672 channels.

Provides access from a location into the 

Internet for a large business or ISP (Internet 

Service Provider).

Provides very high speed access 

directly into the carrier's backbone. 

Bandwidth guaranteed by SLA 

(Service Level Agreement). Very 

reliable.

Setup and monthly costs can 

be prohibitive.

Starts at $3,000/month not 

including the local loop, 

CSU/DSU cost is additional.

T-3 44.736 Mbps A dedicated connection made up of the equivalent 

of 28 T-1s.

Provides access from a location into the 

Internet for a large business or ISP (Internet 

Service Provider).

Circuit runs directly into the carrier's 

backbone. Bandwidth guaranteed 

by SLA (Service Level Agreement). 

Very reliable.

Setup and monthly costs can 

be prohibitive.

Starts at $10,000/month for  45 

Mbps. Local loops range from 

$2,000 - $4,000/month. 

CSU/DSU cost is additional.

E-3 (Europe) 34.368 Mbps European equivalent of T-3. Made up of the 

equivalent of 28 T-1s.

Provides access from a location into the 

Internet for a large business or ISP (Internet 

Service Provider).

Circuit runs directly into the carrier's 

backbone. Bandwidth guaranteed 

by SLA (Service Level Agreement). 

Very reliable.

Setup and monthly costs can 

be prohibitive.

Starts at $15,000/month for 35 

Mbps. CSU/DSU cost is 

additional.

OC-3 155.52 Mbps Optical carrier (fiber) connected by equipment 

capable of speeds up to 155.52 Mbps.

Large enterprise or ISP backbone. Extremely high speed and 

throughput.

Extremely high cost. Tens of thousands of dollars a 

month, not including local loop 

or extensive setup.

OC-12 622.08 Mbps Optical carrier (fiber) connected by equipment 

capable of speeds up to 601.34 Mbps.

Large enterprise or ISP backbone. Extremely high speed and 

throughput.

Extremely high cost. Several hundred thousand 

dollars a month, plus several 

hundred thousand dollars in 

setup costs.

OC-48 2.488 Gbps (Gigabytes per 

second)

Optical carrier (multiple strands of fiber) connected 

by equipment capable of speeds up to 2.403 Gbps.

Large enterprise or ISP backbone. Extremely high speed and 

throughput.

Extremely high cost. Several hundred thousand 

dollars a month, plus several 

hundred thousand dollars in 

setup costs.

OC-96 4.977 Gbps Optical carrier (fiber) connected by equipment 

capable of speeds up to 4.891 Gbps.

Large enterprise or ISP backbone. Extremely high speed and 

throughput.

Extremely high cost. Unknown

OC-192 9.953 Gbps Optical carrier (multiple strands of fiber) connected 

by equipment capable of speeds up to 9.621 Mbps.

Large enterprise or ISP backbone. Extremely high speed and 

throughput.

Extremely high cost. Unknown

OC-768 39.813 Gbps Optical carrier (fiber) connected by equipment 

capable of speeds up to 38.486 Gbps.

ISP backbone. Extremely high speed and 

throughput.

Extremely high cost. Unknown

1VPN = Virtual Private Network
2A channel is the equivalent bandwidth of a phone connection or 56 Kbps (maximum theoretical bandwidth).
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Most companies will purchase up to a T-3 connection, but beyond this, costs are prohibitive. Tier 2 and 3 ISPs will 
purchase T-3 and above connections and sell this bandwidth to their customers. ISP backbone technologies such as 
OC-768 are owned by Tier 1 ISPs and this bandwidth is sold to Tier 2 and 3 ISPs (Aside: imagine having an OC-768 
connection to your home). 

Local Loop Services 
Businesses can afford lower bandwidth trunk line services; however, nowadays there are less expensive 
alternatives to these technologies. The following sections provide a description of local loop services and their 
cost. The objective here is for a business person to understand enough about the technology and its pros and cons, 
to make an intelligent purchasing decision for their company. 

Dial-Up 
Dial-up consists of an analog landline phone connection that can be used to connect to the Internet. Since this 
connection is analog vs. your PC or laptop which are digital, you need a device to convert from digital to analog to 
send outgoing data and analog to digital to receive incoming data (i.e., the analog signal is really a bunch of voltage 
spikes travelling down a phone wire vs. digital which are square waves of 0’s and 1’s). The device that 
accomplishes this is known as a modem (MOdulator – DEModulator). 

Dial-up is a cheap and simple method for connecting to remote computers, other networks and the Internet. Each 
telephone line is capable of 56 Kbps but in practice and due to error prone connections, the fastest modems work 
at about 33.6 Kbps. The following table provides dial-up pricing information: 

Table 13 Dial-up pricing, June 2009, US$. 

 

Leased Lines 
A dial-up line provides a temporary connection between the source and destination nodes. 

A leased line provides a permanent connection that links two nodes using a variety of technologies. Leased lines 
establish a connection without any delay and offer a faster and more reliable service, as the line quality is always 
consistent. Service providers often offer a variety of line qualities with varying levels of reliability and bandwidth. 

Leased lines are dedicated and this means the costs are high as the ISP dedicates dedicated bandwidth resources 
regardless of usage. Leased lines are only economical when large amounts of data are transferred at all times of 
the day. 

Digital leased lines use devices called Channel Service Units or Data Service Units (CSU/DSU) instead of the 
modems as for analog systems. A CSU/DSU converts digital signals from a router to a different form of digital signal 
that can be transported over a WAN.  

Typically, a T1 leased line is used to link locations within an organization. The figure below shows two LANs 
connected using a T1 leased line. The router in the LAN connects to the leased line through the CSU/DSU device. 

Figure 30 T1 leased line linking 2 LANs for a business. 

 

NetZero AOL EarthLink MSN PeoplePC

Cost Per Month $14.95 $9.95 - $25.90 $21.95 $21.95 $15.95

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSU/DSU
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Leased lines which can be purchased are: 

1. Fractional T-1. 
2. T-1 (in Europe: E-1). 
3. Fractional T-3. 
4. T-3 (in Europe: E-3). 

Leased line descriptions and average 2002 pricing are provided in Table 12.  

The following table provides T-1 features and more recent pricing from Skyway West (an ISP based out of BC 
offering services to BC, AB, ON and Quebec): 

Table 14 Skyway West T-1 Pricing (June 2009, CDN$). 

 

ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) 
ISDN is fully digital and has been provided by ISPs since the 1980s. ISDN is also a dial-in WAN technology since the 
connection must be initiated; however and unlike dial-up, connections can be established in less than 1 second. 
ISDN is a digital circuit-switched technology for voice, video, and data and makes use of existing copper telephone 
wiring. 

ISDN can provide a connection speed of up to 128 Kbps (that’s the bandwidth of 2 phone line’s). ISDN requires a 
special phone circuit from the ISP since 2 digital phone lines have to multiplexed (i.e., multiple signals combined 
into 1 signal by a device such as a CPE provided by the ISP, usually a Telco). 

At about the same time as ISDN was beginning to become popular, so did DSL (see next section) which was faster 
and cheaper than ISDN. Nowadays, the only application you see ISDN used for is as a back-up connection to a 
primary WAN connection or as a solution outside metropolitan areas where other services are not available. 

DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) 
In essence, DSL is special short-haul modem based technology that works over existing copper wire. A DSL adapter 
is installed, typically as some sort of combined router and hub/switch. The DSL adapter provides physical network 
ports for connection to LAN PCs and switches and a physical WAN port for connection to a phone line. The phone 
line then makes the connection to a bank of DSL modems at the Telco exchange, called a DSL Access Multiplier 
(DSLAM). The DSLAM channels voice and data traffic to the appropriate network.  

A DSL connection is "always on", meaning that there is no need to dial to initiate access and no call charges are 
incurred. 

T1 Xstream Packages

Basic Price per 

month

Monthly 

Traffic

each non-

Skyway service

each non-

Skyway 

service2 Equipment

Install/Configure 

(1)

no Skyway services (2) $499 0 GB $99/mo 100 GB N/A $500

3 Mbps down, 1 Mbps up (3) $499 50 GB $99/mo 100 GB N/A $575

6 Mbps down, 2 Mbps up $599 100 GB $99/mo 100 GB N/A $650

12 Mbps down, 2 Mbps up $659 100 GB $99/mo 100 GB N/A $650

(1) ADSL splitter install  $75/ADSL service, if required.

(2) Customer provides Intenet services and Skyway provides no loss fail  over equipment and service.

(3) Customer provides one or two Intenet services and Skyway provides one ADSL service and no loss fail  over equipment and service.

Optional Services

Additional Price 

per month

Monthly 

Traffic Install/ Config

Acceleration $99 100 GB $199*

Quality of Service (QoS) $99 0 GB $199*

VPN $99 0 GB $399

http://www.skywaywest.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISDN
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DSL
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The main drawback of DSL is that as a copper-wire technology it suffers from attenuation. The maximum range of a 
DSL modem is typically about 5 km (3 miles) from the Telco exchange and the farther the connection, the greater 
the deterioration in speed.  

There are various types of DSL: SDSL, G.SHDSL, ADSL, and VDSL. 

Symmetrical DSL (SDSL) is one of the first implementations of DSL. SDSL is so-called because it is a full-duplex 
service running at T1 or E1 rates (or fractions thereof). SDSL runs over a single copper pair but unlike later types of 
DSL does not support voice traffic on the same line. 

ADSL is a "consumer" version of DSL that restricts upload speeds dramatically (from a half to an eighth of the 
download speed). 

ADSL is also packaged in a number of bandwidths, with downlink rates from 256 Kbps up to about 7 Mbps and 
uplink rates between 64 Kbps and 800 Kbps. Often service providers impose usage restrictions to limit the amount 
of data downloaded per month. Actual speed may be affected by the quality of the cabling in the consumer's 
premises and between the premises and the Telco exchange and also by the number of users connected to the 
same DSLAM (a.k.a., contention). 

ADSL2 supports higher data rates (up to 12 Mbps downstream and 1 Mbps uplink) and slightly greater range 
(about 5% extra).  

ADSL2+ offers downlink speeds up to about 24 Mbps but this sort of bandwidth can only be expected from within 
a mile or so of the exchange. The following table provides ADSL2+ pricing: 

Table 15 Skyway West ADSL2+ pricing (June 2009, CDN$). 

 

Symmetrical High Speed DSL (G.SHDSL) is the first symmetric DSL service to be standardized internationally. It 
supports a data rate of 5.6 Mbps. Unlike SDSL, it can be installed alongside ADSL without causing interference 
problems. Unlike ADSL, SHDSL supports the use of repeaters to extend connection range (by about 1 km). 

Very High Bitrate DSL (VDSL) achieves higher bit rates at the expense of range. It allows for both symmetric and 
asymmetric modes. Over 300 m (1,000 feet), an asymmetric link supports 52 Mbps downstream and 6 Mbps 
upstream while a symmetric links supports 26 Mbps in both directions. VDSL2 also specifies a very short range (100 
m / 300 feet) rate of 100 Mbps (bi-directional). 

In terms of infrastructure VDSL supports Fiber to the Curb (FTTC), where the fiber optic network is extended from 
Telco exchanges to be much closer to customer premises. In this scenario, the section linking customer premises 
equipment to the fiber loop (a DSLAM installed in the Telco’s equipment cabinet in the nearby street) only requires 
the sort of range associated with local networks. This enables the Telco’s to develop "triple play" networks that 
can compete with the cable and satellite TV operators. "Triple play" means delivering TV (specifically High 
Definition TV), broadband Internet, and voice simultaneously over the same link. 

The table which follows provides TELUS ADSL Business service features and pricing (CDN$). 

  

Business Class ADSL Rates: BC & Alberta 20 GB 30 GB 40 GB 50 GB

Silver+ 3.0 Mbps $99 $139 $179 $219

Gold+ 6.0 Mbps $129 $169 $209 $249
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Table 16 TELUS ADSL High Speed Internet Service for Business (Jan. 2009). 

 

Hybrid Fiber Coax (HFC) 
Cable telephone/television service providers can also provide WAN connections. These networks are often called 
Hybrid Fiber Coax (HFC) as they combine a fiber optic core network with coaxial cable links to customer premises 
equipment, or more simply: "cable". 

Cable and Telco’s compete with one another to provide triple play networks. 

Cable can support downlink speeds of up to 38 Mbps and uplinks of up to 30 Mbps, but in practice, consumer and 
small business services are offered at the same sort of speeds as ADSL. 

With such connections and in general, a cable modem is interfaced to the computer through an Ethernet adapter 
and with the cable network by a short segment of coaxial cable. Coaxial cable then links all of the premises on a 
street with a Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS), which routes data traffic via the fiber backbone (typically 
a SONET ring – an OC specification) to the ISP's Local Exchange (a.k.a., a Point of Presence [PoP]) and from there to 
the Internet. 

The table which follows provides Shaw Cable Business features and pricing (CDN$). 

Table 17 Shaw Business Internet Service (June 2009). 

 

FEATURES OFFICE PLAN SERVER PLAN SERVER ELITE PLAN

ADSL connection speed (depends on plan 

and line conditions) 

3.0 Mbps Download

1.0 Mbps Upload 

3.0 Mbps Download

1.0 Mbps Upload 

4.0 Mbps Download

1.0 Mbps Upload 

ADSL connection traffic 70 GB per Month 80 GB per Month 100 GB per Month 

IP addresses 2 Dynamic 2 Static 5 Static 

Customized email addresses (e.g., ceo@company.com) Available Available Available 

Email addresses (e.g., yourname@telus.net) 5 10 15

Spam control Yes Yes Yes 

Anti-Virus 5 Subscriptions 5 Subscriptions 5 Subscriptions 

Business Web site 100 MB 100 MB 100 MB 

Remote Dial-up Internet hours 20 Hours per Month 40 Hours per Month 60 Hours per Month 

Server hosting privileges No Yes Yes 

Business Priority technical support Yes Yes Yes 

IP Point-of-Sale capable Yes Yes Yes 

Monthly price per PC $71.95 $96.95 $166.95

Contract term discount SAVE $5 per month with a 1, 2, 3 or 5 year term 

One-time fee for QuickConnect® modem or TELUS professional installation $69.95 or FREE with contract 

One-time fee for Wireless Office Networking kit $99.95 or FREE with contract 

Features Entrepreneur Package SOHO Package Business Package Shaw Server Connect

Email Accounts 10 10 20 10

Data Transfer Limit 70 GB/month; 110 

GB/month with Xtreme-I 

option

90 GB per month; 130 

GB per month with 

Xtreme-I option

175 GB/month; 225 

GB/month with Xtreme-I 

option

200 GB/month

Shaw High-Speed Xtreme-I Option $15/month $15/month $40/month

Email Account Space Quota 100 MB 100 MB 100 MB 100 MB

Maximum download speed 7.5 Mbps 7.5 Mbps 7.5 Mbps 5 Mbps

    With Xtreme-I option 15 Mbps 15 Mbps 15 Mbps n/a

Maximum upload speed 512 Kbps 512 Kbps 512 Kbps 5 Mbps

    With Xtreme-I option 1 Mbps 1 Mbps 1 Mbps n/a

Monthly Price (incl. Basic Cable) $50.95 $68.95 $166.95 $299.95 

Installation Fee $100 $100 $100 $100 

Shaw High-Speed Xtreme-I Option $15/month $15/month $40/month incl.

Suitable For Entrepreneur's Contractors, health 

clinics, lawyer's or 

doctor's offices, etc.

Oil, gas, and insurance 

companies, companies 

with branch offices, 

medium-sized law firms, 

etc.

Companies that operate 

their own server and FTP 

site and require more 

upstream bandwidth

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hybrid_Fibre_Coaxial
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cable_modem_termination_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Point_of_presence
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Shaw Cable also offers business customers its Private Line service with T-1, T-3, OC-3, OC-12, OC-48, and OC-192 
bandwidth options, but no pricing is provided on its web site for this service (as of June 2009). In addition to the 
Private Line product offering, Shaw also provides the Network Gateway and Commercial Gateway services (similar 
to Private Line) but at a flat monthly rate; however, no pricing is provided on its web site for these services (June 
2009). 

As mentioned previously in the Telecommunications Networks section, the major obstacle to delivering substantial 
bandwidth to business and consumers alike, is the last mile, where the wiring infrastructure is generally not good. 
Cable companies have embarked on projects to update this wiring to use fiber optic links and are referred to by 
the umbrella term "Fiber to the X" (FTTx): 

 Fiber to the Premises (FTTP) - business 

 Fiber to the Home (FTTH) - consumer 

Both implementations provide a fiber link that is terminated at the customer premises. These make use of 
Wideband Division Multiplexing (WDM) to create a Passive Optical Network (PON) where signals from multiple 
sources (currently up to 128) are carried over a single fiber link. There are four types of PON: 

 ATM PON (APON) - provides a 622 Mbps downlink and 155 Mbps uplink (Shaw Cable is offering a similar 
service as a part of its Broadcast Video Transport product; however, no pricing is provided). 

 Ethernet PON (EPON) - 1 Gbps downlink and uplink (Shaw Cable is offering a similar service as a part of its 
Transparent LAN product; however, no pricing is provided). 

 Gigabit PON (GPON) - 2.5 Gbps downlink and 1.24 Gbps uplink. 

 10G EPON - 10 Gbps downlink and uplink (Shaw Cable is offering a similar service as a part of its Private 
Line product and is called “10G wavelengths” by Shaw; however, no pricing is provided). 

Other FTTP and FTTH ISPs exist but the bandwidth provided is disappointing – examples follow. 

FTTP is available from providers such as Skyway West; however, the published speeds do not begin to approach 
those of PON but they are a viable alternative to Leased Lines, ADSL and high-speed cable for business purposes. 
The table below provides fiber pricing from Skyway West. 

Table 18 Skyway West Business Class fiber pricing (June 2009, CDN$). 

 

Metro Core Service Speed Monthly Traffic Install/ Config 1 Year Term

Silver FDX 10 Mb/s 100 GB $2,750 $1,300/mo

Platinum FDX 30 Mb/s 100 GB $2,750 $1,700/mo

Titanium FDX >30 Mb/s 100 GB $2,750 by quote

Metro Outlying Service Speed Monthly Traffic Install/ Config 1 Year Term

Silver FDX 10 Mb/s 100 GB $2,750 $1,400/mo

Platinum FDX 30 Mb/s 100 GB $2,750 $2,100/mo

Titanium FDX >30 Mb/s 100 GB $2,750 by quote

Rural Core Service Speed Monthly Traffic Install/ Config 1 Year Term

Silver FDX 10 Mb/s 100 GB $2,750 $1,800/mo

Platinum FDX 30 Mb/s 100 GB $2,750 $2,300/mo

Titanium FDX >30 Mb/s 100 GB $2,750 by quote

Rural Outlying Service Speed Monthly Traffic Install/ Config 1 Year Term

Silver FDX 10 Mb/s 100 GB $2,750 $2,800/mo

Platinum FDX 30 Mb/s 100 GB $2,750 $3,300/mo

Titanium FDX >30 Mb/s 100 GB $2,750 by quote

Building Rates Service Speed Monthly Traffic Install/ Config 1 Year Term

Vancouver Silver FDX 10 Mb/s 100 $1,750 $890/mo

Victoria Silver FDX 10 Mb/s 100 $1,750 $1,130/mo

http://www.shaw.ca/ShawBusinessSolutions/Services/PrivateLine.htm
http://www.shaw.ca/ShawBusinessSolutions/Services/Internet+Gateway/NetworkGateway.htm
http://www.shaw.ca/ShawBusinessSolutions/Services/Internet+Gateway/CommercialGateway.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FTTX
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wavelength-division_multiplexing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passive_optical_network
http://www.shaw.ca/ShawBusinessSolutions/Services/VideoTransport.htm
http://www.shaw.ca/ShawBusinessSolutions/Services/TransparentLAN.htm
http://www.shaw.ca/ShawBusinessSolutions/Services/PrivateLine.htm
http://www.shaw.ca/ShawBusinessSolutions/Services/PrivateLine.htm
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Another example is Urban Communications Inc. (a.k.a., Urban Networks) of Burnaby, BC which provides FTTH at a 
price of $10/month with 10 Mbps download and 1 Mbps upload speeds. Their business FTTP service is quoted at 
connectivity at speeds of 10 Mbps to 50 Mbps; however, no pricing information is provided online for this service. 

US ISPs are not much better with maximum connectivity speeds of up to 50 Mbps and are expensive as well. The 
table below provides FTTH pricing from Verizon for their FIOS service. 

Table 19 Verizon FIOS service (FTTH) pricing (June 2009, US$). 

 

Wireless 
Wireless can be used to establish a WAN connection. Currently there are 3 main technologies used to create a 
wireless WAN connection: 

1. Cellular. 
2. Satellite. 
3. WiMAX. 

Cellular 
The following table summarizes cellular technologies used to establish a wireless WAN connection: 

Table 20 Cellular technologies and speeds (June 2009). 

 

Plans (One-Year Agreement) Equipment Installation

FiOS Internet with Verizon 

home phone service

FiOS Internet without Verizon home 

phone service

Fast

Download up to 15 Mbps / 

Upload up to 5 Mbps

Wireless router 

included

Included for one 

computer $44.99/mo. $49.99/mo.

Faster

Download up to 25 Mbps / 

Upload up to 15 Mbps

Wireless router 

included

Included for one 

computer $64.99/mo. $69.99/mo.

Fastest

Download up to 50 Mbps / 

Upload up to 20 Mbps

Wireless router 

included

Included for one 

computer $139.95/mo. $144.95/mo.

Generation Description Speed

1G

(First Generation Wireless)

The first generation of cellular wireless (1G) was based on 

analog technology. The systems were designed primarily to carry 

voice traffic.

N/A

2G

(Second Generation Wireless)

2G cellular wireless technology converts voice to digital data for 

transmission over the air and then back to voice. 2G data 

services were based on circuit-switched data connections where 

each connection was dedicated to the user for the duration each 

session.

9.6-14.4 Kbps

2.5G

(Enhanced Second Generation Wireless)

While there are no official definitions for 2.5G, it refers to 

technology that is added to a 2G network to provide packet-data 

capabilities. 2.5G technologies include GPRS and EDGE for GSM 

and 1xRTT for CDMA. EDGE and 1xRTT are also sometimes 

referred to as 2.75G technologies as well.

GPRS: up to 48 Kbps

EDGE: 3-4x GPRS

3G

(Third Generation Wireless)

3G is the third generation of mobile phone standards and 

technology. It is based on standards from the International 

Telecommunication Union and the Third Generation Partnership 

Project (3GPP). 3G networks offer users a wider range of more 

advanced services which include video and multimedia 

messaging, and broadband wireless data, all  in a mobile 

environment. 3G technologies include Wideband-CDMA, (W-

CDMA), cdma2000 and TD/SCDMA.

3G: 384 Kbps

W-CDMA: up to 2 Mbps

3.5G

(Enhanced Third Generation Cellular Wireless)

3.5G refers to evolutionary upgrades to 3G services that provide 

significantly enhanced broadband wireless data performance to 

enable multi-megabit data speeds. The key 3.5G technologies in 

North America are High-Speed Packet Access (HSPA) and CDMA EV-

DO.

HSPA: up to 14 Mbps

Rogers HSPA: 7.1 Mbps

CDMA EV-DO: 3.1 Mbps down/1.8 Mbps up

http://www.unet.ca/broadband_features.html
http://www22.verizon.com/Residential/FiOSInternet/?LOBCode=C&PromoTCode=FIS21&PromoSrcCode=V&POEId=VU1SP&CMP=DMC-FIS21
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Typically 3G technologies are implemented using modern day Smartphone’s where websites can be accessed using 
a web browser (e.g., using a web browser to access a corporate LAN such as Opera or Safari) and/or an e-mail 
client (e.g., Blackberry Storm).  Smartphone pricing varies depending upon the type of phone, its features, length 
of contract and the purchase price. 

Table 21 Sample 3G Smartphone pricing by provider (CDN$). 

 

As of June 2009, the only 3.5G capable products come in the form of a USB Flash Drive “like” device which can be 
plugged into a laptop.  

An example of this is Roger’s Rocket Mobile Internet Stick which is 3.5G capable and according to Roger’s has a 
speed of up to 7.1 Mbps. This device works even in a moving vehicle per Roger’s June 2009 promotional video 
(“Take the Internet With You”); however, no information is provided as to the maximum vehicle speed (Aside: the 
vehicle did appear to be driving slowly in a residential neighbourhood). Another technology (discussed later), 
WiMAX, provides mobile Internet access at vehicle speeds of up to 145 kph (90 mph) to 250 kph (155 mph) – 
beyond that, the signal degrades (i.e., it would be useful if Roger’s posted the maximum vehicle speed for their 
Rocket Mobile Internet Stick device). 

The figure below shows screen shots of the device in action. 

Figure 31 Roger's 3.5G Rocket Mobile Internet Stick in action (Roger's promotional video, June 2009). 

 

Monthly fees for Roger’s Rocket Mobile Internet Stick range from CDN $25-$80 per month (excluding a $7/mo. 
System access fee) and the purchase price is $0 based on a 2 year contract – very competitive pricing when 
compared to Smartphone pricing for wireless data access. 

The figure which follows shows Roger’s 3.5G coverage areas in Canada – the 3.5G coverage areas are limited to 
major metropolitan cities in Canada such as Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver. 

  

Provider No Contract 1 yr 2 yr 3 yr Typical Smartphone Makes Basic Plan Rates/mo. - Voice + Data

Telus $300-$650 $200-$600 $200-$500 $0-$200 HTC Touch/Diamond, Blackberry 

Curve/Pearl/Storm, Palm Treo Pro

$15-$45

Rogers N/A N/A N/A $199 iPhone 3GS $55-$70

$400-$700 N/A N/A $40-$350 HTC Touch/Diamond, Blackberry 

Curve/Pearl/Storm, Palm Treo 750

$60-$75

Purchase Price based on Contract Length

http://www.rogers.com/web/content/wireless-products/rocket_stick?cm_re=wireless-_-main_badge-_-rocketstick
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Figure 32 Roger's 3.5G coverage areas map (June 2009). 

 

TELUS Mobility has a similar device to Roger’s Rocket Mobile Internet Stick, which can also plug into a laptop and is 
known as the “Mobile Internet Key”; however, this is a 3G device. Monthly fees are the same as those for a TELUS 
Smartphone and the device can be purchased for CDN $200 with no contract, $50 with a 1 year contract and $0 
with a 2 to 3 year contract. 

For those on the move in a vehicle with a laptop (e.g., subway, automobile, train) and require more bandwidth 
speed, the TELUS and Roger’s USB Flash Drive like devices certainly meet that criteria and are a viable option to a 
Smartphone for mobile Internet data access. 

Satellite 
Often times business operations will be located in remote areas (e.g., a mine construction site, an oil well) or “on 
the go” (e.g., a TV News vehicle) and require access to a corporate LAN and the Internet. Where no dial-up 
connections exist, let alone DSL or cable services, satellite is the only WAN option available, wireless or otherwise. 

To create a wireless satellite Internet connection, the ISP installs a satellite dish (i.e., the antenna) at the customer 
location and aligns it with a two way satellite. Typically, the antenna is connected to a DVB-S (Digital Video 
Broadcast Satellite) modem using coaxial cabling. The coaxial cabling can then be plugged into the PCI card of a PC 
or into an external box connected to a PC using a USB or Ethernet port. 

Satellite connections experience latency problems since the signal has to travel thousands of kilometres more than 
terrestrial connections – the delay is 4-5 times what might be expected over a land link (e.g., telecommunications 
satellites are in geosynchronous orbits located 35,000 km [22,000 miles] above the surface of the Earth). This only 
becomes an issue for latency sensitive applications such as video conferencing and VoIP. 

An example of a wireless satellite ISP in Canada is Galaxy Broadband. They provide business satellite services from 
a variety of satellite bandwidth vendors such as HughesNet and SkyDATA (the latter, recently acquired by SAP). 

The following figures provide pricing from Galaxy Broadband in CDN$ for the HughesNet SkyWAY service. 

  

http://www.telusmobility.com/en/BC/sierra_usb_598_modem/index.shtml
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satellite_Internet_access
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DVB-S
http://www.galaxybroadband.ca/
http://www.hughesnet.com/
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Figure 33 Galaxy Broadband’s HughesNet satellite connection pricing (excludes the purchase of a satellite system). 

 

An example of a business satellite device retailer is Virgin Technologies of Edmonton, AB. Key satellite products 
they offer include: 

 Satellite VoIP devices. 

 Iridium satellite phones (list price of CDN $1,500). 

 Satellite broadband and tracking systems for a laptop or vehicle. 

 Fixed and mobile satellite systems. 

For those of you that do not wish “to miss a beat while driving on the road” MotoSat (a supplier of Virgin 
Technologies) manufactures a satellite system that will provide Internet access from a vehicle while it is moving 
(major purchasers are RV owners and television stations with mobile news vehicles): 

Figure 34 MotoSat DataStorm F series mobile satellite system for vehicles. 

   

Moveable satellite systems such as the DataStorm system depicted in the above figure, have a price range of US 
$5,000-$16,000, installed. Stationary systems range in price from US $600-$1,000, installed. 

Satellite wireless WAN solutions are expensive but when there are no other alternatives they are, as is frequently 
said, “the only show in town” or out of town for that matter (i.e., 35,000 km out of town). 

http://www.virgintechnologies.com/Default.html
http://www.virgintechnologies.com/Services/VoIP_PhoneFax.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iridium_Satellite_LLC
http://www.virgintechnologies.com/Solutions/Business_Solutions/Iridium_Sat_Phones.htm
http://www.virgintechnologies.com/Solutions/Business_Solutions/UltraPortable_Systems.htm
http://www.virgintechnologies.com/Solutions/Business_Solutions/Fixed/iDIRECT.htm
http://www.virgintechnologies.com/Solutions/Business_Solutions/Mobile_Systems.htm
http://www.motosat.com/
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WiMAX 
WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) is a wireless LAN solution developed primarily to 
provide wireless broadband access to Telco and ISP wired trunk lines – a “last mile” wireless alternative to DSL 
and cable (i.e., no  need for a phone wire or cable connection). WiMAX is the based on the IEEE 802.16 and IEEE 
802.20 standard series. WiMAX has also been referred to as 4G. 

The most recent WiMAX systems come in three configurations: 

1. WiMAX (IEEE 802.16d). 
2. Mobile WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e). 
3. Mobile-Fi (IEEE 802.20, for fast moving mobile users; a.k.a., Mobile Broadband Wireless Access, MBWA). 

WiMAX services stationary cells (or nodes, same idea as a device in a LAN such as a laptop) from a station (same 
idea as a Telco Exchange) at distances of up to 50 km (30 miles) away with 100 Mbps of bandwidth (520 Mbps 
theoretical maximum bandwidth). 

Mobile WiMAX improves upon WiMAX since it permits mobile access to a station (i.e., you can take your laptop 
out of the stationary cell, e.g., your home, and roam with the laptop while maintaining a wireless WAN 
connection). Mobile WiMAX supports users in vehicles moving at speeds of up to 145 kph (90 mph) with the same 
distance and bandwidth restrictions of WiMAX. 

Mobile-Fi, an emerging technology, improves upon Mobile WiMAX by providing mobile wireless WAN access from 
vehicles moving at speeds of up to 250 kph (155 mph) but its base stations have a range of 15-25 km (9-15 miles) 
and a bandwidth of up to 16 Mbps (260 Mbps theoretical maximum bandwidth). 

ABC Communications, a BC Interior ISP, provides business and residential WiMAX services and their prices are 
provided in the table below: 

Table 22 ABC Communications WiMAX services and their prices, ($CDN). 

 

As can be seen from the above table, the ABC Communications WiMAX speeds are considerably below those 
intended by the IEEE 802.16/802.20 specifications 

Large investments in WiMAX technology are being made in the US.  

Clearwire, a Craig McCaw start-up company, has received investments of US $1.1 billion from Intel and Motorola 
(Craig McCaw is THE cellular pioneer – he sold McCaw Cellular to AT&T for US $11.5 billion in 1994). The company 
has similar WiMAX offerings (see their homepage for pricing packages) to those of ABC Communications. 

With Clearwire’s implementation of WiMAX, you purchase a wireless WiMAX modem (US $100 street price) for a 
home or business and/or a WiMAX PC card for a laptop (US $50) and if you are in Clearwire’s coverage area, you 
will then get a wireless Internet connection. Clearwire also provides a voice service (which requires a phone 
adapter [CDN $50] to be connected to their modem – similar in configuration to VoIP as provided by cable 
companies). WiMAX can be integrated into a home network by using their modem in combination with a WiMAX 
extension device which they call “ClearPlugs” (US $70 each) or their modem can be connected to a wired or 
wireless broadband modem. 

WiMax Service

Downstream 

speed (Mbps)

Upstream 

speed (Mbps) $/month

Installation 

Cost 1 yr 2 yr 3 yr

Residential 1.0 0.512 $40 $299 $299 $199 $179

Small Business 1.5 0.512 $70 $300 $299 $199 $179

Business 2.0 2.0 $130 $65/hour $299 $199 $179

Network Connection Fees Contract

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WiMAX
http://newsroom.clearwire.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=214419&p=irol-overview
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_802.20
http://newsroom.clearwire.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=214419&p=irol-overview
http://gigaom.com/2006/09/06/a-cool-clearwire-billion/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Craig_McCaw
http://www.clearwire.com/index.php
http://www.clearwire.com/wireless-broadband/overview.php
http://www.clearwire.com/wireless-broadband/pccard.php
http://www.clearwire.com/store/service_areas.php
http://www.clearwire.com/internet-phone-service/overview.php
http://www.clearwire.com/support/networking.php
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Perhaps the best example of what WiMAX can be is Xohm. Xohm is a WiMAX service originally created by Sprint 
Nextel (Sprint) who originally coined the term “4G” for WiMAX. Recently, Xohm has been merged into Clearwire, 
with Sprint owning 51% of Xohm, Clearwire 27% and the balance owned by a consortium of  Comcast, Time 
Warner, Intel, Google, and Bright House – clearly some “very heavy hitters at bat” for this WiMAX technology 
company (recall that Motorola is also an investor in Clearwire). 

Xohm, before it was merged, used the City of Baltimore as a test implementation. In October 2008, Laptop 
Magazine decided to test the upload/download speeds of Xohm while driving around the city in a car using a 
laptop with a WiMAX antenna (similar to Clearwire’s PC Card). They recorded download speeds of 3.05 Mbps and 
upload speeds of 2.4 Mbps. In 2009, Xohm plans similar implementations for the US cities of Atlanta, Charlotte, 
Chicago, Dallas, Ft. Worth, Honolulu, Las Vegas, Philadelphia, Portland and Seattle and in 2010 for the US cities of 
Boston, Houston, New York, San Francisco and Washington, D.C. Xohm modems have a retail price of US $80 and 
laptop PC cards/USB adapters are priced at US $60 as of June 2009. Xohm also offers preconfigured WiMAX 
laptops from Dell, Fujitsu, Lenovo and Toshiba. Xohm’s Baltimore Home service is priced at US $25/month for the 
first 6 months and then at US $30/month (you will have to purchase their modem as well). Xohm’s Baltimore On-
the-Go service for telecommuters is priced at US $30/month for the first 6 months and then at US $45/month (you 
will have to purchase their PC card or USB adapter as well). 

Xohm is a service to keep “an eye on” and inexpensive when compared to Canadian pricing for WiMAX. 

Local to Vancouver, BC, check out the Craig Wireless Systems web site and their SkyWeb Residential and Stream:1 
services – compelling indeed when coupled with WiMAX (as of June 2009, their web site reports “WiMAX coming 
soon”). Note how large Canadian Telco’s and cellular companies are “hedging their bets” with this technology – 
see the figure below (ABC Communications is affiliated with TELUS). 

Figure 35 Scribd "WiMAX Networks Worldwide - Jan2009" map listing WiMAX ISPs in Canada. 

 

WiMAX has also been implemented in trains (visit the WiMAX News article about Taipei’s MRT system and is 
gaining momentum worldwide (click on this link to view the above map online) despite disappointing bandwidth’s 
to date – for the exception of Xohm. 

If you need vehicle mobility, WiMAX is a viable voice and data alternative to Cellular 3/3.5G and mobile satellite 
systems. If you want to be free of DSL telephone wires and HFC coaxial cable at home or fiber optic cable for that 
matter), WiMAX is also a viable solution. Hopefully in time, commercially available WiMAX speeds will increase so 
we can have true high speed mobile Internet access. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xohm
http://www.engadget.com/2008/10/01/xohm-wimax-tested-in-baltimore-does-work-in-cars/
http://www.xohm.com/en_US/shop/
http://www.xohm.com/en_US/shop/partner-products/index.html
http://www.craigwireless.com/
http://www.abccomm.com/Default.aspx?tabId=99
http://blog.quantumwimax.com/
http://blog.quantumwimax.com/computex-worlds-first-wimax-service-trains-available-in-taipei
http://www.scribd.com/doc/14721314/Wimax-Networks-Worldwide-Jan2009-QuantumWimaxcom
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Security 
As business people we care about security since its implementation is expensive in most cases and more 
importantly, we do not want “outsiders” hacking into our network and stealing proprietary information about our 
company (e.g., financials, costing structures, bank account information, R&D project information, sales and 
marketing information, confidential employee information). 

It is necessary for a business person to have some working knowledge about how to secure a LAN, E-Commerce 
transactions and/or mobile employees accessing the LAN. 

To better understand security methodologies, its goals are presented first followed by a brief review of concepts 
already covered in this textbook as to how they pertain to security. 

5 Pillars of Security 
The 5 pillars of security (i.e., what needs to be done to secure a network and its access) are as follows: 

1. Authentication – ensures that valid users can gain access to the network and that they are who they say 
they are. This is usually accomplished by assigning a user name and secret password to a valid user (only 
that user knows the secret password). More recently biometric authentication methods are being used to 
authenticate a user (e.g., fingerprint readers). 

2. Integrity – data interchanged between users has not been tampered with. 
3. Non-Repudiation – data sent by a user cannot be denied as having been sent by that user (e.g., in an E-

Commerce transaction the user is the only person that could have placed the order). 
4. Anti-Replay – stops invalid users from requesting data be resent by a valid user (i.e., they may fool valid 

users into resending sensitive data to them). 
5. Confidentiality – keeps data private, ensures that only valid users view private files. 

Subnet 
A subnet is a large network subdivided into groups. Each subnet group is in its own broadcast domain. To reach 
another subnet, traffic must pass through a router which can prevent users from one group communicating with 
another group. Subnets can be created based on physical attributes (e.g., a floor in an office building, a computer 
lab, WAN connections) or logical attributes (e.g., Accounting & Finance servers and clients, Sales & Marketing 
users). Subnets permit the creation of zones. 

Zones Overview: Intranet, Extranet and Internet 
A zone is an area of the network where security is the same for all hosts within it. Network traffic between zones is 
controlled using a security device which restricts access to different zones (a.k.a., a firewall, discussed later). 
Firewalls permit the creation of Intranet, Extranet and Internet zones. An Intranet zone is a company network of 
trusted hosts (e.g., servers, clients, users). An Extranet zone is a network of semi-trusted hosts (e.g., suppliers, 
partners, customers). An Internet zone is a network of untrusted hosts such as anonymous web server users. 

Demilitarized Zone 
A demilitarized zone (DMZ) is a zone that is created to ensure that Internet and Extranet zone hosts cannot pass 
into an Intranet zone unless authorized to do so. A DMZ is configured to be Internet facing (i.e., hosts in the 
Internet and Extranet zones) and Intranet facing (hosts in the Intranet). Hosts in the DMZ (Internet and Extranet 
hosts, a.k.a., Bastion hosts) are not trusted by the internal network because of the possibility that they could be 
compromised from the Internet or Extranet zones. Physically and logically a DMZ is configured in one of two ways: 

1. Screened Subnet firewall. 
2. Three-Legged firewall. 

Two other firewall configurations are used as well: 

1. Screened Host firewall. 
2. Local network firewall. 

Most companies, that can afford it, will use the first 2 configurations. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firewall
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intranet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extranet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bastion_host
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Screened-subnet_firewall
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DMZ_(computing)#Architecture
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Figure 36 Screened Subnet firewall. 

 

In a screened subnet firewall, two firewalls are used to isolate the DMZ from the Intranet zone. The DMZ ensures 
that Extranet and Intranet hosts are restricted to this zone if need be. 

Figure 37 Three-Legged Firewall. 

 

The triple homed firewall has 3 physical ports: 

1. One port is the interface to the Internet zone. 
2. One port is the interface to the Intranet zone. 
3. One port is the interface to the DMZ. 

An advantage of this system vs. the screened subnet firewall is that is saves on cost (1 less firewall) and its 
disadvantages are that it is more difficult to configure and it represents a single point of failure (vs. 2 for the 
screened subnet firewall). 
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Figure 38 Screened Host firewall. 

 

Smaller businesses may not have the budget or technical expertise to implement a DMZ. In this case, Internet zone 
access can still be restricted by using a dual-homed proxy server (discussed later) acting as a screened host. 

Figure 39 Local Network firewall. 

 

A local network firewall protects hosts in the Accounting Department from being accessed by Internet or Extranet 
hosts.  

Now that we have discussed zones and understand the topologies used for security, we need to understand what 
firewalls do since they are expensive and their technologies cost money but also enhance security. 

Firewall Technologies 
There are a variety of firewall technologies that can be used to ensure that security goals are met. As a business 
person it is best to think of the ensuing technology descriptions as features which cost money. 

A firewall is a means of restricting network traffic. A firewall can be either software and/or hardware based (i.e., it 
can be software embedded in a stand-alone firewall device or software programmed into a device such as a 
router). Firewalls are used to implement security zones and restrict invalid users from accessing the network 
(Intranet). Ensuing paragraphs discuss the technologies used to implement this strategy. 
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Network Address Translation (NAT) is a software firewall that conceals the identity of an Intranet user. For 
example, in a home network, a router will typically have the NAT feature installed as a part of its firewall. 

Figure 40 Router WAN address. 

 

Note in the above figure, the IP Address of the router (to a user in an Extranet or Internet zone) is different from 
the IP Address of the router and its hosts in the Intranet zone, as shown in the figure below. This is an example of 
NAT. Any host in the Intranet zone (with IP Addresses ranging from 192.168.1.100 to 192.168.1.149) will appear to 
have the same IP Address (70.71.160.1) to an Extranet or Internet zone user – stated in other words: the network 
address is translated into another address by the router NAT firewall software. The router firewall will keep track 
of Intranet zone user sessions with the “outside” and translate IP Addresses of the incoming and outgoing data 
packet network addresses “on the fly”. 

Figure 41 Intranet zone IP Addresses. 

 

Packet Filtering is a software firewall that restricts incoming and outgoing messages from the Intranet zone based 
on: 

 IP Address 

 Logical port number (e.g., port 80 for web browsing, ports 20/21 for file transfers) 

IP Address blocking is also known as an Access Control List (ACL) and is used to prevent data packets from known 
“bad” IP Addresses entering the Intranet zone and vice versa. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_address_translation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Access_control_list
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This type of firewall will also shutdown data packets from entering “the backdoor” through logical ports which are 
not frequently used. For example, most well known logical ports (web, file transfer, e-mail etc.) are allocated the 
numbers 0 to 1023; however, more logical port numbers exist (logical port numbers 1024 to 65535). Packet 
filtering prevents data packets from entering a host by closing down unused logical port numbers. You can test 
your home router’s firewall for this feature by going to the ShieldsUp! web site and running their online test to see 
if your router is vulnerable to this type of attack (be sure to select the “All Service Ports” test). 

If your router passes, you should see a test result page as shown in the figure which follows. 

Figure 42 Successful ShieldsUP! logical port number test results. 

 

If you do not see the above test results (i.e., one or more of your logical ports has failed the test – those with a red 
square designating that logical port is open to communications with the Internet and hence, vulnerable to attack), 
use your router to “turn off” those logical port numbers as shown in the figure below (e.g., if you do not want 
anyone using BitTorrent software from downloading music, software etc. from your PC while you are away from 
your PC or even after you have uninstalled the software, turn-off logical port numbers: 2710, 6881-6900, 6901-
7000 and 30301). 

Figure 43 Use router configuration software to "close" open logical ports or any logical ports you want blocked. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Port_numbers
https://www.grc.com/x/ne.dll?bh0bkyd2
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Packet filtering is a simple and inexpensive firewall technology to implement and configure. 

MAC Filtering is a software firewall that restricts incoming and outgoing messages from the Intranet zone based 
on the physical address (or MAC Address) as shown in the figure below. 

Figure 44 Router configuration software used for MAC Filtering. 

 

A Circuit Level Proxy or Gateway Server firewall records information from each session between 2 hosts (it works 
at OSI Layer 5). When a data packet arrives, it checks if the data packet is a part of one of the sessions it has 
recorded information about – it will apply packet filtering rules to determine whether to allow the data packet 
from entering the Intranet zone. If accepted, the proxy server will allow subsequent traffic to pass unmonitored. If 
the proxy server determines the data packet is unauthorized (i.e., it has not been recorded as a part of any ongoing 
sessions) it will block the data packet from entering the Intranet zone by using IP Addresses and throttling 
(reducing the bandwidth for a “bad” IP Address to nothing – BitTorrent users on Shaw and Rogers networks should 
be well acquainted with what this means). 

An Application Layer Proxy or Gateway Server firewall stores/inspects/forwards data packets between 2 hosts (it 
works at OSI Layer 7). It deconstructs the data packets and substitutes its IP Address for that of the Intranet zone 
user – a form of NAT, then inspects each data packet to ensure it is legitimate and then reconstructs the data 
packet and forwards it on to its destination (a.k.a., “packet sniffing”). 

This type of firewall software will only store/inspect/forward data packets it understands. For example, a web 
proxy server will only examine HTTP traffic. This means you will have to purchase an Application Proxy Server for 
the different types of traffic you want to secure (e.g., an FTP Proxy Server, an E-Mail Proxy Server). 

This type of firewall is slow and requires high capacity (where fast = expensive) hardware to run on. 

Depending on the features installed and capabilities, the following are prices of Cisco firewall products (US$): 

1. Cisco ASA 5500 Series Firewall (a standalone device) 
a. 4-Port Gigabit Ethernet enables businesses to better segment network traffic into separate 

security zones – up to 10 user licenses, $800-$1,250. 
b. VPN Edition enables organizations to gain the connectivity and cost benefits of Internet transport 

without compromising the integrity of corporate security policies – up to 50 user licenses, 
$2,530-$2,850. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Packet_sniffing
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c. VPN Edition enables organizations to gain the connectivity and cost benefits of Internet transport 
without compromising the integrity of corporate security policies. By converging IP Security 
(IPSec) and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), VPN (Cisco WebVPN) services with comprehensive threat 
defence technologies, the Cisco ASA 5500 Series delivers highly customizable network access 
tailored to meet the requirements of diverse deployment environments while providing a fully 
secured VPN with complete endpoint and network-level security – up 2,500 user licenses, 
$44,267-$49,940. 

2. Cisco Firewall Services Module (a module for Cisco Catalyst 6500 switches and Cisco 7600 Series routers), 
$9,500-$19,300. 

3. Cisco IronPort security management appliance (filter e-mail, web for spam etc.), $10,000 to $55,000 not 
including subscriptions. 

4. Cisco Secure PIX Firewall, for small office and teleworkers, $200-$18,400. 

Wireless 
The preceding sections dealt primarily with wired network security. What about security for a wireless network? 
How is this accomplished? 

As business people we care about this because we do not want “outsiders” hacking into our network and stealing 
proprietary information about our company. 

Anyone with a wireless NIC can detect a wireless network in their vicinity as shown in the figure below. 

Figure 45 Wireless networks in the vicinity of the author's home. 

 

Modern day security protocols provide wireless network security for both communications and authentication. 

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) was Wi-Fi's original security mechanism. This security algorithm is flawed since 
there are many tools available to hack WEP security, such as AirSnort, WAP Attack, or WEPCrack.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wired_Equivalent_Privacy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AirSnort
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Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) fixes most of the security problems with WEP and adds the ability to authenticate a 
user. The WPA2-AES encryption standard is more powerful than the WPA-TKIP encryption standard at the time of 
writing. A user must authenticate (logon to the wireless network) by using the Network Name (SSID), equal to the 
User ID, and the Pre-shared Key, equal to the password (a.k.a., the passphrase). 

Figure 46 A properly configured wireless router using WPA2-AES (SSID and Key intentionally blanked out). 

  

Virtual Private Networks (VPN) 
VPNs are said to be “virtual” because software is used to secure and connect branch office networks to a home 
network or a telecommuter to a home network. This is necessary if we want to ensure the 5 pillars of security are 
met when branch offices and telecommuters (e.g., field service, sales and marketing personnel) access a 
company’s home network. 

There are 2 types of VPNs: 

1. Site-to-Site VPN – branch to branch or branch to home network security. 
2. Remote/Mobile Access VPN – telecommuters, business partners, customers to home network security. 

If, for example, your business uses DSL or cable to connect its branch offices and telecommuting employees, their 
data packets travel through the Internet and can be intercepted by hackers. To prevent this, businesses opt for a 
VPN service from their local Telco, e.g., TELUS offers both types of VPN. 

In the case of telecommuters, additional security beyond a remote/mobile VPN is often required. For example, 
imagine that one of your employees is at Starbuck’s and using their free Wi-Fi service, logs on to your network with 
someone behind them taking note of the password they entered to log on – not to mention that the User ID they 
entered is in plain view. To remedy this potential threat, Managed Secure Authentication is used. 

The ensuing paragraphs describe the 2 types of VPN and Managed Secure Authentication. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wi-Fi_Protected_Access
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Site-to-Site VPNs use what is known as IP Security (IPsec). IPsec is an OSI Layer 3 protocol that encrypts data 
packets (confidentiality) and signs them (digital signatures are discussed later; integrity and anti-replay). TELUS 
offers a Site-to-Site VPN product called “IPSec VPN”. Usually, specialized software comes with a Site-to-Site VPN. 

Remote/Mobile Access VPNs use what is known as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS). 
This type of security is also used in E-Commerce web sites to secure user information provided to the online 
merchant and credit card clearing houses (e.g., credit card number, name, address, phone number). SSL is also 
available on standard web browsers. SSL/TSL operate in the Session and Transport layers of the OSI Reference 
model. Largely, they provide end-to-end secure communications using encryption and integrity technology.  

Advantages of a Remote/Mobile Access VPN vs. a Site-to-Site VPN are that SSL comes with the modern day 
browser so no specialized  software is required to be installed and thus, configuration is easier to do and this 
reduces implementation and ongoing support costs. Another advantage is that telecommuting users can be 
restricted as to which applications they can use when connecting with the home network (i.e., restricted to using 
only the applications they need to use). An IPsec VPN restricts use to the entire network. TELUS offers a 
Remote/Mobile Access VPN product called “SSL VPN”. 

Managed Secure Authentication ensures that in the previous example (Re: the Starbuck’s threat), it is more 
difficult for a hacker to steal a user ID and password and use this to logon to the home network. How this is 
accomplished is by adding an additional authentication method using a dynamic personal identification number 
(PIN) that the valid user must also input to logon to the home network. The telecommuting employee carries with 
them a special keychain (see the figure below) that can change the dynamic PIN every minute, if need be. This way 
if a hacker intercepts the password and dynamic PIN, they have 1 minute to use them to login to the home 
network; later, they will not be able to do so since the dynamic PIN will have changed by then. 

Figure 47 Special user keychain with a dynamic PIN. 

 

A small business turnkey (per Encarta: “complete and ready to use upon delivery or installation”) VPN solution can 
be had for an investment of CDN $1,000 of investment and monthly costs of CDN $200-$280 which includes a 6 
Mbps DSL connection. SkyWAY West, offers a site-to-site VPN service (MetaLAN) for an extra CDN $30/month 
added on to either their ADSL and Fiber services (i.e., you subscribe to either of their regular services and they will 
provide a VPN for the extra cost per month). 

An alternative to VPNs is to purchase dedicated ADSL Private Virtual Circuits – costs are similar. 

Locally, companies such as BC Hydro use VPN and dynamic PIN technology. 

Encryption and Digital Certificates 
As was mentioned in the VPN section, encryption is used to ensure integrity and confidentiality. Also, digital 
signatures (a.k.a., digital certificates) were mentioned as a way of ensuring integrity and anti-replay. This section 
will explain how both are used to ensure secure E-Commerce transactions. 

As business people we need to understand these technologies since we want to secure our network from hackers 
and we want to keep our customer’s information private while not encumbering them from using online services 
such as E-Commerce. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPsec
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_Layer_Security
http://www.skywaywest.com/rates/virtual-private-networks-vpn.htm
http://www.skywaywest.com/rates/dedicated-private-virtual-circuit.htm
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First a brief history about encryption. 

There are two general forms of encryption: symmetric and asymmetric. 

Symmetric encryption has the following history and features: 

 Earliest use by Romans “ROT-5”. 
o Letters and numerals rotated by 5 places (e.g., “1” becomes “6:, “a” becomes “f”). 

 a.k.a., “secret key” or “private key” encryption. 

 Sender scrambles message using secret key, forwards the scrambled message and the receiver 
descrambles the message using the same secret key. 

 The problem with this is that the secret key has to be sent to the receiver before secure communications 
can take place – a hacker can intercept this. 

Asymmetric encryption has the following features: 

 Uses 2 different keys, a public key and a private key. 

 The receiver’s public key is widely distributed over the Internet. 

 The sender uses the receiver’s public key to scramble the message. 

 The receiver descrambles the sender’s message using a private key known only to the receiver. 

SSL uses asymmetric encryption to encrypt messages to provide authenticity, privacy and integrity. SSL also uses a 
digital signature to provide non-repudiation. 

Now that we have a method of encrypting information, we need someone to provide us with public and private 
key’s. This role is fulfilled online by what is known as a Certificate Authority (CA). 

In practice, CAs act as the “go between” for a buyer and seller by issuing encryption keys (large prime numbers). 
VeriSign and Entrust are CAs whose encryption keys are widely used in E-Commerce transactions over the Internet. 
CAs provide the buyer and seller with unique key pairs for E-Commerce transactions. The figure below shows the 
Entrust model for the standard encryption story of: Bob the seller and Alice the buyer. 

Figure 48 Certificate Authority role in an E-Commerce transaction. 

 

The process shown in the above figure is not any different than when you go to the store and buy something using 
a credit card. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Certificate_authority
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The first thing you do is hand over your credit card to the sales clerk; whereupon, the sales clerk takes an 
impression of your credit card (i.e., they get a copy of your credit card number). Next, the sales clerk hands over to 
you some sort of receipt that you have to sign; thereby, authorizing the merchant to charge your account for the 
purchase. 

An E-Commerce transaction mimics the above process in two steps. 

When you click on the BUY button in an E-Commerce web site, you are sending data packets to the E-Commerce 
server – this is the same as handing over your credit card to the sales clerk except that the data packets are 
encrypted (i.e., “scrambled”) before they get to the E-Commerce server. This is done to prevent a hacker from 
intercepting the data packets and finding out what your credit card number is. The encryption is carried using what 
is called the Public Encryption Key (a.k.a. the “public key”) which is issued to the buyer by the CAs Public/Private 
Key server. The key is really a number that is put into an equation and used to scramble the contents of the data 
packets. The key is public because anyone on the Internet can use the key to scramble data packets sent to Bob’s 
E-Commerce server. 

When Bob gets the encrypted data packets from Alice, he decrypts them (i.e., “descrambled”) using the Private 
Decryption Key (a.k.a. the “private key”). The private key is issued to Bob at the same time as the public key is 
issued to Alice. This is why they are called “key pairs”. The Private Decryption Key is known ONLY to Bob and no 
one else. 

At this juncture of the process, we have ensured that there is: 

 Confidentiality/Anti-Replay – only Bob and Alice see the data exchanged (a hacker can see the data but 
will not understand it since it will be encrypted, i.e., it will look like something this: Äû^<H@€@ – that 
would be the credit card number). 

 Authentication/Anti-Replay – Bob and Alice are who they say they are since only a single key pair was 
issued for the transaction; therefore, no one else could have participated or have knowledge of the 
transaction (i.e., the CA Public/Private Key server will only issue a single key pair to the buyer and seller – 
and since Bob pays for the service, we know the seller is Bob and the other person, by default, has to be 
the buyer, no one else would have received the key). 

 Integrity – Since the data has been encrypted, no one else could have tampered with the data; otherwise, 
the decryption key would not work. 

The final step ensures non-repudiation (i.e., only Alice could have placed the order). 

This is accomplished by issuing another set of keys. Alice is issued a Private Signing Key by the CAs Digital 
Certificate server. Alice is the ONLY person in the world with this key – no one else has it; therefore, it is a unique 
identifier of Alice guaranteeing that no one else but Alice could have placed the order. Alice uses the key to 
encrypt data packets identifying her (in effect, Alice is signing the credit card receipt) – these data packets are 
known as a Digital Certificate. At the same time, Bob is issued Alice’s Public Verification Key – anyone can have this 
key. Bob uses this key to descramble and open Alice’s Signed Digital Certificate; thus, verifying that it was Alice and 
only Alice that could have placed the order. 

Now you know what happens in the background when you click the buy button on an E-Commerce web site. 

Always ensure that when you click on the buy button you are taken to a secure web site by the E-Commerce 
server. You will know this by looking at the URL Address field in your web browser, the protocol should read: https 
where the “s” means secure and you should see a little yellow padlock appear at the bottom of your web 
browser’s window (in the bottom right hand corner) – this also signifies that you are in a secure web site. The https 
and padlock indicate that you are in contact with the CAs encryption servers and that any data packets exchanged 
between you and the E-Commerce server will be encrypted. Also, the E-Commerce site should display a logo of the 
CA service they are using (e.g., VeriSign, Thawte, Entrust). 
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Digital certificates can be viewed in your web browser by selecting Options from the Tools menu and in the 
Content tab of the Internet Options dialog box, click on the Certificates button. Select either the Intermediate 
Certification Authorities or Trusted Root Certification Authorities tab to view the different certificates used by you 
in your Internet “travels.” Click on the View button to obtain general information about the certificate. 

Figure 49 Digital Certificates issued by Trusted Root CAs. 

 

The General and Details tabs of the certificate reveal what type of messages use the certificate including details 
such as the public key number (in hexadecimal format): 

Figure 50 Digital Certificate details about the message types that use the certificate and details such as the Digital Certificate 
public key number. 

  

Does this work? 

Absolutely. 
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Without getting into the heavy duty math, here are a few background facts to prove the above point: 

 Keys are comprised of large prime numbers that are factored and follow a set of rules to create public and 
private keys – modern day keys are more than 300 digits in length. 

 RSA is a company that issues encryption algorithms and keys to CAs (equations used to scramble and 
descramble data using the keys; Aside: who was it that said math never pays?). 

 On March 18, 1991, RSA began the “The RSA Factoring Challenge” which is a challenge to the public at 
large to factor keys back to their prime numbers. 

 It took Encryption Scientists using obscure methods such as the “Multiple Polynomial Quadratic Sieve” 
technique, 8 months using 600 PCs working in tandem to decipher a 129 digit key (a 426-bit number) – no 
one had ever accomplished the feat (others had tried for 17 years to do this; this feat was accomplished in 
April 1994). It was then the single largest mathematical calculation in all of human history.  

 It took Encryption Scientists 16 months and the equivalent of 55 years of CPU time to decipher a 200-digit 
key (a 663-bit number) – this feat was accomplished on May 9, 2005. The following is the key followed by 
its 2 prime numbers that were factored to obtain it: 

o 279978339112213278708294676387226016210704467869554285375600099293261284001076
093456710529553608560618223519109513657886371059544820065767750985805576135790
98734950144178863178946295187237869221823983 

o 353246193440277012127260497819846436867119740019762502364930346877612125367942
3200058547956528088349 

o 792586995447833303334708584148005968773797585736421996073433034145576787281815
2135381409304740185467 

 No one has yet to decipher a key larger than 200-digits since May 9, 2005. 

 Modern day web browsers use 1024-bit and 2048-bit numbers for keys (the equivalent of 309 and 617 
digit number, respectively) – modern day web browsers are said to have a cipher strength of 128-bits 
which translates into they can encrypt/decrypt using a key size of up to 3072-bits. 

The moral of the story is that if you and your Encryption Scientist buddies decide to decrypt a modern day 
encryption key, wait at least 55 years for your PC to crunch away and provide you with the answer – the chances 
of this happening are “slim to nil” and “slim got on the bus and left town”. 

This is why thieves have resorted to “smash and grab” tactics (i.e., they smash a window and then grab the hard 
drive with all of the E-Commerce data on it). This is also why you need to pay special attention to a 3

rd
 party 

company hosting your E-Commerce web site. You may want to ensure that a “smash and grab” is difficult to do at 
their premises not to mention that you would also what to ensure that their employees would pass a security 
check (i.e., they are not known or would be felons). 

Now that as business people we understand the hardware part of an Information System, we can now move on to 
understanding the software part of an Information System. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RSA_Factoring_Challenge
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Software 
The common theme continues in the ensuing Software sections: provide information so that business people can 
answer the following fundamental questions about an information system and its software: 

1. What is this and what does it do? 
2. Why do we need this? 
3. What does it cost and are there any alternatives? 

Point 3 above will be emphasized by reviewing case histories of IS software implementations and their operational 
and financial performance. Operational performance is assessed using direct and indirect benefits in terms of 
increases in Revenue, decreases in Expenses and increases in Cash Flow (e.g., Inventory was decreased, Day’s 
Receivables was decreased). Financial performance is assessed using common capital investment measures such as 
NPV, IRR, ROI and Payback Period. 

As a business person you should also be asking themselves the following question: How does this software impact 
a business in terms of productivity and competitive advantage? 

Overview 
IS software is often referred to as e-Business software. e-Business software consists of enterprise applications 
which are integrated and cross-functional. 

An enterprise application is software that is used by the entire company regardless of its physical location. Since 
we can create a LAN and WAN, we can electronically link a company and all of its branch offices to a home or 
corporate network which is where servers reside and act as a central data repository for the entire company. 
Employees of the enterprise input/output information to/from the central data repository which is a database 
with an elegant interface (a.k.a., the “front end”). Inputs are made to the database using forms and outputs are 
made using reports which are all designed by the software vendor. Customized input/outputs are made using 
queries to the database – this is when IT Staff are needed by employees which are not IT savvy (Aside: if you have 
taken a Microsoft Access course you will understand that forms are used to add/modify/delete data in the 
database, reports are used to output specific information from the database and if custom form or report 
inputs/outputs are required, queries accomplish this task). 

Modern day enterprise applications are integrated and cross-functional. This means that each employee in a 
company, regardless of their physical location or department (e.g., Sales & Marketing, Manufacturing, Accounting 
& Finance) has a specific role to fulfill in terms of inputs/outputs to the central data repository. For example, when 
a salesperson inputs an order into the e-Business software, a manufacturing employee can then take the order 
information and begin planning when the order will be manufactured, order raw materials to fulfill the order etc. 
After manufacturing has scheduled the order for production, logistics personnel will plan how the order will be 
shipped to the customer, try to gather other orders in the same shipment to minimize shipping costs etc. – this is 
what is meant by integrated and cross-functional. Stand-alone applications (a.k.a., “silo applications”) cannot 
transfer data back and forth to each other, are not integrated and cross-functional. 

Since the late 1970s, enterprise applications have evolved into fulfilling a specific set of business processes and/or 
functions (a.k.a., Application Frameworks): 

1. Customer Relationship Management. 
2. e-Procurement. 
3. Supply Chain Management. 
4. Business Intelligence. 
5. Enterprise Resource Planning. 

The above are also known as e-Business solutions and are discussed in the ensuing sections from the point of view 
of providing answers to the above fundamental business questions. 
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Figure 56 Forrester Wave for Multichannel Sales Force Management Software. 

 

The following are URLs to Forrester Research studies (with Forrester Wave charts) for: 

 Multichannel Sales Force Management Software, Q4 2008 (PDF). 

 Enterprise CRM Suites, Q1 2007 (PDF). 

 Midmarket CRM Suites, Q3 2008 (PDF). 

e-Procurement 
e-Procurement software facilitates the following procurement life-cycle activities (What is this?): 

 Requisitioning (search and select, Requests for Quotation [RFQ], Requests for Proposal [RFP]). 

 Purchasing (pricing and availability, buying of products and/services, Purchase Orders [POs], Accounts 
Payable, Invoicing). 

 Transportation (pick, pack and ship). 

 Warehousing. 

 In-bound Receiving. 

The above can be conducted with any the following: 

 Trading partners, 

 Suppliers, 

 Customers and/or 

 Employees. 

The key benefits of e-Procurement software are: 

 Lower procurement costs. 

 Faster procurement cycle times. 

 Reduced “Maverick Buying” (i.e., unauthorized purchasing). 

 Automated accounts payable invoicing and payment. 

 Automated spending analysis, supplier performance management and reporting. 

 Integration with other e-business software solutions. 

 Supplier and customer network services. 

http://www.oracle.com/corporate/analyst/reports/ent_apps/crm/forrester-salesforce-management-wave.pdf
http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/itanalyst/docs/02052007forrcrmsuites.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/corporate/analyst/reports/ent_apps/crm/crm-wave-midmarket-q32008.pdf
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e-Procurement software is deployed as either server/client software using a LAN and WAN or as SaaS using the 
software vendor’s network to provide supplier contacts. The SaaS model can be hybridized where a company runs 
server/client software (Intranet) and uses the software vendor’s network to connect to its customers/suppliers. 
Communication protocol’s include HTTP, SMTP/POP3, FTP, FAX and XML (Extranet and Internet). 

Figure 57 e-Procurement licensed software and SaaS models. 

 

e-Procurement has evolved with information and network technology advances to provide solutions with greater 
capabilities (e.g., DOS command line operating systems evolved into modern day graphical user interface [GUI] 
operating systems such as Windows XP and Windows Vista; Value Added Networks [VANs] which connected 
businesses using Dial-Up technology evolved into the modern day Internet and LANs and WANs). 

The following are the different types of e-Procurement software models used in modern day business
30

: 

1. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). 
2. Business to Employee (B2E) Purchasing/Requisitioning. 
3. Business to Business (B2B) or Corporate Procurement Portals. 
4. Trading Exchanges. 

a. First Generation 
b. Second Generation. 
c. Third Generation. 

5. Industry Consortiums 

Ensuing paragraphs describe and provide case studies about the functionality for each of the e-Procurement 
models. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Value-added_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_Data_Interchange
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B2E
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business-to-business
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EDI 
In the 1970s and 1980s, EDIs were Extranets (i.e., a company and its key suppliers) created using VANs which were 
enabled using Dial-Up technology. They were very expensive since dial-up connections usually incurred long 
distance charges and setting up a key supplier with software and a connection was also very expensive. 

Software vendors soon arose to provide EDI services using their own VANs and server/client software solutions. In 
the 1970s General Electric Information Services (GEISCO) provided EDI services that permitted companies to form 
Extranet’s with their suppliers. GEISCO was sold in September 2002 to GXS

31
. GXS now uses the Internet to create 

an EDI providing specific e-Procurement functions with its software solutions. 

EDIs are still used today due to their low cost and simplicity. 

Case Study: GXS and Eastman Kodak 

Company 
Eastman Kodak Company is a global leader in imaging technology with photographic, imaging and scanning 
products and services used by the medical sector, professional film and photography industry, printing and 
publishing, the corporate sector, as well as general consumers. The commercial and medical sectors account for 
about half of Kodak’s revenues. The company employs over 80,000 staff in more than 30 countries and achieved 
revenues of over US $13 billion

32
. 

Software 
After a rigorous selection process, Kodak selected GXS’ Enterprise Gateway and Application Integrator products. 
Kodak already had a 25-year history of using business to business EDI expertise provided by GXS. 

Background, Problem(s) & Strategy 
During the mid-1990s, Kodak had more than 200 different order-entry systems used by its various operating units. 
In order to improve productivity and reduce costs, Kodak decided to adopt SAP’s R/3 enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) system. 

The objective was to streamline and connect a variety of business functions including accounting, production and 
management, plant maintenance, sales and distribution. 

Kodak also aimed to integrate its e-business systems, which according to Duane Cook, Kodak’s E-Business Process 
Manager, were slow, error-prone, and expensive to maintain separately. Kodak wanted to implement a new, real-
time system that could link its e-business operations with the SAP system to improve invoicing, payments and 
other transactions with corporate customers. 

To further enhance efficiency, improve response rates, increase transaction rates and reduce costs, the company 
wanted the e-business system to have Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) capabilities. These capabilities 
would enable Kodak to link to the variety of e-business transactions used by its operations and corporate 
customers worldwide. 

Benefits 
 200 disparate systems replaced with a single global enterprise system. 

 Batch processes that used to take an average of four hours are now completed in minutes, improving 
Kodak’s responsiveness to its customers, suppliers and carriers. 

 More than 150,000 transactions a month are now processed through Enterprise Gateway, with customers 
using the Web to send orders, receive invoices and request information about products and pricing. 

 Previously around 1,400 trading partners used the old VAN-based EDI system, with other customers 
relying on phone and FAX to communicate with Kodak. Now, over 2600 customers use a standard Internet 
browser to access Kodak’s SAP system. A private trading partner area is accessed via a user ID and 
password, enabling partners to communicate easily and seamlessly directly with their supplier. 

  

http://www.gxs.com/
http://www.gxs.com/solutions/smb/
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Concluding Remarks 
 Kodak used EDI to increase its productivity (e.g., ability to process more transactions in less time) and gain 

a competitive advantage (e.g., saved customers time, money and effort by using a browser to access their 
SAP system vs. phone and FAX communications). 

Case Study: GXS and FedEx 

Company 
With annual revenues of US $25 billion, FedEx Corp. is the premier global provider of transportation, e-commerce 
and supply chain management services. The company offers integrated business solutions through a network of 
subsidiaries operating independently, including FedEx Express, the world’s largest express transportation 
company; FedEx Ground, North America’s second largest provider of small-package ground delivery service; FedEx 
Freight, a leading provider of regional less-than-truckload freight services; FedEx Custom Critical, the world’s 
largest provider of expedited, time-critical shipments; and FedEx Trade Networks, a provider of customs 
brokerage, consulting, information technology and trade facilitation solutions

33
. 

Software 
FedEx chose GXS’ integration technology, Enterprise Gateway, to develop FedEx Net. FedEx Net is an enterprise 
application integration (EAI) solution that manages and translates the various types of messaging used across 
internal applications and between FedEx’s business partners. Enterprise Gateway enables data exchange between 
computers of any platform at any time using any communication protocol. It connects trading partners, customers 
and vendors with near real-time, event-driven and interactive communication capabilities. Servers in different 
locations act as one integration and communication system. It intelligently routes data in near real time, separates 
the message from its protocol, transforms the data format to suit the recipient and routes the message to its 
destination. 

Background, Problem(s) & Strategy 
FedEx companies support more than 100 million electronic transactions and deliver nearly five million shipments 
every day and provides extensive professional data services to more than 5,000 global trading partners. 

Thousands of customers and vendors use FedEx Net to connect to FedEx using the Internet, leased lines and value 
added networks (VANs) for the electronic exchange of business documents covering shipping, tracking, invoicing 
and remittance. Major customers such as Dell Computers use the network to advise FedEx of thousands of 
shipments a day and to integrate FedEx shipment tracking into their own customer service applications. 

FedEx had been trading with customers electronically for more than a decade, but it was becoming increasingly 
complex since customers were connecting with different parts of the FedEx organization using various routes 
and protocols. 

To manage the growing electronic traffic, FedEx wanted to provide a single gateway to support all e-commerce 
transactions regardless of the protocol used. The company decided to develop an integrated messaging solution to 
easily link customers with its subsidiaries and to process the increasing number of business transactions in near 
real time. This solution had to require as little effort as possible from the integrating party.  

Benefits 
 FedEx Net provided a single gateway to support all e-commerce transactions and also sends more than 

140,000 e-mails per day on average in support of Internet shipping and alerting the recipients to arriving 
shipments. It provides functionality such as business document process flow, data transformation, 
compression and encryption.  

 Since its implementation in 1996, FedEx has been able to save more than US $50 million, as of 2005, 
by bringing in-house functions previously performed by third party VANs into its FedEx Net system. 
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Concluding Remarks 
 FedEx used EDI to reduce the complexity of its messaging system (e.g., support all e-commerce 

transactions using a single gateway), gain a competitive advantage (e.g., provide the real time service to 
its customers such as Dell) and operational efficiencies ($50 million saved over a 9 year period). 

EDI Software Vendors & Reviews 
Leading EDI software vendors are GXS, Axway – Cyclone Commerce, Inovis, Sterling Commerce and Sun 
Microsystems – SeeBeyond. 

The figure below shows the Gartner Magic Quadrant for B2B Gateway Providers – this is for business transactions 
carried out using EDI (B2B software providers are covered in the next section). 

Figure 58 Magic Quadrant for EDI software vendors. 

 

EDI system software, similar to the configuration shown in Figure 57, can be purchased as a stand-alone system or 
a SaaS system which is web enabled and that can also connect to a software vendor network of suppliers. The 
following is pricing from Softshare for the aforementioned EDI configurations (US $): 

1. Stand-alone system pricing: 
a. Integration server software prices range from $4,200-$6,200 and integration modules for specific 

ERP software (add-ons to communicate with SAP, Oracle ERP software) vary in price from $1,500-
$5,995. 

b. Communications server software prices range from $3,250-$7,500 (unlimited client seats). 
2. SaaS – web enabled pricing: 

a. Pricing is subscription based and varies from $350/year for 100 documents (e.g., purchase 
orders) to $1,200/year for 6,000 documents. Additional documents are priced at $0.15 each. The 
set-up price is $175. 

b. Supplier management software add-ons are priced at $375-$975. 
3. Supplier network subscription pricing is $480/year for up to 1,000 transactions (more than 1,000 

transactions/year are priced at $0.15 each). Setup charges for a mailbox, which is a single point of contact 
with Softshare’s network of suppliers, is $175. 

When compared to other e-Business software solutions such as CRM, the above pricing is a bargain indeed when 
you consider what can be accomplished with the software. Ease of use and installation really can be attributed to 
the maturity of the software – EDI networks have been operating since the 1970s. 

  

http://www.axway.com/
http://www.inovis.com/
http://www.sterlingcommerce.com/
http://www.sun.com/software/javaenterprisesystem/javacaps/index.jsp
http://www.sun.com/software/javaenterprisesystem/javacaps/index.jsp
http://mediaproducts.gartner.com/reprints/microsoft/vol3/article3/article3.html
http://www.softshare.com/
http://www.softshare.com/software/delta/pricing/
http://www.softshare.com/software/ecs/pricing/
http://www.softshare.com/software/athena/pricing/
http://www.softshare.com/solutions/network/pricing/
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B2E/B2B 
B2E, B2B (or corporate procurement portals) include software solutions for the following procurement functions

34
:  

 Purchasing. 

 Sourcing.  

 Contract life-cycle management (CLM). 

 Automated spend analysis. 

 Accounts payable electronic invoice presentment and payment (AP-EIPP). 

 Services procurement.  

 Supplier performance management.  

 Supplier network services. 

B2E is software for the procurement of non-production goods and services carried out by employees of a company 
(e.g., a loans officer at a bank needs to buy stationary and computer supplies).  

B2B  is software that spans the entire procurement life-cycle  for the procurement of production and non-
production related goods and services (customer or supplier based). 

Case Study: B2E – Ariba and the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC) 

Company 
CIBC's two main operating businesses are Personal and Commercial Bank, which is comprised of personal and 
commercial banking, insurance and international operations, and CIBC world markets, including global and 
corporate investment banking. CIBC provides customers with a full range of products and services through its 
comprehensive electronic banking network, branches across Canada, and offices around the world.  

Software 
CIBC selected Ariba Operating Resource Management System (ORMS) as its B2E solution. Ariba ORMS is an 
integrated suite of applications that manages all of the goods and services companies need to acquire to run their 
day-to-day business operations. The system connects buyers to suppliers. Ariba ORMS also includes the Ariba 
Travel and Entertainment expenses application. 

Background, Problem(s) & Strategy 
In 1998, CIBC had more than 1,400 branch offices, 40,000 employees, US $1.3 billion in purchases conducted with 
the top several hundred of CIBCs 14,000 suppliers

35
. 

CIBC wanted to integrate Ariba ORMS with its PeopleSoft financial systems so it could provide all its bank 
employees with the ability to request and manage all operating resources right from their desktops and capture 
economies of scale in operating resources. CIBC also wanted an easy-to-use solution for employees to report travel 
and entertainment expenses and deliver meaningful information to enable managers to better manage these 
expenses. 

CIBCs strategy was to buy online from designated/preferred suppliers to obtain economy of scale purchases, 
maintain consistency in purchasing approvals, reduce procurement processing costs  and reduce maverick buying. 

Ariba ORMS would route employee requests internally for approval before placing an order to preferred suppliers. 

Also, CIBC wanted to reduce procurement paper based transactions (about 95% of procurement transactions at 
the time were paper based) and minimize purchase order (P.O.) processing costs which run into the hundreds of 
dollars. 

Benefits 
 CIBC projected that its savings were about 10% or $130 million. 

  

file:///G:/My%20Docs/BCIT%20Courses/Textbooks/Networks%20Textbook%202009%20Re-write/ePurchasing%20market%20—%20software%20solutions%20for%20eProcurement,%20eSourcing,%20contract%20life-cycle
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Concluding Remarks 
 CIBC used B2E software to gain productivity increases in purchasing (e.g., reduce paper based 

transactions, automate purchasing processes). 

 CIBC increased its operational and financial performance by using purchasing economies of scale (e.g., 
employees procured operating resources from several hundred preferred suppliers). 

Case Study: B2B – Ariba and British Airways (BA) 

Company 
British Airways (BA) is Europe's largest airline flying to more than 550 destinations in 94 countries. More than 44 
million people took to the skies with the airline in 2003 alone. BA services its global network from a centralised 
operation in the UK. Over eighty-five per cent of employees are based in either London Heathrow or London 
Gatwick and the company's headquarters are located at Waterside on the outskirts of Heathrow. 

Software 
In early 2001, BA launched Ariba Buyer in the UK. This was a significant launch for the carrier, helping to 
implement improved transactional Procurement processes for up to £1 billion of external spend.  

In July 2003, Ariba was selected as BA's partner in strategic sourcing and the company began the full 
implementation of Ariba's Spend Management solution adding Ariba Enterprise Sourcing, Ariba Contracts, 
Ariba Category Management and Ariba Analysis to its existing Ariba Buyer solution. 

Background, Problem(s) & Strategy 
The airline industry has traditionally been characterised by steep fluctuations in demand, despite a steady long-
term growth in passenger numbers. The last few years, however, have been particularly tough for the industry 
with several events conspiring together to result in huge losses and bankruptcies of several established 
airlines. Carriers have been forced to respond and find ways to retain their profit margins. "Revenues are weak in 
the industry at the moment so we have had to find ways to take cost out of the business," says Maizey, 
Procurement Director at BA. 

Its response was to launch an initiative called 'Future Size and Shape' in 2001. This called for a ten per cent 
operating margin to be achieved through £650 million cost savings over the period 2002 to 2004, an 
additional £450 million cost reduction from 2003 to 2005 and a £300 million employee cost reduction from 2004-6. 

In April 2003, BA's Executive Committee reinforced the importance of strategic sourcing as a key element of 
its 'Future Size and Shape' programme to help realise its goal of reducing cumulative running costs by £300 million 
by 2005. 

To help achieve its ambitious savings targets, BA needed to re-examine its procurement function. By the end of 
the 1990s, BA was spending more than £4 billion annually with suppliers, processing more than 350,000 orders per 
annum, and paying more than half a million invoices. In addition, its top 150 suppliers accounted for more than 
80 per cent of its spend. Senior managers recognised that this situation was far from ideal and launched a 
transformation programme in 1999 to find cost savings in procurement, increase control over spending and 
encourage more informed purchasing. 

Rollout of Ariba's Spend Management modules started in February 2004, initially with a small group of suppliers. 
BA extended the programme to further key suppliers over the following year.  

Ariba Spend Management is already being rolled out to overseas operations and subsidiaries, which should 
be completed by the end of 2004. BA will also integrate Ariba Contracts with Ariba Buyer, which will help to ensure 
that orders placed with suppliers are in line with agreed terms. And finally BA intends to link all suppliers to 
electronic invoicing by implementing Ariba's Invoicing software over the next 18 months. 
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Benefits 
 BA's implementation of Ariba Spend Management has exceeded expectations and the airline saw a rapid 

ROI in five months (Aside: this means they achieved their required rate of return on the project). 

 For the period 2003 - 2004, BA is estimated to have made savings of more than £80 million. 

 Specific savings opportunities include: 12 per cent cost saving on US in-flight catering; 11 per cent savings 
across all UK printing activities; and nine per cent savings in US logistics. 

 There has also been significant cost reductions in ground fuel (Heathrow and Gatwick); crew 
accommodation in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Barcelona and Madrid; catering in Beijing, Zurich 
and Geneva; virtual private network provision; and ground handling for Basle, Zurich and Geneva. 

 Spend visibility has also increased dramatically. "We have seen a four-fold increase in orders 
processed through Ariba Buyer since the first quarter of 2003," says Maizey. "We are also in the process 
of reducing our UK supplier base from 14,000 to 2,000 and in 2003 had achieved a reduction in the UK 
supplier roster of 64 per cent." 

 Increasing the use of preferred suppliers amongst buyers has also reduced maverick spending. This 
has resulted in more goods and services being purchased at lower prices and allows BA to check that 
orders are not sent to suppliers unless they are for the right goods and services, and at the negotiated 
price. 

 Errors as a result of manual processing have also dramatically fallen with more than 80 per cent 
of purchases now being processed electronically.  

 Average transaction cost has been reduced by 40 per cent and BA estimates that employee productivity 
has improved by 48 per cent, as staff has begun to focus on value-add activities.  

 BA has also been able to reduce its engineering inventory – reducing inventory levels by over £200 million. 

Concluding Remarks 
 BA increased its operational and financial performance by streamlining its procurement activities (e.g., 

economies of scale from preferred suppliers, higher transaction volumes by automating procurement 
activities, reduced maverick buying, paper based processing reductions). 

 Productivity improvements of 48% from use of the software. 

B2E/B2B Software Vendors & Reviews 
Leading B2E and B2B software vendors are Ariba, Basware, Emptoris, IASTA, SciQuest, Zycus and Bravo Solutions. 
Ariba, Emptoris, IASTA, SciQuest, and Zycus not only offer a licensed solution but also provide SaaS subscription 
offerings. The B2E and B2B software market was valued at US $3.4 billion in 2008. 

The following figure shows Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for Sourcing software solutions (i.e., one of the B2E/B2B 
software functions). 

Figure 59 Magic Quadrant For Sourcing Application Suites. 

 

http://www.ariba.com/
http://www.basware.com/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.emptoris.com/home.asp
http://www.iasta.com/default.php
http://www.sciquest.com/
http://www.zycus.com/index.html
https://www.bravosolution.com/cms/us
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The following figure shows the Forrester Wave for AP-EIPP software solutions (i.e., one of the B2E/B2B software 
functions). 

Figure 60 Forrester Wave for AP-EIPP Software. 

 

The price tag for Ariba ORMS can reach upwards of $1 million. 

Ariba offers it online SaaS solution for many B2E/B2B tasks and pricing is based on 0.1% of the transaction volume 
(i.e., value of purchases; $0.001 fee per $1 transaction) with a single supplier or customer (which they call a 
“relationship”) in excess of US $100,000 and up to $10,000,000 per year.  Below $100,000 and above $10,000,000 
there are no fees. They have 3 different levels of membership: Basic (free), Premiere (US $295) and Elite (US 
$2,995). 

The trend, and where the market growth is occurring in this industry, is to provide SaaS solutions – which from the 
above pricing is bargain even compared to EDI pricing. 

Other e-Procurement Deployments 

Case Study: PeopleSoft Portal Solutions and Young America Corporation 

Company 
Young America Corporation is a leading provider of integrated fulfillment services for large enterprises, including 
Hewlett-Packard, Best Buy, Sprint PCS, and Nestlé USA. With more than 1000 employees and over $80 million in 
revenue, Young America is headquartered in Minnesota. The company facilitates millions of customer interactions 
through an integrated approach to promotion fulfillment, teleservices, and database management. 

Software 
In late 2001, Young America began looking for a portal solution that home-based contractors could use to set up 
schedules, get work assignments, and report time directly into corporate for payment. 

In January 2002, Young America’s CIO chose a portal solution from PeopleSoft. Other vendors were considered 
only briefly because the PeopleSoft solution presented two obvious and compelling advantages: 

 Young America could leverage prior investments in PeopleSoft Financials as well as the internal expertise 
derived from that deployment. 

  The interface for the PeopleSoft portal is totally browser based. 

 Freedom from client software was one of Young America’s key requirements because it needed a solution 
that would easily reach remote contractors, would not present a steep learning curve for technologically 
naïve users, and would not create maintenance and support burdens for the IT staff. 

http://www.ariba.com/suppliermembership/en/smp_pricing.cfm
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Young America assembled a deployment team composed of three IT staff, one external consultant, and two 
business experts from the corporate operations department. Beginning in March, the group gathered and refined 
requirements, installed and customized the software, and authored training materials; altogether, the effort took 
80 personnel days. In July, the group put the portal online and sent training packets out with one of the regular 
truck deliveries. All home-based contractors were required to begin using the portal; many of those who did not 
have Web access at home utilized computer resources at local libraries. 

Background, Problem(s) & Strategy 
Executing promotion fulfillment is a big part of Young America’s business, and home-based contractors perform 
much of that work. At any given time, home-based contractors make up 40 to 60 percent of the company’s 
corporate workforce. Existing means for communicating with these home-based contractors were inefficient and 
sometimes inadequate. To get their work assignments and establish schedules, as many as 600 workers would call 
the headquarters’ Operations Support Center every other week. Whenever inclement weather delayed the trucks 
that deliver work packages to pick-up sites, the center had little hope of contacting all the workers who might be 
affected; the home-based contractors would waste a trip to a pick-up site and bill the company for their time. 

Additionally, collecting time reports from home-based contractors was a manual and error-prone process. Every 
two weeks, all contractors returned their time information to Young America. The group supporting the home-
based contractors then had to verify these invoices and enter verified numbers into the company payment system. 

The company needed a way to increase the efficiency and dependability of time-collection procedures and 
communication with the remote workforce. 

Benefits 
Deploying the PeopleSoft portal has significantly increased the efficiency of information exchange between home-
based contractors and Young America’s operations staff. Key direct benefits of the solution include the following: 

 Reduced Operations Support Center support costs. Rather than call in to get work assignments and set up 
biweekly schedules, home-based contractors can now do both via the portal. This means at least 1200 
fewer calls per month to a support center that Young America had contracted for these tasks. 

 Reduced labour costs due to miscommunication. In the past, remote workers could expect to make at 
least one wasted trip to the pick-up site each year because they didn’t know that a truck was running late. 
Young America was obligated to pay them for this time. Now, the workers always know when the trucks 
are behind schedule.  

 Reduced administrative support costs. Because the PeopleSoft portal automated the manual time-
collection and data entry process, Young America was able to reduce its administrative support staff by 
three. 

 Reduced payment error rate. The online time-reporting feature of the portal has improved Young 
America’s ability to correct invalid time reports. Company representatives estimate that this change has 
reduced overall payment for the remote work force by at least 1 percent. 

In addition to the above direct benefits, which have already led to bottom-line returns, Young America derives 
two other indirect benefits that will develop over time: 

 Reduced cost of development. The PeopleSoft platform gives the company an infrastructure upon which it 
can easily create new portal applications when new business opportunities arise. One project already 
under consideration is an extension of the portal that would allow Young America to deliver, without a 
truck, certain kinds of work directly to remote workers. 

 Enhanced competitive positioning. The PeopleSoft portal supplies capabilities — and indicates a 
commitment to new technologies — that give Young America an advantage when it is vying for potential 
customers and for labour. 
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Summary of Financial Results 
Net present value (NPV) $116,420 
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 143% 
Payback period (years) 0.65 
Annual return on investment (ROI) 153% 
Total cost of ownership (TCO) $119,950 

Detailed calculations are provided in the figure which follows. 

Figure 61 Detailed PeopleSoft Portal Solutions and Young America Corporation project financials. 

 

Figure 62 PeopleSoft Portal Solutions and Young America Corporation project total cost, % of Total. 

 

FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS  

All government taxes 50%  

Discount rate 15%  

ANNUAL BENEFITS Pre-start Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Direct 0 153,360 153,360 153,360

Indirect 0 0 0 0

Period Total 0 153,360 153,360 153,360

DEPRECIATED ASSETS

Software 12500 0 0 0

Hardware 0 0 0 0

Period Total 12,500 0 0 0

EXPENSED COSTS

Software 0 2,750 2,750 2,750

Hardware 0 0 0 0

Consulting 35,000 0 0 0

Personnel 32,000 10,400 10,400 10,400

Training 1,000 0 0 0

Other 12,500 0 0 0

Period Total 80,500 13,150 13,150 13,150

DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE

Software 0 2,500 2,500 2,500

Hardware 0 0 0 0

Period Total 0 2,500 2,500 2,500

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Net cash flow before taxes -93,000 140,210 140,210 140,210

Net cash flow after taxes -46,500 71,355 71,355 71,355

Annual ROI direct & indirect benefits 153% 153% 153%

Annual ROI direct benefits only 153% 153% 153%

Net Present Value (NPV) -46,500 15,548 69,502 116,420

Payback Period (years) 0.65

Average annual cost of ownership 46,650

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) 119,950

3-year IRR 143%

Software
15.7%

Consulting
26.4%

Personnel
47.7%

Training
0.8%

Other
9.4%

Hardware
0.0%
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Lessons Learned 
Members of the deployment team at Young America say that deploying and using the portal has been a relatively 
trouble-free process. They believe that the small, targeted scope of the project, the internal familiarity with 
PeopleSoft technology, and the simplicity of the user interface all helped limit the potential for problems. 

However, two small issues did arise during deployment. The team chose to use Microsoft’s IIS to deliver portal 
pages, and getting it to work well with its Web Logic application server entailed a brief struggle. Once the solution 
had been successfully installed, the team also discovered that the solution didn’t work well with unusual browsers, 
like WebTV. Both of these challenges, however, should be understood within the context of early adoption — 
Young America was one of the first companies to deploy the PeopleSoft portal. 

Concluding Remarks 
 As expected, personnel and consulting generated the bulk of the costs associated with the PeopleSoft 

portal project.  

 The company was able to increase the efficiency and dependability of time-collection procedures and 
communication with the remote workforce. 

Supply Chain Management (SCM) 
SCM entails the coordination of: 

 Material chain (supplier  manufacturer  distributor  retailer  consumer). 

 Payment chain (same as material flows except backwards up the chain). 

 Information chain (same as material flows except backwards up the chain). 

A supply chain refers to the complex relationships that organizations maintain with their trading partners to 
source, manufacture and deliver a product and/or service to the end customer. 

SCM software provides electronic business processes to supply chain partners that enable them to plan and 
execute a the supply chain – manage inventory across the supply chain. 

SCM software is comprised of different modules and components which deal with specific SCM functions
36

: 

 Commit (customer order commitment:  i.e., Profitable to promise – should I take the customer’s order at 
this time and will I make a profit if I do?). Here the key business processes are: 

o Order entry and processing. 
o Order confirmation. 
o Fulfillment planning. 

 Schedule (demand planning, schedule the order for manufacture; i.e., Available to promise – is the 
inventory I need to make the order available to fulfill the order?). Here the key business processes are: 

o Inventory forecasting. 
o Aggregate inventory planning (if products have common components, then these common 

components are aggregated to determine the total inventory requirement for the component). 
o Master Production Schedule (MPS) and sourcing. 

 Make (manufacturing planning and manufacture; i.e., Capable to promise – does our manufacturing 
capacity allow us to commit to the order?). Here the key business processes are: 

o Schedule production. 
o Allocate inventory to  priority orders. 
o Make the order. 

 Deliver (distribution and transportation planning). Here the key business processes are: 
o Schedule distribution. 
o Pick and load (for each order, pick the products from finished goods inventory and load for 

transportation). 
o Schedule delivery to the customer. 
o Customer service (product returned due to defects or wrong product delivered). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supply_chain_management
http://www.cio.com/article/40940/Supply_Chain_Management_Definition_and_Solutions
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An integrated SCM solution will feature ALL of the above modules and components. However, certain companies 
may only need distribution and transportation planning/execution modules and components – modern day SCM 
software permits the “unbundling” of the fully integrated solution to meet the specific needs of an SCM software 
customer. 

Note that the above SCM modules and components permit planning (i.e., profitable to promise, available to 
promise and capable to promise) and once the plan works, the plan can then be executed. 

In industry and typically, there are 3 types of supply chain: 

1. Make-to-Stock – used in mass production environments (e.g., Starbucks, Nabisco). To manage any 
mismatch in inventory levels between a supply chain partner (e.g., supplier and manufacturer), each 
company creates stores of inventory to prevent “stockouts” – this also known as a “buffer inventory” or 
“safety stock”. 

a. In this supply chain, each trading partner maintains their own database about available inventory 
and order information – they only collaborate in terms of supply contracts.  

b. In Operations Management, the use of safety stock or buffer inventory is considered BAD and 
Operations Managers do all they can to eliminate this type of inventory. In practice, it is often 
impossible to do so. For example, Nabisco has no control over Mother Nature; i.e., Nabisco will 
not have cereal grains available to it in the dead of winter for a continuous replenishment or 
build-to-order supply chain or Starbuck’s cannot order Juan Valdez and his burro to pick coffee 
beans on the side of a mountain when the coffee bean tree is barren (coffee beans are available 
for harvest once or twice during the year). 

2. Continuous Replenishment (customer demand “pull” or “just-in-time” system) – also used in mass 
production environments in particular for packaged goods (e.g., CVS Pharmacy/McKesson 
Pharmaceuticals, Proctor & Gamble). Here the idea is “buy one, make one” at agreed to stock levels – in 
other words: “when the pile of inventory decreases below a certain level, then an order is placed to 
replenish the inventory”. 

a. In this type of supply chain, trading partners maintain/share the same database about available 
inventory and order information. So when you go to a grocery store or drug store and purchase a 
bottle of Listerine and this depletes the inventory “pile”, the supplier will immediately begin to 
replenish the inventory using the same inventory database. 

3. Build-to-Order (BTO) – used in highly customized mass production (e.g., Dell, Intel/Solectron/Ingram 
Micro). Here the idea is that a product is built ONLY after an order is received (e.g., when you click the 
“Purchase” button on Dell’s web site to purchase a PC, a cascade of purchase orders are generated back 
up the supply chain to build the components for your PC order). 

SCM software vendors will typically target their software modules and components by industry and supply chain 
type, as outlined above. 

Make-to-Stock Case Study: Starbucks 

Company 
Starbucks Corporation is an international coffee and coffeehouse chain based in Seattle, Washington, United 
States. Starbucks is the largest coffeehouse company in the world, with 16,120 stores in 49 countries, including 
around 11,000 in the United States, followed by nearly 1,000 in Canada and more than 800 in Japan. Starbucks 
sells drip brewed coffee, espresso-based hot drinks, other hot and cold drinks, snacks, and items such as mugs and 
coffee beans. 

The Starbucks supply chain is vertically integrated via the control of coffee sourcing (i.e., Juan Valdez and his burro 
on the side of a mountain picking coffee beans), storage, roasting, packaging and shipping, distribution to its retail 
stores and inventory analysis across the supply chain which analyzes “Point of Sale” transactions to manage its 
product pricing and coffee sourcing. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Make_to_stock
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stockout
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safety_stock
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juan_Valdez
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pull_inventory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Build_to_Order
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Starbucks
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Point_of_sale
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Software 
The company uses Oracle GEMMS to manage its distribution planning and its Materials Requirements/Resource 
Planning (MRP). 

Background, Problem(s) & Strategy 
Starbucks is a captive of Mother Nature in terms of sourcing and the price of coffee beans. Coffee harvests occur 
once per year/region and there are 2 main seasons when coffee crops mature. Coffee beans are sourced from a 
large number of countries with Brazil, Vietnam, Columbia and Indonesia being the main sources of coffee beans. 
Suffice to say, it is a sourcing nightmare to coordinate a supply chain from the producing countries over land and 
sea not to mention maintaining freshness before the roasting process. 

The biggest problem that Starbucks faces is to accurately predict demand (in 2006 it was reported that Starbucks 
purchased 136,000 tonnes or about 300 million pounds of coffee – 1.6% of total world production that year). By 
tracking Point of Sale transactions (daily in the early years of Starbucks and now monthly) from ALL of its retail 
stores using GEMMS in their home office network, Starbucks is able to use predictive inventory forecasting models 
to “fine tune” their daily and monthly needs of coffee beans. 

Benefits 
 Timely and accurate reporting of inventory. 

 Reduced overhead and material costs. 

 Improved quality. 

 Control of material and information flows. 

 Faster time to market. 

Concluding Remarks 
Basically, Starbucks uses SCM to use the least amount of money to leverage a higher profit; i.e., increased 
productivity. 

Continuous Replenishment Case Study: CVS Pharmacy & McKesson Corporation 

Company 
CVS is a leading drug store retail chain in the US. McKesson Corporation is the largest health care distributor and 
supplier in the world. In the early 2000s McKesson supplied roughly 35,000 customers and processed 60,000 
orders per day for a total of 1.6 million order line times per day.  

Software 
McKesson developed its own SCM software solution to cope with the varying product and customer demands of its 
business. In general, its SCM solution monitors its customer’s store level inventory consumption levels and 
replenishes the inventory to meet agreed to service levels (i.e., when the “pile” gets below a certain level, 
McKesson ships that product to its customer’s distribution centers). McKesson has also integrated its supply chain 
with other notable trading partners such as: Wal-Mart, Target and Aetna. 

Background, Problem(s) & Strategy 
Before the advent of SCM software and modern day networks, McKesson could not possibly process 60,000 orders 
per day – you would need an army of people to do this. An additional problem was that in the 1990s, the health 
care distribution and supply industry was rationalizing (e.g., from 180 to less than 50 with the top 5 companies 
holding about 60% of the market share

37
). To remain competitive (and productive), McKesson developed its own 

SCM software to meet its expanding and unique business needs so that it could provide a fully integrated and 
unique solution to its trading partners. 

Benefits 
 McKesson expanded its revenue and profitability from US $42 billion in 2001 (Net Income = -$48.3 million) 

to over  $106 billion in 2009 (Net Income = $823 million). 

 Improved customer responsiveness. 

 Strengthened SCM trading partnerships. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coffee#Biology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coffee#Production
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Starbucks#Fair_trade
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Starbucks#Fair_trade
http://www.ico.org/prices/po.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CVS_pharmacy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McKesson_Corporation
http://www.mckesson.com/static_files/McKesson.com/MPT/Documents/HealthcareSupplyChainMgmtandtheInternet-2008.pdf
http://www.hoovers.com/free/co/secdoc.xhtml?ID=10977&ipage=1426468-219183-223848
http://www.hoovers.com/free/co/secdoc.xhtml?ID=10977&ipage=6580762-312223-318016
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Concluding Remarks 
McKesson used SCM software to increase its revenues and profit dramatically in a business environment of 
rationalizing health care suppliers and distributors. 

Build-to-Order Case Study: Solectron and Ingram Micro 

Company 
Ingram Micro is the world’s largest technology sales, marketing and logistics company. It distributes and markets IT 
products from computer hardware suppliers, networking equipment suppliers, and software publishers worldwide. 
Ingram Micro has market alliances with computer hardware manufacturers such as HP, Dell and IBM. 

Similar to McKesson, Ingram Micro faced rationalization of the IT distribution market in the 1990s by trading 
partners such as HP. 

Software 
Ingram Micro offers its own SCM solution to its trading partners similar to McKesson to meet its unique supply 
chain business needs. 

Background, Problem(s) & Strategy 
To remain price competitive Ingram required an SCM solution that could help cut the number of distributorships it 
owned which carried inventory and yet provide improved customer service by matching demand with supply in 
real time. It uses a BTO SCM inventory system to do this which it developed itself using a variety of vendor 
solutions. 

For example, when Ingram Micro receives an order from one of its reseller trading partners, it transfers the order 
electronically to one of 9 worldwide manufacturing locations owned by either Solectron (a large global 3

rd
 

party/contract electronics manufacturing company that was acquired by Flextronics in October of 2007) or itself. 
Once the order is fulfilled, Ingram will drop ship the order directly to the order (e.g., when you order a book from 
Amazon it will more often than not come directly from the publisher to your home and NOT from one of Amazon’s 
distribution warehouses). What this does is decrease Ingram’s distribution costs by eliminating the amount of 
inventory it holds at its distribution warehouses and total inventory overall. 

The above also provides its trading partners with improved Just-in-Time services. 

Benefits 
 Lower inventory and carrying costs by drop shipping from a low cost contract manufacturer (lower cost of 

goods sold, COGS, costs). 

 Just-in-Time inventory services to trading partners (increases competitiveness). 

 Revenues increased from $28 billion in 1999 (Net Income = US $183 million, Cash = $128 million) to $34.4 
billion in 2008 (Net Income = -$395 million, Cash = $763.5 million). 

Concluding Remarks 
Ingram-Micros used SCM software to increase its revenues and cash dramatically in a business environment of 
rationalizing IT suppliers and distributors while maintaining Just-in-Time inventory practices. 

SCM Software Vendors & Reviews 
One of the best sources for a comprehensive list of SCM software vendors with ratings is the APICS Supply Chain 
Management Scorecard. APICS stands for: “Advancing Productivity Innovation and Competitive Success” and 
they have recently added: “The Association for Operations Management” following the APICS acronym.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ingram_Micro
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solectron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flextronics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drop_shipping
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carrying_cost
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost_of_goods_sold
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APICS The Association for Operations Management is the global leader and premier source of the body of 
knowledge in operations management, including production, inventory, supply chain, materials management, 
purchasing, and logistics. The APICS community is composed of nearly 40,000 individuals from 15,000 companies 
worldwide – across nearly all industries. They have more than 250 chapters located throughout North America to 
which members belong and convene monthly meetings to exchange ideas, listen to special speaker presentations 
etc. APICS also have chapters in other countries such as Argentina, Brazil, Australia, Belgium, France, Sweden, the 
UK, Turkey, South Korea, Thailand and so forth. 

The scorecard lists the software vendor name and its product name (e.g., Adexa Inc. and eGPS) followed by a chart 
featuring the End User Company Size and Industry that the SCM software is targeted towards. APICS uses what are 
called “Focus Codes” to provide a type of rating/review as to the adequacy of the software in meeting the needs of 
a company size and specific industry from very good: , to not so good: . The figures below are excerpts from 
the 2007 SCM Scorecard. 

Figure 63 APICS 2007 SCM Scorecard excerpts showing software vendors, product name, company size and industry focus 
codes. 

 

 

  

http://www.apics.org/default.htm
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The following figures are Gartner Magic Quadrants for Warehouse Management System (WMS) and SCM Planning 
software: 

Figure 64 Magic Quadrant for Warehouse Management Systems. 

 

Figure 65 Magic Quadrant for SCM Planning software. 

 

Leading SCM software vendors are i2 and SAP with a combined market share of over 50% in the early 2000s. 

SCM Deployment Costs 
Fully integrated SCM software solutions are comprehensive and very pricy. In a 2003 Nucleus Research ROI study 
of i2’s software which included the following modules

38
: 

 Demand Planner is a forecasting tool enabling retailers to predict and manage customer demand through 
statistical forecasting capabilities. 

 Factory Planner supports materials planning, capacity planning, and scheduling functions for production 
facilities. 

 Supply Chain Planner generates material plans, providing companies with information about products 
needed at various locations along t he supply chain, 

 Supply Chain Strategist helps companies identify and evaluate alternative strategies for product mix and 
optimal locations for stores and warehouses, 

 Transportation Manager is used to manage the life cycle of the transportation process, from order 
fulfillment through final investment decision settlement. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warehouse_management_system
http://www.i2.com/solutions/
http://www.sap.com/solutions/business-suite/scm/index.epx
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 Transportation Optimizer provides logistics analysis and information, allowing companies to better utilize 
their transportation networks and resources. 

 Transportation Modeler allows companies to perform "what-if" scenarios, evaluating the potential 
impact of various transportation strategies. 

 Rhythm Collaboration Planner is a collaborative commerce application that allows companies to 
communicate in real time with their partners and customers. 

Nucleus Research compiled the following cost data for the above (summarized in the figure below). 

Figure 66 Average cost of an i2 deployment (2003) where Ongoing Costs represent yearly operating costs after the project 
implementation and the first 5 costs represent the project Capital Costs (US $). 

 

Software licensing cost of $1,866,407 ranged from a low of $300,000 to a high of $5.7 million – this large range is 
due to company size, the number of geographic site installations etc. Other interesting project deployment issues 
found by Nucleus Research were (70 i2 customers were surveyed): 

 55% believed they did not achieve a positive ROI. 

 64% reported reductions in inventory cost. 

 50% reported reductions in order fulfillment times. 

 27% reported increases in employee productivity. 

 Nearly 70% reported deployment durations longer than planned – on average nearly 3 times as long. 

 45% reported that prolonged and unsuccessful deployments were directly caused by consultants that 
were inexperienced and unable to fix software glitches. 
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Business Intelligence (BI)  
In general, BI seeks to convert data into knowledge which can be used to increase revenues, decrease costs and 
thereby increase cash flow. BI permits manager’s to segment and analyze huge amounts of data in a simple to 
understand format so that they can make more informed decisions regarding revenues, costs and cash flow. 

Data sources typically reside in corporate databases and may consist of and are not limited to: 

 Call Center data. 

 Web site click stream data. 

 Sales data. 

 Enterprise Resource Planning data. 

 Transaction data. 

 Data from legacy databases. 

 Third party catalogue or content feeds. 

The data is then compiled into what is known as a data warehouse which in effect is a single database which 
gathers specific data from a single or variety of sources (i.e., tables from a single or multiple databases are 
compiled into a single database). By specific we mean data a manager is interested in (e.g., regional sales by 
gender, home ownership and marital status). Databases containing the data are more often than not contained in 
relational databases (e.g., databases containing 2 or more tables of data with primary and secondary key 
relationships as you would find in a Microsoft Access database). 

The data warehouse is then segmented and analyzed in a process known as data mining. Data mining uses 
PivotTables (same as in Excel) to segment and analyze the data (e.g., data can be summarized or filtered to show 
specific relationships). Segmentation is accomplished by using a query (i.e., a database query is a set of instructions 
used to extract specific data from one or more database tables and/or from multiple databases). 

Rather than being limited to only 1 level of “drilling down” (i.e., when you double click an Excel PivotTable cell, a 
new worksheet is created showing the data from a data list that was summarized by that PivotTable cell – a data 
list is really a table of data or a flat file database), you can drill down to as many levels as was pre-defined for the 
segmented data.  

Since the data is represented as a PivotTable (a 2 dimensional table) and has drill down capabilities (in effect the 
3

rd
 dimension) – the segmented data is known as cube. 

Modern day software that accomplishes data warehousing and data mining is called Online Analytical Processing 
(OLAP; a.k.a., Business Analytics and other similar names). 

 Leading OLAP software vendors are Microsoft, Cognos (now a part of IBM), Business Objects (now a part of SAP) 
and Brio Technology (now a part of Hyperion Solutions Corporation). 

Excel 2003 has the capability to conduct OLAP, create a cube (segment the data) and analyze it using a PivotTable 
with drill down capabilities – sadly, this feature was removed from Excel 2007. For those of you wishing to conduct 
OLAP at your workplace (and there have been many students that have done this over the years of teaching this 
course), ensure you keep Excel 2003 on one of your company’s PCs . 

The ensuing section provides an overview of the OLAP process, segmentation and analysis – most importantly, it 
illustrates the power of OLAP in assisting Business Manager’s making an informed decision from huge amounts of 
data in an easy to understand format (i.e., a PivotTable). 

OLAP 
 To “cut to the chase”, let’s explore an example that you will be doing in one of this courses labs. We will be taking 
a relational Access database called “Foodmart” (a fictitious grocery chain) and segmenting data from the database 
tables and analyzing it. The prose and examples which follow will illustrate the power of OLAP in modern day 
business decision making. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_warehouse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relational_database
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_mining
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pivot_table
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database_query#Database_management_systems
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_drilling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flat_file_database
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OLAP_cube
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OLAP
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OLAP#Market_structure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognos
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_Objects_(company)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brio_Technology
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Foodmart Database 
Firstly, let’s examine the database tables and their relationships. The database consists of the following tables and 
their fields and relationships: 

Figure 67 Foodmart.mdb tables, fields and relationships. 

 

The Products, Dates, Stores and Customers tables consist of data specific to that table organized in fields. Each line 
item in a table is called a row. The Facts table is knows as a joining table (a.k.a., a junction table, bridge table etc.) 
and the layout is known as a star configuration where the data tables radiate from the joining table to form a star 
layout. OLAP software creates a data warehouse with a star configuration. 

The idea here is that we can relate the 4 data tables, for example we can ask the following: 

 How many customers in September of 2009 bought 2% milk at our Canadian stores? 

 How many married female house owners bought a certain brand of sunglasses in San Diego? 

 What are the total sales in 2008 from our Mexico grocery stores? 

 What are the total sales by year and country? 

 Which were our top selling beer products by gender and country? 

In general, the questions that can be asked are endless and only limited by the data we have available to segment 
and analyze. 

Here is the “kicker” – once we have created a cube, we can analyze the data using a PivotTable in the “blink of an 
eye” or infinitely faster than it would take you to do this by creating a database query.  

Next let’s look at the data contained in the database tables. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database_Tables
http://articles.techrepublic.com.com/5100-10878_11-5034792.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field_(computer_science)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Row_(database)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Junction_table
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Figure 68 Customers table. 

 

Note that this table contains 10,280 records or 10,280 unique customers. Fields consist of CustomerID, LastName, 
FirstName etc. 

Figure 69 Dates table. 

 

Note that this table contains 730 records or 730 unique dates. 
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Figure 70 Products table. 

 

Note this table contains 1,560 records or unique products. 

Figure 71 Stores table. 

 

Note this table contains 24 records or unique stores. 

Finally, we will examine the Facts joining table to see how all of the above 4 tables are related. 
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Figure 72 Facts joining table. 

 

Note that the table has 251,395 records! 

Try to imagine yourself creating a query for this large amount of data, let alone trying to dream up what to 
query. The first record in the above figure represents the following data relationship: 

 Product: Washington Berry Juice 

 Date: 5/3/1997. 

 Customer: Connie C. Wether. 

 Store: Bremerton, WA. 

 Revenue: US $8.55. 

 Units: 3. 

In other words, the first record represents the following data: Connie C. Wether purchased 3 bottles of 
Washington Berry Juice for a total of US $8.55 on May 3

rd
, 1997 at the Bremerton, WA, Foodmart store. 

Query and Cube Files 
Since it will take too long to explain here and you will be doing this in a lab anyway, we will assume that we used 
Excel 2003 to create a query that extracted the following database table fields: 

 Date – Year, Quarter, Month and Day. 

 Gender – Male and Female. 

 Houseowner – Yes and No. 

 Product – Family, Department, Category, Subcategory, BrandName and ProductName. 

 Store – Country, Region, StateProvince and City. 

 Values – Revenue and UnitsSold. 

From the above we are segmenting the database by selecting only the data we are interested in analyzing. For 
example, in the Customers table we selected only the Gender and Houseowner fields – we could have also 
selected the FirstName and LastName fields if we wanted to. 
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Next, Excel 2003 will take the data that was extracted by the query and place it in a cube file. When we create the 
cube file, Excel 2003 will ask us to create a hierarchy when it sees that there is more than one level of information 
extracted from a database table. For example, in the Product table we have extracted 6 fields of data. In this 
situation, we create a hierarchy for the data as follows: 

1. Family – for example: Drink. 
2. Department – for example: Alcoholic Beverages. 
3. Category – for example: Beer and Wine. 
4. Subcategory – for example: Beer. 
5. BrandName – for example: Good. 
6. ProductName – for example: Good Imported Beer (pardon the pun, but everyone wants a “good imported 

beer” for the exception of the author which prefers a “good single white rum and diet coke with a twist of 
lime”; a.k.a., a Cuba Libra). 

This hierarchy will permit us to drill down in the PivotTable that we will produce in a few short paragraphs. For 
example, we can summarize revenue by the Drink product family. We can also drill down 5 levels and see the 
revenue for the ProductName: Good Imported Beer. Note that the Date and Store fields also have a hierarchy 
(e.g., Date: Year, Quarter, Month and Day – in that order). 

The beautiful thing about all this is that you get to segment the data that you are interested in and organize it in a 
way that you want to analyze – this alone is powerful in itself. 

Once you have completed the above, Excel will create 3 files: 

Figure 73 Excel PivotTable, Query and Cube files. 

 

The original Foodmart database file size was 16.9 MB; hence, the cube file (Foodmart Cube.cub) takes a 6.4 MB 
slice of it which we will analyze using a PivotTable (i.e., we have already segmented it by having taken specific 
database table fields from it and organized them into hierarchies). 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuba_Libre
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PivotTable with Drill Down Capabilities 
Once we open the Foodmart PivotTable.xlsx file (along with reconnecting to the cube file and telling Excel “enough 
already with the security warnings”) we see the following: 

Figure 74 Foodmart PivotTable.xlsx showing the total revenue for Foodmart. 

 

The default view is to show the total revenue for Foodmart in the PivotTable. 

With a few drag and drop operations (this assumes you have a basic knowledge of Excel PivotTable features) we 
can summarize, compare and/or drill down as illustrated in the following figures (for those of you who still think a 
creating a query and report output  in Access is faster, understand that the tables and charts which follow were all 
generated in seconds and one after the other in rapid succession): 

Figure 75 Product family revenues by year (this illustrates a summary view of the data). 

 

Sum Of Revenue Column Labels

Row Labels Drink Food Non-Consumable Grand Total

1997 $48,836 $409,036 $107,366 $565,238

1998 $93,742 $778,136 $207,270 $1,079,147

Grand Total $142,578 $1,187,171 $314,636 $1,644,386
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Figure 76 Product family revenues by year and month (this illustrates a Date drill down). 

 

  

Sum Of Revenue Column Labels

Row Labels Drink Food Non-Consumable Grand Total

1997 $48,836 $409,036 $107,366 $565,238

1 $11,586 $101,261 $26,781 $139,628

January $3,775 $32,993 $8,771 $45,540

February $3,638 $32,140 $8,281 $44,059

March $4,172 $36,128 $9,729 $50,030

2 $11,915 $95,436 $25,316 $132,666

April $3,885 $30,747 $8,247 $42,878

May $4,106 $31,896 $8,454 $44,456

June $3,924 $32,793 $8,616 $45,332

3 $11,994 $101,808 $26,470 $140,272

July $4,410 $36,325 $9,513 $50,247

August $3,708 $33,843 $8,649 $46,199

September $3,877 $31,640 $8,309 $43,826

4 $13,342 $110,531 $28,799 $152,672

October $3,757 $30,337 $8,248 $42,342

November $4,782 $38,709 $9,872 $53,364

December $4,802 $41,484 $10,679 $56,966

1998 $93,742 $778,136 $207,270 $1,079,147

1 $25,585 $209,895 $55,392 $290,873

January $8,620 $71,048 $18,487 $98,155

February $8,347 $68,079 $18,073 $94,498

March $8,619 $70,768 $18,833 $98,220

2 $24,472 $208,219 $54,320 $287,010

April $7,862 $69,328 $17,587 $94,776

May $7,953 $68,812 $18,418 $95,184

June $8,657 $70,079 $18,314 $97,050

3 $25,888 $212,020 $57,133 $295,041

July $8,436 $71,073 $19,435 $98,943

August $8,184 $68,022 $18,512 $94,719

September $9,268 $72,925 $19,185 $101,379

4 $17,797 $148,002 $40,425 $206,224

October $8,014 $65,866 $18,557 $92,436

November $9,784 $82,136 $21,868 $113,788

Grand Total $142,578 $1,187,171 $314,636 $1,644,386
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Figure 77 Product family revenues by year, quarter and month for Canadian stores (this illustrates a Date drill down plus 
filtering the data for Canadian store revenues only). 

 

Figure 78 Wine product subcategory units sold by year and gender filtered by customers that own their home (drill down and 
filtering). 

 

  

Store Canada

Sum Of Revenue Column Labels

Row Labels Drink Food Non-Consumable Grand Total

1998 $8,670 $70,029 $19,347 $98,045

1 $2,346 $16,754 $4,781 $23,881

January $675 $5,080 $1,389 $7,145

February $922 $5,810 $1,600 $8,333

March $749 $5,863 $1,792 $8,404

2 $2,205 $20,151 $5,329 $27,685

April $603 $6,202 $1,679 $8,484

May $708 $6,771 $1,864 $9,342

June $895 $7,178 $1,786 $9,859

3 $2,372 $19,233 $5,572 $27,176

July $824 $7,247 $1,940 $10,012

August $623 $5,551 $1,734 $7,907

September $925 $6,435 $1,898 $9,257

4 $1,747 $13,892 $3,664 $19,303

October $830 $6,432 $1,776 $9,038

November $917 $7,460 $1,888 $10,265

Grand Total $8,670 $70,029 $19,347 $98,045

Houseowner Y

Sum Of UnitsSold Column Labels

Drink Drink Total Grand Total

Alcoholic Beverages Alcoholic Beverages Total

Beer and Wine Beer and Wine Total

Row Labels Wine

1997 3167. 3167. 3167. 3167. 3167.

F 1681. 1681. 1681. 1681. 1681.

M 1486. 1486. 1486. 1486. 1486.

1998 6041. 6041. 6041. 6041. 6041.

F 3064. 3064. 3064. 3064. 3064.

M 2977. 2977. 2977. 2977. 2977.

Grand Total 9208. 9208. 9208. 9208. 9208.
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Figure 79 PivotChart for male unit purchases in the Victoria store for 3 Health and Hygiene product subcategories. 

 

Decision Making 
Here is the additional benefit of doing the above, and in particular scrutinize the above figure, we begin to see 
trends in the data that we could not possibly have imagined by just looking at a table of 251,395 records in the 
case of the Facts database table. 

The above PivotChart begs the following questions: 

 Why is there such cyclicality in purchases for Pain Relievers (i.e., there appears to be a “lot of pain” in the 
1

st
 and 3

rd
 quarters of the year for Victoria males)? 

 Why do Cold Remedies purchases peak in the 1
st

 quarter of the year and gradually decline until the 4
th

 
quarter? 

As a minimum, and from the point of view of the Victoria Store Manager assuming female purchasing trends in 
Victoria are the same as for males, you might take the following actions based on the above PivotChart (i.e., recall 
that shelf space in a store is at a premium and the “name of the game”, if you are the Store Manager, is to 
maximize revenue and profit for every square millimetre of shelf space): 

 Minimize shelf space for Cold Remedies and maximize shelf space for Pain Relievers in the 3
rd

 quarter. 

 Minimize shelf space for Decongestants and maximize shelf space for Pain Relievers and Cold Remedies in 
the 1

st
 quarter. 

There you have it, the power of OLAP.  

Managers can quickly “ask questions of the data” and get their answers so that they can make informed business 
decisions, from a summary view to a detailed and/or filtered view of the data, that otherwise could not have been 
possible. 
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OLAP Deployment – Cast Study:  IBM Cognos OLAP and the US Army 
The following is from an ROI study by Nucleus Research for an IBM Cognos OLAP implementation project for the 
US Army

39
: 

Figure 80 ROI study for a US Army OLAP implementation project of IBM Cognos software. 

 

The break-down of costs is as follows: 

Figure 81 IBM Cognos OLAP and US Army project total cost, % of Total. 

 

  

FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS

All government taxes 50%

Discount rate 15%

ANNUAL BENEFITS Pre-start Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Direct 0 0 0 0

Indirect 0 960,750 3,695,625 6,086,250

Total Benefits Per Period 0 960,750 3,695,625 6,086,250

DEPRECIATED ASSETS

Software 436,769 0 0 0

Hardware 83,998 0 0 0

Total Per Period 520,767 0 0 0

DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE

Software 0 87,354 87,354 87,354

Hardware 0 16,800 16,800 16,800

Total Per Period 0 104,154 104,154 104,154

EXPENSED COSTS

Software 0 137,161 137,161 137,161

Hardware 0 0 0 0

Consulting 725,972 0 0 0

Personnel 217,498 405,842 242,962 242,962

Training 40,153 181,396 242,896 427,396

Other 0 0 0 0

Total Per Period 983,623 724,399 623,019 807,519

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Net cash flow before taxes -1,504,390 236,351 3,072,606 5,278,731

Net cash flow after taxes -1,012,579 170,253 1,588,380 2,691,443

Annual ROI - direct and indirect benefits 146%

Net present value (NPV) 2,106,178

Payback (years) 1.53

Average annual cost of ownership 1,219,776

3-year IRR 83%

Software, 
23%

Hardware, 

2%

Consulting, 
20%Personnel, 

30%

Training, 24%
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The key issues that confronted the US Army before the project deployment were: 

 The United States military was continually looking for ways to cut costs by reducing staff, closing down 
facilities, and terminating programs that were found not to be cost effective (i.e., productivity 
improvements). 

 The US Army was not always able to obtain the data needed for financial reporting and analysis. 

 Labour-intensive workflows, rework, and redundant report building. Additionally, the user community 
had no defined process for submitting report requests. 

 Multiple reporting environments and conflicting business rules, reports typically were limited in both their 
content and user interactivity. As a result, users spent too much time manually performing follow-on 
research or consumed additional finance staff time by requesting additional custom reports. 

From the prior OLAP section, the above key issues ought to be obvious without a properly functioning OLAP 
system. 

The following (and obvious) benefits resulted from the implementation: 

 Improved productivity of finance staff. 

 Improved analyst productivity. 

OLAP Software Vendors & Reviews 
The following figure is a Gartner Magic Quadrant for BI software: 

 

Nowadays, most software such as CRM, SCM, ERP, Financial and Accounting systems contain a BI module (more 
specifically, OLAP). Companies such as Business Objects specialize in providing customers with “plug-in” OLAP 
modules to interface with their software database systems. 

Another key benefit in all this is that once an IT Specialist has created a cube file, ANYONE can then “play with it” 
and make informed business decisions (provided they understand a PivotTable, and they should) – this is a 
tremendous labour savings for most companies and allows IT Specialists to concentrate on other more important 
tasks than creating a myriad of database queries for potentially 100s of individual users. 
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Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
ERP software can be best thought of as the “software that ate the company” in terms of its pervasiveness vis-à-vis 
the business processes that a company uses to conduct its affairs. 

Modern day ERP software is in essence all of the above enterprise software systems already discussed (e.g., CRM, , 
e-Procurement, SCM and BI) plus Accounting and Finance and Human Resources. ERP is the software backbone of 
an enterprise that is used to plan and execute enterprise-wide business processes beginning with sales order entry 
and processing, inventory management and control, production and distribution, accounting and finance tracking 
of the aforementioned and human resource management. 

As was illustrated in the Colgate-Palmolive success in implementing an ERP system – it is clear the productivity and 
competitive advantage gains of implementing such a system are staggering in their transformation of a business or 
enterprise. 

Basically the software is a huge database recording all the transactions of an enterprise whether the transactions 
arise as a result of customer and trading partner interactions with the enterprise or from transactions internal to 
the enterprise from its employees. Inputs are made into the system, outputs are taken from the system and 
decisions are then made.  

Modern day ERP systems provide an interface for all such transactions. This is accomplished by: 

 A set of business processes where users (e.g., a customer; a trading partner; a third-party service such as 
a credit bureau; an employee in human resources or manufacturing, sales, distribution or accounting) 
make inputs to the software (e.g., enter an order number, customer number, order quantity, description, 
unit price, delivery date etc.; execute a Master Production Schedule plan; create a Journal Entry; bar code 
scan a shipping label for customer order etc.). 

 Users take outputs from the system and make decisions (e.g., an aged Accounts Receivable report is 
generated and Credit employees send notices to delinquent customers; a Cash Flow report for the week is 
generated and a Manager decides to forgo the purchase of capital equipment to preserve cash; a Sales 
forecast report is generated and a Sales Manager decides to change the compensation scheme for certain 
field sales representatives to incentivise them; an inventory status report is generated and inventory is 
ordered, etc.). 

So how did this all come about? Let’s take a look at the evolution of ERP. 

Material Requirements Planning (MRP) 
With the advent of main frame computing in the 1960s and into the 1970s it became possible to create software 

that permitted Operations Managers of a manufacturing facility to use the software to accomplish the following 

time consuming, complex and tedious functions: 

 Master Production Scheduling, and 

 Centralized Inventory Planning and Management. 

Basically, MRP permitted Operations Managers to:  

 Keep track of their inventory electronically, create decision models as to when inventory required 

replenishing and from this data the software would automatically create purchase orders. 

 Keep track of current order production schedules, perform What-If Analyses if “rush” order was scheduled 

into the current production schedule etc. 

From the above, the labour, inventory and time savings out to be clear enough to visualize. 
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Human nature being what it is, lends itself to curiosity and necessity is “the Mother of Invention”: 

 If you were a Sales Person, you would want to be able to enter orders into the above system and be able 

to track when they were to be produced so you could answer your customer’s questions about delivery 

etc. 

 If you were an Accounting and Finance employee, you would want to be able to take outputs from the 

system to determine Raw Materials, Work in Process and Finished Goods inventory status and you would 

also like to know when a Finished Good has been shipped so that you can “book it” as Revenue. 

 If you were a Shipping and Receiving employee, you would want to know when Raw Materials inventory is 

scheduled for delivery, which Finished Goods are ready for shipping to a customer etc. 

From the above, the next phase of MRP out to be clear – MRP was expanded to include other business processes 

including order entry and processing, accounting and finance and distribution. This was initially called MRP II which 

has gone down in history as a misnomer – in the end it was relabelled as ERP. 

Globalization and the advent of Modern Day Networks 
Large enterprises were the initial users of ERP since they could afford main frames and IT personnel to keep these 

systems up and running and their customization. Initially, MRPII was isolated to a particular manufacturing facility, 

so what you ended up with was a proliferation of duplicate systems and IT personnel at each facility and often, 

different versions of the software were operating under the same corporate umbrella. Upper management of 

these large enterprises wanted to be able to “get the pulse” of the entire enterprise and make economy of scale 

decisions (i.e., link all global operations with a single version of ERP). This only became possible with higher speed 

LANs and WANs in the 1980s. 

So the next evolution of ERP added the following capabilities: 

 Legacy or out of date software was replaced with a global version of ERP. 

 Managers gained greater control over their global operations permitting enterprise wide decision making. 

 Linking geographically separated LANs to a central Corporate LAN by using the then WAN technologies 

(e.g., early forms of EDI). 

The Internet 
Next, along comes the “commercial version” of the Internet in the early 1990s. This changed everything. Not only 

was it a cheap way to link your global operations but it represented a new sales channel to reach existing and new 

customers. 

Some of the first users in the early 1990s were software companies, as a cost saving measure. For example, when 

you issued an upgrade or new version of your software, you shipped it to each customer as a large number of 3.5 

inch floppy disks and later a few CDs with the updates = very expensive. The Internet made it possible for 

Microsoft and Adobe, to name a few of the early adopters, to provide their customers with updates via the 

Internet from their web sites, thus making their customers happy in terms of getting their updates quickly and the 

software firms were happy since this saved them a lot of shipping and production costs. 

As commercial websites proliferated in the mid to late 1990s, large enterprises realized that the Internet was 

another sales and service channel to reach their existing and new customers quickly and inexpensively.  

ERP then had to be updated to incorporate e-Commerce sales and service transactions into its business processes. 
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e-Commerce then created additional problems in that electronic BTO inventory systems could be conducted over 

the Internet – a prime example of the was the Dell Computer web site, one of the first to go online with this type 

of inventory system. Good for Dell in that it decreased their Days Inventory from days to hours thus making their 

PCs very cost competitive as a result of the benefits of having minimal inventory on hand (they gained massive 

amounts of market share from companies such as IBM, HP and Compaq at the time) and the customers were 

happy since they could customize their PC online and conduct all transactions towards this end from the comfort 

of their home or office. An additional benefit to Dell was that online transactions resulted in credit card payment 

and in essence, Dell received their money before the PC was shipped to the customer – their Days Receivables 

shrank dramatically. In reality, Dell was conducting a “cash business” online. 

What Dell did was significant and its effect on ERP. Prior to this, ERP systems were designed for Make-to-Stock 

inventory systems for large enterprises with large volume production and little or no product customization. 

Another example of how this transformed other businesses is Ericsson’s implementation of Glovia software’s ERP 

system
40

: 

 Sales Order processing lead time reduced from 1 hour to 10 minutes. 

 Purchase Order processing lead time reduced from 1-4 hours to less than 5 minutes. 

 Production Scheduling run time reduced from 18 hours to 30 minutes. 

 On Time Deliveries of 98%. 

ERP then had to be updated to incorporate e-Commerce BTO transactions into its business processes. 
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Supply Chain Integration 
As a Manager observing the above evolution of ERP you would think that the about the only thing left, that you are 
at the mercy of in terms of making your business processes run more efficiently, is you trading partners, service 
providers etc. In other words, as a Manager you would want to extend your ERP system to include these partners 
and providers so that you can better control inventories across the supply chain and deliveries of product. 

The next and most current phase of ERP permitted supply chain integration with trading partners and service 
providers as discussed in the previous SCM section. 

ERP Implementation 
As was mentioned in the failures section at the outset of this textbook, an ERP implementation can severely 
“wound” if not “sink” your company with an ERP implementation project gone bad. 

Are there any lessons that can be learned from this? 

The answer to the question is complex and varied but here are a few key lessons learned to diminish ERP project 
implementation failures: 

1. Use an implementation strategy that has been proven to work: 
a. A Step-by-Step approach where one ERP module at a time is installed, tested and integrated into 

other systems or a Modified Big Bang approach where various ERP modules are installed, tested 
and integrated at one time work the best and in that order. 

b. A Big Bang approach where all of the old systems are swept away at once and replaced with all 
ERP modules at once works the worst and has led to most of the ERP implementation failures. 

2. Successful implementations start with companies striving to understand their business processes, 
reengineering them to be more simple and streamlined where simple and streamlined = productivity 
gains and competitive advantage gains and introducing ERP to automate reengineered business 
processes. Unsuccessful implementations bypass the first 2 steps and rush to automate processes 
immediately. Successful implementations include the following phases: 

a. A Business Case for the project – really a business plan outlining strategy and as a minimum 
should include: 

i. Stakeholder analysis. 
ii. Purpose – why are we doing this? 

iii. Goals – where do we want to get to and by when? 
iv. Objectives – what steps will we take to achieve our goals? 
v. Measures of Success – how will we know that we got there and what are the outcomes 

and performance metrics to determine this? 
vi. Risks – what could mess up our project and how can we mitigate these risks? 

vii. A rough order magnitude budget and schedule along with capital cost metrics such as 
Payback Period, IRR and NPV as a minimum using Sensitivity Analysis (e.g., good 
economic conditions, bad economic conditions or something in between). 

viii. Constraints – what impediments are their within the organization for this project to 
succeed (e.g., lack of resources, lack of cash, employees which lack training)? 

b. Project initiation where a project team estimates the implementation project resources required 
(a detailed budget), activities required to implement the project (a detailed schedule) and the 
benefits of the project (detailed outcomes/deliverables and technical performance measures of 
success). The project requirements must include obtaining user input and feedback during the 
project so that business processes can be properly simplified and streamlined. The outcome of 
this phase is to obtain Executive Management support and approval of the project. 

c. Pilot Phase where the software is configured/modified/customized, documented to ensure the 
software integrates with the existing systems of the enterprise or works better than the existing 
systems being replaced. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stakeholder_(corporate)
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d. Final Acceptance and Testing where the system is tested with user feedback solicited so that 
errors are fixed and ease of use is improved; user training and final migration of existing 
transactions are migrated into the new system. In essence, the system is ready for “prime time”. 

e. Assessment  where the system is audited to ensure that all business process requirements were 
met – in other words, the deliverables were indeed delivered. Here the business benefits are 
measured to ensure the enterprise or firm achieved its desired ROI. 

3. Prioritize and clarify strategic objectives
41

: 
a. Objective: Process Improvement 

i. Methods: 
1. Cost reduction. 
2. Shortened processing times. 
3. Decrease rework. 
4. Fix errors. 

b. Objective: Strategic Improvement 
i. Methods: 

1. Enhance supply chain efficiencies. 
2. Decrease R&D times to market. 
3. Add web enabled service and support features for customers. 
4. Improve customer satisfaction. 

c. Objective: Business Transformation 
i. Methods: 

1. Create a customer driven business vs. an existing procedures driven business 
(i.e., business processes are reengineered to make the customer’s life more 
happier, not that of internal employees seeking to diminish their 
responsibilities). 

2. Abandon old ways of doing business with new ways (e.g., travel agencies going 
online to conduct their business vs. having “bricks and mortar” offices to 
conduct their business). 

3. Major culture change. 
4. Changing the rules of the game (e.g., Dell going online to conduct its PC sales). 

4. Assess your companies resources and capabilities and determine what the implementation project will 
have to accomplish to make the project successful (basically, answer the following question: where are 
we today and what do we need to do to get there?)

42
: 

a. Customer Interfaces: sales channels, marketing, customer service, call centers, distribution 
channels. 

b. Production and Fulfillment: manufacturing logistics, supply chain management, production 
scheduling, inventory management. 

c. People: culture, skills (if your people do not have the skills to implement the project, it is best to 
hire consultants to help with the project), training, executive management commitment, brain 
storming improvements. 

d. Technology: upgrade/replace/integrate legacy systems, integrate online web sites into the 
business processes, IT personnel skill sets, capacity planning (will the software handle current 
and future transaction input/output volume), scalability (what is the maximum database storage 
size and can the software be scaled accordingly), availability (e.g., % up time), security and risk 
management, adoption management (transition plans, communication of changes to users). 

e. Core Infrastructure Systems: Accounting and Finance, CRM, SCM, ERP, e-Procurement, HR etc. 
5. To patch or not to patch? Experience shows that replacing aging legacy software systems yields more 

successful implementation projects than trying to integrate aging legacy systems into new systems
43

. 
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ERP Software Vendors & Reviews 
In terms of the Fortune 1000 companies, SAP holds by far the largest market share – in fact all other players have 

less than a 10% market share in this segment. Other players are: PeopleSoft, JD Edwards, the former Baan etc. 

Even for SAP, successful results have been mixed and the implementation costs high according to Nucleus 

Research (93 reference customers of SAP)
44

: 

 Fifty-seven percent of SAP customers interviewed did not believe that they had achieved a positive ROI 

from their deployments. On average, the companies surveyed had been using SAP for 2.8 years. 

 Nearly half of the companies studied reported that their implementations of various SAP applications 

exceeded the initial deployment budget. 

 Most companies that were under maintenance contracts with SAP were paying maintenance fees at the 

standard rate of 17 percent of the original license price. Unlike other vendors whose maintenance fees 

vary from 15 to 20 percent, SAP appears to be consistent (the average SAP software license investment 

was $1,853,333, and the median license price was $1,000,000). 

 On average, the companies interviewed spent $3.64 million on consulting for their SAP deployments. The 

median consulting spend — driven by a need for customization, back-end system integration, and the 

development of user interfaces — was $850,000. 

 SAP deployments for which consulting costs amount to more than twice the cost of software are unlikely 

to deliver a positive ROI. 

Nucleus Research concluded the following: 

 A majority of SAP customers interviewed have yet to achieve a positive return on their investments. Many 

of these organizations hampered their ROI by investing in expensive license contracts and deployments 

without developing a clear road map for the full exploitation of SAP functionality and the rapid 

achievement of returns. 

 Those who did achieve a positive ROI followed a clear strategy for success: they managed the scope of 

their deployment, limited customization of the solution, and ensured broad user adoption. SAP is a 

significant investment, both in direct expense and in personnel, and should not be undertaken without a 

fully developed plan including clear objectives and milestones. 

 Companies considering an investment in enterprise licenses from SAP should do the following: 

o Ensure that the software being licensed does not exceed the foreseeable business and functional 

needs of the organization. 

o Develop a clear road map for the full exploitation of functionality to a wide breadth of users and 

departments within a reasonable period of time. 

o Conduct a thorough review of reference users in similar industries to evaluate whether the 

promised benefits really apply to the industry and the user base in question. 

o Avoid excessive customization of the solution and its interfaces, focusing instead on deploying a 

usable system that will deliver returns within a measurable time frame. 

o Conduct a pre-deployment ROI analysis that evaluates expected returns and costs, taking into 

account the probability of achieving those returns and the payback period for the investment. 
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As in the case of SCM, APICS publishes an ERP Scorecard: 

Figure 82 APICS 2006 ERP Scorecard excerpts showing software vendors, product name, company size and industry focus 
codes. 
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What’s Next? 
Well now that we understand what an Information System is and have discussed some key management issues, we 
need to dive into more specifics and/or higher order issues to MIS. 

Diploma Courses – Operations Management 
We will now investigate the “hands-on, job ready skills” components of IS using a variety of case histories and 
excerpts from a variety of textbooks on the subject: 

1. Systems Design & Analysis 
a. Project Initiation & Planning 
b. Determine System Requirements 

i. Traditional 
ii. Contemporary 

iii. Radical 
iv. Agile 

c. Process Modeling – The Flow of Data 
d. Logic Modeling – Decision Logic 
e. Data Retention – E-R Diagrams 
f. Transforming E-R Diagrams into a Relational Database 
g. Design Specifications 
h. Distributed Systems 
i. System Implementation & Testing 
j. Installation and Documenting 
k. Training and Support 
l. Maintaining Information Systems 
m. Procuring an Information System 

i. WBS & SOW 
ii. RFPs & RFQs 

n. Emerging Technologies: 
i. RFIDs 

Degree Course - BBA 
Since it is assumed you are taking a Business Degree in order to position yourselves to be in a managerial position 
or advance from your current management position, the balance of the “M” in MIS will investigate MIS topics that 
affect the managerial functions of planning, leading, organizing and controlling MIS within an enterprise. 

Towards this end, Harvard Business School cases will be used to make you “think” and learn “what ought to 
matter” to a manager concerning MIS. The following is a list of some of the cases that will be reviewed and 
discussed by yourselves, the students: 

 Introductory: 
o “Mastering the Three Worlds of Information Technology” and the “Managing in the Information 

Age Module Note for Students...” series of cases (3 in all). 
o “Getting IT Right”. 
o “IT Doesn't Matter”. 

 Strategy: 
o Landmark: “What Is Strategy” by Michael E. Porter. 
o “Information Technology and the Board of Directors”. 
o “Innovation The Classic Traps”. 
o “Leading Change Why Transformation Efforts Fail”. 
o “Putting the Balanced Scorecard to Work”. 
o “Radically Simple IT”. 
o “Six IT Decisions Your IT People Shouldn't Make”. 
o “Smarter Offshoring”. 
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